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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 14, 1977

St Times.

In Our 98th Year

15c Per Copy

•

Volume 98 No. 244

Council To Back Chestnut Reopening

City Expected To End Year In
Black Despite Budget Problem

•

A report on the city budget and a
The resolution in support of the
trainee iiinuer wallace in those areas
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at
discussion on the closing of Chestnut
reopening of the street is to be drafted
for a few months so that he could
Murray State are donating their time as
as soon as possible by Mayor John E.
Street consumed most of the 'regular
acquire the necessary background for
regular route bus drivers for the
meeting of the Murray Common
Scott who then is to' call a special
handling the department's budget.
system and that.Project Independence,
Scott's
Council last night.
meetin5. of the council to consider the
included
Also
in
coordinated through the Purchase Area
The council heard a report from
resolution prior to its being forwarded
recommendation to the council was
Development District, is contributing
budget • and finance committee
to' Gov. Julian Carrell and other state
that City. Planner Steve Zea be funds to the project. •
eharman Melvin Hetil-ey who said that
officials.
offic*
- -11y---giVe-n- additional duties and
He told the council that a study
despite a projected overrun of some
that Tommy Marshall be elevated to
Budget In Black
promised by the state Department of
$31,000 in one city department, the city
"The budget will come in, without a
the position of Director of Utilities over
Transportation on mass transit
budget will be "in the black" at the end
doubt, in the black," Henley told the
the gas, water and sewer and central
systems in Murray and Calloway
of the year._
council.
billing systems. The recommendation
.
-County should qualify the system to
included salary hikes for Marshall,
Henley pointed out that even though
receive federal funding in'January.
Also at last night's meeting, which
Wallace and Zea to compensate them
was televised from the studios of MSU- the Street Department is expected to
The majority of the users of the
for the additional dillies they Would
its.' bifdget, • That
TV over cable channel 11, the council over-spend
system (110 per cent) are elderly
assume.
persons, Zea pointed out, with five per
unanimously approved the drawing of a tmderbudgeting in some income items
"It is _my firm belief that these , cent of "the bus riders being
resolution indicating the council's would make up the difference allowing
-changes-will -improve the- operation uf
et-to
support of efforts-toget ChesTiiiit-Street—ILle-M711 generalitif°113
nandiceppealtalividuali,
_ "
"dg
n
the city for- the remainder-of the year
black
reopened-and -oppoping theperr
otherc- business at last night's blackiten
andlanvide the incoming mayor with
meeting,thc,come&
closing of 15th Street north of Chestnut
-The- council delayed action on a
as sound a foundation as possible."
recommendation from Mayor Scott
-Approved an ordnance allowing
into the Murray State University dorm
Mayor Scott said.
concerning a change in city supervisory
area.
businesses'operating billiard tables to
The council's street and sanitation • stay'open until 1 a.m. on Friday and
personnel aimed at solving the street
Buddy Buckingham, who described
committees
are to study the proposal Saturday nights:
department's
budgetary
problems.
for
himself as the unofficial spokesman
,
and report back with a joint
The mayor suggested that Sanitation
- Approved a resolution which will
the merchants on,Chestnut Street, told
recommendation at a later date.
Department Supt. sere), Wallace be
enable the city to 'acquire surplus
the council that his group's main
Transit System
proPerty_.-- and--considerable
concern is to get the street reopened to given the duty of supervising the street
Zea reported to the council that the savings;
some traffic during the Christmas department's budgeting and work
operation Murray -Transit System hsa---scheduling fora few months:Scott said
•AppriFed the low bid of $41,443
buying season.
•
been taken over by the city and that-hE froiiitiyneCeniral Memphii for the
"We as fnerchants would like the he has no complaints about the work
expects it to be able to operate until the digging of a new well for the city water
council to support us in making sure the performed by Clark as street
end of the year without additional „,..system;
.
'
Department of Transportation does at department superintendent but he feels
Clark's
funding.
lack
.
0
prier.
,eitperience
and
.
,
Approved,
the _ employment of
least that they say or even better,"very valuable, Ketiagth•Xid, with the Murray Fire
"This -service
_workink._witti_b_udAl.4041-4u141.
.
Buricizighain tolcLtheectiusciL_
especially to the elderly As well lest
.De
=parithei4;
'
'
DOT officials havgaiiiinoluiced
- -scheduling could have .14..541 to the
handicapped,'"Zea pointed out.
See COUNCIL, .
to have the street lei)ded, at least on problem in the department's budget
Zea.-pointed out that members-re-thePage 11:Column'?
a tempora-ry basis, byThanksglving • • The-mayorsuggested thartlatk 1se--

-11-EiPtC16-11A10----L-Kappa departinenecifi4y Womans Club this sfeAU-----getting a helping hand from a carpentry class at Murray-Calloway County
Vocation Center as the department prepares for its annual haunted house set
next week, Oct. 18, 19 and 20. The haunted house will bet'Carmen Pavilion on
College Farm Road.
Photo by Lowell Atchley

Calloway County Board Of Education Lays
Groun-dwork. For Fut-y re- High School prowth

inside today.

keeithusiastie iiiipprocialitnaudience_ealoyed the
"The - Fneitasticks"
opening, night peyformaffeir
production of the Murray-Calloway County Community
Tbeatre last night. For a review of the performance, turn
to Page 12.
•. •
The -Murrai,State- Racers and the Middle Tennessee
State Blue Raiders aresimilar in many ways.For a report
ort-Sadirdityl weaning meeting--between the two OVC
football teams, turn to today's Sports Secdoa, Pages 4, 7
and 8.

valw

While Siring present growing pangs,--to- see us go ahead.anct---tinal paymen
tlebateer-tad board member a
Calloway County Board of Education develop thesite," Miller said.
.Associates and Crbucif construction in._ Calloway CoWY..
teacher self
tovrard the days when.--4-.-aerrrocky Department of Educatielf
;
CoMiection with library and cafeteria
stW in preparatiOn of a 'frentucky
Calloway county -High - will. field - a Dr. Rose said has okayed property
additibiii- et the 'high pchooi, But 1, ..PeOir..tment - of -Education-Southern
3arsity football team.
_ acquisition of up to $40,000. The board • payment to Castleberry will be made
Association- -of Schools and Colleges
.arter Jitp ronatruction
The board, in a .Thursday evening diiinl_talk_about specifies on-the
evaluation nest,spring-is proceeding.
remedies -what Dr. Rose called "two
"They're proceeding at a, reasonable
session, gave Calloway County School football -stadium. Officials did talk
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose the go,
-- football
ant:- track-- -Minor arehleats" with the renovation----pnee.
--get
Despite 'a request- from Murrar 'positive feedback when the evaluation
'ahead to acquire some 8.2 acres of land placement on the property, plus an
school
and antititaited-I0eation for a physical "Independent School BaircTiliembers-to
adjoining • high
tetun comes next spring," Dr. Rose
administrative office- - property on --education,- baseball field,-and football - - house Calloway 'County Adult - Basic" salt,
--- Education clatiet at thecifY-antittY
' practicesirea:
•
College Farn1 Mad.
-The- county'schoolbbaltr'Werit on
vocational center, the county board has
Dr. Rose placed the cost of the land,
One official said persons owning the
record" supporting a move to form a
opted to "expand the program toward
which board members said -will property in question have given lip
joint city-county American Legion high
the county elementary schools."
square up existing school property," at agreement to selling the land.
school baseball field at the old city
Dr. Rose said 19 people are currently
The board also gave Dr. Rose a go$40,000.
park.
enrolled in the county unit.
Plus the board, acting on a suggestion ahead to tie onto a Murray State
-The county school board also "went
In other Calloway County Board of
on record" okaying a city school
from board member Ferrel Miller, University sewer system extension on
Education Thursday evening:
'system application to expand the
agreed to begin developing a football College Farm Road of up to $3,000.
-The school board learned Calloway -Yoc.ation education reil*Pr tnaddlio2Ith
(:/1110Way_COULAY.BOard of Education
field, track and baseball Iftesainfl,
should the school system buy the land. '--alsoThursday- evening- recommended • 'County Sheriff Maurice Wilson will not
care, welding, industrial electricity,
charge county taxpayers a percentage - -horticulture and Adult Basic Education
collection fee on school taxes this year. ' (lanes.
The reason-the county school system
-County school board members
ttiLs_Yesir KAY_ collectite_..6-_unts; the
Thifisy evening em--prciyed a number
stale
Kentucky,'Under-the
1 the --Orattdattlitte-buS-drtvers, coolertett
-ff----E4
- 42--sit,foii tyke=1-tio
Teachers.
remairider.

One Section...7,1i Pages _

_
sunny
and
warm er

today's index

Church Page
Classifieds .
Crossword
Comics
Mostly sunny and a 'little
_Dear Abby ... : .
u.nrOSCDIX..,...--• ---...-warrill -teday, high in the lo* to
p
mid 60s- Fair and not as cold _ .Let's Stay Well
s
tonight low in the low to mid 40.
Local Scene:.
Partly cloudy and turning cooler
Opinion Page
with a slight chance of showers - sports
.
Saturday. High in the mid 50s.
TV Page

10
13,14,15
...12 _
. 122
.
.
. ....., 2
..
-2,3.
4
6,7,8
_41

--

City School Board Rejects Payment Bid

'I

•.a. Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad assistant chief Hal
SAMY-TAtit ,
:Winchester discusses the work of the county rescue squad,and talks about
fire safety to students at Southwest Elementary.-Ilse county lie-rescue
squad unit toured the county this week, conducting fire drills at all county
elementary schools.

plans to continue -the special meetings
Instead of the teachers coming to the
with teachers prior to board sessions in
school board, the school board is going
the immediate future.
to the teachers.
Murray Independent School Board
In their regular business session the
Thursday night began the first of a
independent school board passed a
series of "dialogue- with teacher
motion that a proposal of $7,770 from an
meetings at Carter Elementary.
Atlanta insurance company be
Board member* in the regular
rejected, "and a counter proposal be
session wrestled again with renovation
submitted by the board which would
work at Murray Middle.
include the $7,770 plus materials that
"We had a real good dialogue with the
are
to be delivered to the site and
teachers. They were especially in- —
terested in the Governor's Task Force
meeting," Murray, rndependent School
Robert G. Jeffrey said.
The city school board has indicated

Re*.Tlin tee Carter

Says He Would

Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad Photo

BM Dates On

usable," bringing the total counter
proposal to $9,115.
The proposal and counter proposals
in connection with an extensive Murray Middle renovation, some by Presley
Plumbing and Heating of Paducah. The
company, school officials say, during
the renovation, damaged some 33
window openings in the school during
renovation work.
Jeffrey explained that board

members said the $7,770 was -Pet
other Murray Independent Schou.
-IrateBoard action:
-The board decided to retain only
one Adult Basic Education teacher with
a class at Murray-Calloway County
Vocation Education Center. (Calloway
County Board of Education Thursday
umn
ARsD,
See SCHOOL
CLor

Carter, Torrijos Meet
Today On Canal Pact

ACcepi Request

.f
- WASHINGTON ( AP
- President - Carter planned to-breakfast with
Carter And Panama's leader, Gen. Secretary of. State Cyrus Vance and
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. Tim
Omar Torrijos, meet today in hopes-of- Zbigniew Brzezinski, his national
security adviser, then meet with
Lee Carter says he would be a
laying to rest some of the controversy
Torrijos.
candidate for the Republican
_swirling around the proposed Panama
Meanwhile, former secretaries of
nomination for governor in 1979 if
Canal treaty.
—
Henry A. Kissinger _and _DOI)
Kentucky's Republican leaders thought
*state
The two )eadvip were -expected to
party.
Rusk were scheduled to appear before
issue, a joint:- statement after their
FRANKFORT - Construction of an he Could unifythe
the Senate Foreign Relations
working session at the White House.
The 67-year-old 5th District
indoor tennis court at Kenlake State
Committee as it concluded a second
The statement was expected'to deal
Resort Park will cost about $620,000, congressman, asked Thursday if he
week of hearings on the treaty.
primarily
with
the major_ point in
would accept a request 'fromparty
ticcoMg to an araiitectural estimate
Kissinger- and Rusk have endorsed
dispide cenflictink interpretations of
by Castleberry Asseciates, Architects leaders to run Tor the governorship,
the
pact as a significant step forward in
-the
provision
for
-join
added,
however, that
said, "Sure.,'' He
of Paducah.
1.1.S.
relations with Latin America.
Panamanian defense of the canal's
he would prefer a younger person to
The
project
involve
would
But Carter told a news conference
neutrality
after
the
year
seek
2000.
the
job.
construction of a 204-foot by 120-foot
nursday that both he and Torrijos
The meeting, devoid 'orCeremony,
pre-engineered metal building. The
faced."a difficult political problem" in
Republican leaders attempted to. was
expected
to
last
about
an
hour.
structure would be built over two enlist Carter as a gubernatorial
trying to win support for the treaty- in
carter and Torrijos were expected-to-existing paved courts, with two new
their two countries.
candidate in 1975, but he declined.
_4. concentrate on trying -to clarify the
courts being added. It would be hetted
Carter's problem has beeria growing
• Carter said one reason he is more
meaning of the disputed language. , and cooled with four 15-ton pumps.
opposition in the Senate, which will
hiclined to make the race this timels
The hastily arranged session was
Adjacent and connected to the Metal that he believes state government
probably vote on ratifying the
requested by Carer. Torrijos is
building, will be a two level section
.
agreement Party next year. • - '•
under two successive Democratic
containing locker rooms, showersaL.;_4(diesnisseigthoehastietame.'..!e0rrupt."..That
,withaut.-the------st°PPiug
tO T.)A
sffief
as :
h
aend1"eSterh
lfTp',
"twineEfr
uom
repea
pro shop, offices, a workroom and a
cla ritication. the treaty might fail to •
where he promoted *the treaty with ,
See CARTER,'
vencling are,a.
win the required two-thirds Senate
several heacts of state.
Page 14,ehisio I
•
Bid date owthe project is Nov.3
s' vote.
-

Kenlake Tennis
Complex Set

GETS SHOWER - Mark Elkins, a member of Calloway County FireRescue-Squad, gets a shower while demonstrating a booster line to a
of 5otithwest Tfementary ItudErriv Earlier this week The demongrt
stration was in conjunction With Fire Prevention Week
,

Calloway County Fihe-Rescue Photo

-

•

•

ydelott-Duckworth

Murray Chapter Hostess
For Alpha Deltii Kappa:
•
The West Kentucky District Prograin.

Friday, October-IL—
Slave Day will beheld by the
Ladies of Alford Lodge No.
Murray High School Junior 445 OES will have a fish fry
Class. Call 753-8132 for a starting at five p.m. at the
person to do any yard work, • Aurora Masonic Hall.
wash cars, or other odd jobs.

Mr. and Mrs. Madison P. Aydelott of Conway, Ark., anof Alpha Delta Kappa held the, Helena Fulkerson, Kappa
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Deborah Gail, to
fall meeting at 9:30 a.m. on Chapter of Owensboro. West
Miss Hettie England of Farmington Route One will observe
Brock Desha Duckworth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. DuckSaturday, October 8, at the Kentucky district president,
her 100th birthday on Tuesday,October 18.
worth of Heber Springs, Ark.
Colonial House Smorgasbord, presided at the meeting,
She resides with Mrs. Bertha Lindsey,south of 'Fri-City, and
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Joanna Sykes, Rho Chapter of
k .
Murray.
her mailing address is Route One, Farmington, Ky., 42040 for
Paschall of Puryear, In., and the late Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
Murray", secretary-treasurer
balls,
sausage
Coffee,
by
"Fantasticks"
Aydelott,,Sr., of,Batesville, Ark. The groom's grandparents
those who wpuld jike to send her cards orletters. .
cookies, cake and smalL gave her report.
'
Eng,land.said her Mind is Still
tonuilunity Theatre will be at
Friends and relatives of
are Mrs. A. C. Duckworth and the late Mr. Duck-worth and
sandwiches were served by • Mary Withers Snyder,
keen and she enjoys having companyand -receiving cards or the Old FreightDepot- at eight
'Mrs. 17.1.-DeBusli of Heber Springs, Ark., and the late Mr.
Sue Adams, Bess Redick add'-Kentucky State President,
•
p. m..
letters to have them read to her by Mrs. Lindsey.
Debusk.
,
Doll Redick. Janice Hooks aid gave a report of the Seminar
Sunday,October 111_ .
ClintonRowlett presided at In North Carolina. Clinton
"Fantastics" will he . Miss Aydelott wifi iraduate in December from the Univer_ - -Kentucky- -Reli •itatatt. weitaatedat-tbetnd_Depeu_br=-ally ofCentzsdAskansas with a degree in home economies.She
the registry ft-OW-lett gave a witty account
Conunission Caravan Will be the Cummtagty Theatre at .is a member of Delta Zeta sorority and Who's Who in
Preceding the meeting,
Qt- the tntecnational Cong
and
Colleges
Universities.
American
-int•Stadiam; *fee pin.
' remit-WICSkew
Dbreyirranier Iris initiated vention in Chicago.
Mr. Duckworth graduated from the University of Arkanaas
MSU,from-one to 4:30 p.m. for
as new member of the Rho
Lunch followed the meeting.
where he was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He is
a real eithlte workshop. AdFellowship supper wm be ‘
Chapter of Murray.
members of the West
Seven
mission is free and is open to held by the Coldwater United associated with Traveler Insurance Company in Oklahoma
Mary Withers Snyder, Kentucky District were
the public.
Frances Drake
Methodist Church Women at City.
Naomi Kiser and Ruth Ramey represented. Murray's Rho The wedding will take place op Saturday, January 7, at two
the church at six p.m.
of Lexington gave an im- Chapter was the hostess.
FOR SATURDAY,OCTOBER 15, 1977
p.m. at theFirst Baptist Qiurch, Heber Springs,Ark. All frienStudent recital by Norman
pressive Founder's Day
What- kind of day will SCORPIO
reLstiyggareinViterLL
tba.,:_els_arld
by
.
-bea
adfast
Prayst._
rado.
LLPack.
baritone._Eldo
Torrio•FroirThe To-find out What--Met 24 to-Nov:-22f-ati-04*-- Tu., will be at 8:15 p.m. in the Business and Professional
A day in which to keep your
the stars say, read the forecast
Farrell Recital Hall, Price Women's Club will be held at •
own- counsel. -Otherwise, it
given foryour birth Sign.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU• Perkins Pancake House at
would be only too easy to invalve yourself in fruitless
°Rub* 15 •: • - .
.
-1
discussions or other torn-Saturday,
y
get
which
ons
munica
will
Club
Shrine
program
Slide
and
Murray
20)
(Mar. 21 to Apr.
Triangle Inn at 6:30 discussion about landscaping •
•at
Don't change - plans or
-meet
.
•
*
-metIodifinfhoht consulting ,all SAGITTARIUS
and building ideas to provide a
21)
The Women of the Moose
concerned. Study where (Nov. 23 to Dec.
songbird sanctuary in own
A short trip may bring sonsi
changes ARE needed aixi to
on Thursday, October 6,
met
.
Chapter M:Of PEI)will_have_. back yard willhe.at-two-p.m..Ad___111,1rPriaillt_rtfults_,_-_-_---eyeo,
__ what ilegula,
ledge hail-for-:the-- Mir-the
,
possibly, a compreffiane In
'
a pothich luncliebn at moire 11fluency.
Ann Seavers. •
enrolling three canof
Pose
set-up.
present
your
the home of Mrs. Harry Between the Lakes.
didates - Carolyn Scruggs,
TAURUS
Sparks with memberi
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Patricia Stevens, and Lonara
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Paducah Chapter P as guests.
Everyone has to take chances
The success of an old friend
Thompson.
HOSPITAL NEWS I
at some time or other, but this is will certainly call for a
Officers and chairmen were
"Fantastics" by Cornno day for YOU to take un- celebration. Do YOUR part to
their stations for the
in
for
necessary risks. Day calls
make it a truly convivial one.
munity Theatre will be at Old
meeting. Announcement was
cautious, conservative action.' 'AQUARIUS
10-06-77
p.m.
Depot at eight
--ww
DEAR ABBY: I have been divorced for eightyears and made of the state convention
-( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Adults 133
GEMINI'have no desire to marry again. I've been keeping coinpany at Owensboro October 21, 22,
on
accent
the
ptit
now
Stars
'
'9
May22 to June 7.11 11
Captain Wendell Oury Nursery 18
with a fine gentleman for three years. He's also divorced.
and 23, and anyone desiring to
Mixed influences. , Avoid romance. You should hear,
meet
will
DAR
the
of
Chapter
We have marvelouslimes together, going to the theliter,
some
indirectly,
or
overoptiniisn. Too rosy an. directly
• ,go_ to contact Donna Cun.
NEWBORN
AD_MISSIONS
-boating..
and
dbuteri
-playing
backgammon
A.
John
Mrs.
of
--_the
home
-at
stout
news
_outloOk coilid "CailieThiiii t•••IOW Iineresting
'
•111dY A• Green and — 14e would-snarry msif I wanted him tn_hut..1 belieie that _.ninghanl, 753-4521.
overTOR small-bid Vital details. an Ail Mime.' - -•-••---•-- ----Nance;-17-*2-Farrner, -at 1:30 Baby Boy-,
a pie
that
.
with
In
was
e
It
announced
P8115
tired
4,.
grow
R.
they
together,
live
people
when two
p.m. Note change in date.
The p.m. brines an interesting pf-SCFS
Mrs. Ronnie G. Arnett and , other. We care for each other, but there are times when we auction will be held . on the
(Feb. 20 to Mir. 20)
. bit of news.
- - - .
in Ocfourth Friday
,like to•go our separate ways, If planning a' trip, be sure that
Baby, Boy, R. 1.... Box 306, '
CANCER •
' Square and. round dancing
you don't go overboard finanI don't recommend this lifestyle for the young or for tober. A gift march for
Hargrove
Linda
Mrs.
Murray.
of
Woodmen
(June.22 to July ?3)
the
at
held
Getall schedules, costai:. will be
a grrectLand..---Moosehart- -Eind -Aloosehaven
•,- Let militia
and-tabi-Bak;Box i'fillardtt-t-4.148.-wit4yo_.ung chthlte.P.hut our_cluldrenne
- .
- middle 50s and quite set ttt our waye. •
our
in
_ur.ciug issues_ will_ ckt etc. In writing. Better plan on
both
ire
vit
and
-Erwin
c)
Martha
Mrs
- our
ciany
sheuid
esph
why
dan
s
ie
than sod B - some "extrae.' too. •
n
r
e
ourinar
s
Ma0o
m:
nro
e
ire;i4uzgingx
th
childrel
ow
.
..
.Dr.,
athut
cat
1631
more
.
- was beld.,
Coupes.tithe OW Country.%140y ii,kly.
•
•ilemOnstrallTh, you can let* YOU '
The door prize Was won by
TODAY are
Baby Girl Glover: marry just to please other people? 1 enjoy privacy and so
BORN
Murray,
dessert
their
have
For Each Original Print
will
Club
are
ideas
your
others know that
endowed with. a 'line mind, a
wy.h Mr. (mother - Jerilyn Kay),Shady does he, arid there are times when you don't Want anYone Nora Maitinze.
p.m.
7:30
at
10 For $4.90
bridge
Minimum
practical.
unusual
lively imagination and
and Mrs. Cannon Parks and Oaks. Tr. 'cc. No. 1, Murray, around. Not even the one you love. I would appreciate your
•No Limit 0/%0 Ages
technical ability', ire lughly
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mr. and Mrs:- Auden Parks as Baby Boy Colson (mother, opinion on this. Also anyone else's.
inventive and giKe an artistic
*Groups Okay
NO COMPLAINTS
Consider only lean meat
Consult vn
hosts. Call-753-4645 or 753-9712 Carolyn), R. 2, Box 207,
°re touch to whatever you do. The
.s
- __,• Lit:wan can become an outmaking important de is mi, _
If name is not onTreservations'.Murray. r
DEAR NO. If you're satisflici, and he's satisfied, no breaded foods—no addin _ list. .
Your endurance may De team, standing leader, especially do
you
The Professionals
causes.
humanitarian
but you are used to tests — and
maintain the status quo. Of all the reasons to marry, ed fats or oils. Try using
- .DISMISSA LS
fix gra
you
mak
if
skim
poo.reel.
the
ia
to"
is."oqght
12t7$3-1S3$
11$S.
..._,
•
good:
paople-thinkjo
the
coaple
McChesney.
L.
becalisalthare
hesitate-to
nat
Ni_eki
.
wiYing---klIa.-.
-10 them
.marsball.--' thottaUL-P6
- Fish fry
.
,
suggestions of others with your
and use only seasonings fvor
be ...at 1619% ' e St., Murray, Mrs.
lad
------AIDIGO--------- ----few__-own-sensitive intuition _and__ _1_,--...--S!ntor Ci
flavor.
---Wyrat-1.-ailm: DEAELABEPL. My motherLitklaw is a kind,sweet
i
stir'
superetiEbls
so
is
fee
' Tforesighl, -thus can- -tit -a-- i--Hgt,
,
i
b
--- 'sm.
Iiii
cTiiiiijrVe
i
ancrTlir
--- VAilit---14 V'4eg)
Mrs.
Benton,
5,_
Girl,
R.
be
to
person
getson my nerves. She is always telling me not
- Your lhotito finally 1e0 - powerful assistant, a corn- • at 82.50 Per
Fannie D. tiazzell, R. 1, sometimesor
started at four p.m.
on it erniect Imu've been con- munity leader and organization
to do this that because it's "bad luck." She's constantly
•
nnmanager. You have a keen
nptotzng. .
'knocking on wood, biting her tongue, spitting three times
of justice, _ are .
- atogetaor.:!• -as. they saY..- anti nose
-nell*, .
* and throiving salt Over her shoulder:
-Kuttawit,
philosophical and versatile-in
fesidts will prove it
Melton,'Et. 1, Big Sandy, Tn.,
I have' never been superstitious and I don't enjoy
the arts. Birthdate of: Paul
'
_A.
IIBRA
Knipp, R. 3; lisitning to that kind Ofjunk. in my oninion, its ridiculous
C•
Miss
Pamela
WORKMAN GIRL
Reynaud, Fr. statesman;
(Sept 24 to Oct 23) -I don't want my children taught
rio
_ mr;_aad....mee,Dataw,_wuta.._ Box 6 Mara Mrs Louise Auld_ ignorant..
g- events -in- - tr-irgill-Roman-pott; Oscar
.._•••••40mesurprisin
------Fs? 50 Persons in trota-both SotiiidOy oftd• in
ifTtellthem KoroTiay any attention -toPang,
1;
Cuff)
ashuM,
W
poet,
Eng.
Wilde,
iirrnv
dramatist,mafl
dicated- perhaps a completely
for her. They're still too
day will receive a free gift. respect
lose
might
they
Grandma
E.
Deborah
Mrs.
In.,
Sullivan,
L.
John
novelist;
unexpected visit from an old
and
are the parents of a baby girl, Math..
young to know the difference
•
_between superstition
_
ny and Baby.Roy.
friend or relative from afar. - Amer. pugilist
kSileE Rae, weighing- seven
.
fact.
Browse and look- for surprise gift -tags..-thot_will.
Henry, ;Tn., Miss Terri D.
pounds fifteen- ounces;
How can I tactfully handle this iiruition?
be on merchandise thru out the store.
McCord, 1207 Kirkwood,
IRRITATED
4 inches, born
3
measuring 20/
Mrs. Dane G.
Murray,
FUN FOR ALL AGES
on Sunday, September 25, at
Hastings, 311 Bbyce, Paris,
DEAR IRRITATED: Tell Grandma (nicely) that you
2:56 p.m. at the MurrayTn., Mrs. Diane H. Lominac, don't want your children to believe in superstitions and
Calloway County liCspital.
1519 Patriot, Paris, In., Mrs. you'd appreciate her, cooperation. Then YOU explain to
Darryl,
son,
They have one
Mary Jane Barker, R. 5, your children that superstitions are stories based on fairy
age ten,_ and another
. New-town dilemmas fade
Tn., Mrs. Martha Ann tales-not facts-Paris,
The
six.
ail-lighter. shelly, age
- after a WELCOME WAGON call. •
ak tq•
_.4stiter„ is seweispisyed_as a • -AshlOck, RI - 2, Paris, Tn.,
As your_Hostoss, it's mY lob to help you me
. _
DelkiseKilaa-US:10th st, - --DE-Ekir*B13-Y-rilirgood--frietid-of-hurs lost her -husband
most of, your new ne.ghborhood..Our shopping
_ used ear dealer.. _ .
she moved into the
Community opportunities. Special attractions. tots of facts
R. suddenly thete years ago at which time
Murray'Harry T.Harkins'
married daughter. She's been there ever
her
of
Grandparents Eire Mr. and
home
to save you time and money.
7-, Mayfield, Mrs. Gertie
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
•- .
since.
Mrs. L. D. Workman, Mrs.
.
Wilkins, R. 7, Box 548,
I'll be listening for your call.
This friend is now over her mourning, is working
MURRAY"
Eva Orr,Mrs.Imogene launb,
OPEN 6:45-START 7:15i good-heafth. Several -of us friends-have
is
and
t-time
M-„sa....Th-,
,
_
Auda
Mra
-r
s
.r'
4urr
lutiob,
-r-GaUFRe
wears, " •'
in her dau hter-s-hoint Is'
'Xerpresence
-"
n
that
Sl-yea
°ki
"'"'•
`""".",
,T.-,..
-iiit "grandparents
„. urray. t
g has convinced
Nevada Hodge, Fern Terrace ''detrimentil to her marriage? The mother
'are Mrs. Ray Herndon of to everyone
G. Ilibeurcsehlferthiat•
she is"needed," but it's.obvious
Jasper
Murray,
Lodge,
,
Murray and Tillpvin Lamh of
that she's dot.
13-aVir, 311 EH, - Dawson
Hazel
_
How'do you tell someone whom you don't want.to offend
Springs, Mrs: Mary C. DorShe•should be ;sieving Jan? Or shouicLate•just ljutt_out?
that
Mahr"
deaur,- 804- W:
=SITUATION
TICKLISH
/13; t
„
•
I
DOUBLE FEATURE
=
-Murray, Harlan H:Kemp, R.
-F.—
ii II
iiiuñii lIflhjiil?ilu
1M3nit--m-11111- 1111
McH.
7,
Mary
Mayfield,
out.
"GATOR"(PO)
butt
-op
to
is
here
w
from
word
71111-1
The
1111112
DEAR TICKLISH:
Cuiston, 316 N. 6th St..
P1M111:1-M111
7:15+ 11:00 FRI.,SAT.
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
CONFIDENTIAL-TO"DAILY READER OF DEXTER,
_
1111E-11111:1
Townley, P. 0. Box 86, Far- MO., STATESMAN": When a man starts to tell you how
"WRITE 1.14111THIMI" 9:20
• mington, Mrs:. Frances K. much humility he has, count on it that he has none.
fa 111111.
Dailey, 105 Dees St., Hazel.
,111f
-41111,7
I Igal rg.1111
FRESH FRUITS
grit
Unusual and delightful
I 1-_v11111 -1111
11111
dressing for fresh fruits Is a
uN
•9-sI°
2,30
:3°
JIIIL1.111111::
2nd BIG WELK.. ;
_
Lemon
Yogurt-Chutney
IIIIi*
— _ - -Dressing: Seat oneéii cot/es. c movie
-1117411,(=
tage cheese on high speed of
you
'1! never forget.
111IF-111
smooth,about five
II Mixer until
minutes. Stir in eneeup(8 oz
IiIl
lemon yogurt and La cup of
chutney.
uiUl

Niss

Wur Individual
Horoscope

Women Of Moose Hold

340

I

To Please Friends

toe)

LEO

jug

•

Count calories

•

OPEN HOUSE
-OCTOBER 151 16

•

Getting settled
made simple.

BURT REYNOLDS

awin

D's SHIRTS 'N THINGS

TM-

Highway 68
Aurora, Kentucky
474-8890

-

li3

=1,
17
.1111'ITXT
-

Some Items Reduced More

THANK YOU
lflI
WE WISH TO TAKE TINS OPPORTUNITY TO SAY THANKS FOR SHOPPING WITH US THIS, OUR FIRST SUMMER.

( Iyittfe,

TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION WE ARE HAVING A STORE WIDE SALE.
Late Show Fri. I Sat. 11:40
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT :I 01 OVEN ONLY

- COME SEE OUR SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, QUILTED VESTS,
JEWELRY, JEANS A ACCESSORIES.
11* A HI-4En OF LETTERING AND OVER 150 DECALS TO CHOOSE
FROM;

r 7:

He drove 'ern 'wild!

CHRISTMAS LAyAWAYS ACCEPTED.
14112
121111

4
„
11111IF
la
alli

Nkie
GROUP DISCOUNTS.

Gold Football

—11
IE-

ri-gitt

rnu

OPEN 10 TIL 9 DAILY - CLOSED TUESDAYS
SALE RUNS THROUGH SAT. OCT. 22ND

- I°

SHIRTS

206 Off.

' Ladies'

JEANS

Ng. 12.75

20%

".tTooa
Mg_

-mil
- - — — OFF
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THERE'S ONLY ONE THING WRONG WITH THE s
DAVIS BABY...

it

L•f"

,

_
_•
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11dt-ea Ifitteher
'Speaker Foi- - The PAR

Maitied To Mr. Brandon

_

Tucker Meeting

The Captain Wendell Oury state legislatures
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
to raise the
Chapter of the Daughters of funds for the
First United Methodist
the
The
sanctnary
of
the
Elm
Confederate
the American Revolution will treasury, thus,
Church Women met Tuesday,
the Union drOve Baptist Church was the
meet Saturday, October 15, at could not
- October 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the
pay its war debts, setting for the wedding of Miss
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs,
home of Mrs. W. B. Graves
:
Donna
Ruth
Smith,
daughter
because the colonies were not
John A. Nance, 1715 Farmer cooperating.
with the Chairman, Mrs. C.
of
Edgar
T.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Instead each
Lowry
opening the meeting
Avenue. -.
Smith
and
Randall
H.
state was making laws to suit
` Mrs. Joffe - i.L1esay, itself."
with a.reading. .
-Brandon; son of Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev: Dr. James Fisher,
chapter regedt, arges -all. Dr. Watcher discussedthe---Howard--E, Brandon, ell of
presented the program on
members to attend and to note efforts of George Washington - Murray:the change of date.
"The Church History."
The Rev. Calviii_c• Wilkins
especially, Alexander
The September meeting of Hamilton,. and others to officiated at the impressive
World Banks were collected
the chapter was held at the secure a new instrument of double ring ceremony read at
from the _members. AnnoUncement was Made that
home of Mrs. Livesay at New goverminent'and, finally, to three pan. :on Saturday;
Concord with reports being get "The Constitution" September tenth. The vows'
the circle November meeting
will follow the general
given by Mrs. E.S. Diuguid, ratifjed. "Instead of causing . were exchanged before an
meeting.
chapitin, Mrs. Leon Grogan, bloodshed to secure the altar centered by a brass arch
October 18 will be the last
treasurer and national obedience of the states," Dr. with a floral canopy of foliage
-..bazaar work day. Saturday,
defense chairman. An- Hatcher added, Ilsi.framers and fall colors of magic silk.
-October 29, will be the date for
nouncement was Made of the of 'The Constitution' skillfully Boston ferns flanked either
First Di*rit DAR meeting op provided -fer-the-ellicials---bt side, nf_the arch. The family
e annual conference
meeting at fambuth College,
September 30 at Owensboro. every branch- of the state pews were marked with white
Jackson,Tn.,and a bus will be
Pr. Mildred Hatcher, governments to take an oath satin bows.
taken .irneeded.September „speaker, was in- to-support 'The .Constitution' A program of nuptial musi‘
World comm unity Day will
trodetect iff-Miss Maude as the-supreme Jaw 7of the was presented by Mrs.
-B:ogena Jackson, organist and
be held November- 4 at First
Nanar program- thifirrnan: land."
. Miss Tern ..
Erwin and Tony
• •
' Christian Church.
•COthe enjoy the fish that
She had as her subject, "Our
Attending the Separment: McClUre,Vocalisfg.
_ The closing_ part
. a • - made us farnous.Ifs three
Constitution."
prayer
Bride's Dress .
The speaker explained the meeting were Mesdames
tender. juicy fish fillets cooked
•
_ circle by the group.
- conditions that existed at 0}C..-_Robert Bum ES.-Dluguld; • The .kidep_eSortetiloiliel._:.
cretiad—
en
_ _ _ ineor catt
—
n se.1.
- _
Leon Grogin, Max Hurt, Ray father.and given in marria
ingpr-served with a hear.arl'
thO _
n A.'Nance, . by
parati;'worilial&a-Revolution'because of a lack Ifundiy,
he4oio. of es
of unity in gaverninental Robert 0. Miller, John 'gown of..white_silk -organza
Cheese Pumiaries
Nance,'
Maude
'
-eitirthIfild-With
Livesay,
Miss
-Venice
lice
affairs among the colonies.
Sharp cheese wedges are
"Under the 'Articles of Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Dr. poised -over bridal satin. The-_
nice with apple pie;but cheese
Confederation,"' she said, Helene Visher, Mrs. Mary empite bodice was overlaid
pumpkins may be more
"Congress could vote money Davis and Miss Kim Davis, with lace and accented with.
decorative for special ocfor the Union, but it had. no prospective members, and seed pearls. the Victorian
casions. Shred 5 ounces-(1
power to tax anyone directly._ Mrs. Edward S. Nance, :neckline and cuffs of the
cups) Cheddar cheese, oover----double sheer Bishop Sleeves
Congress had to depend on the Chicago, Ill., a.guest.
and allow to come to room ,
were also of lace and seed
temperature. Beat until fairly
pearls. The A-line skirt was
smooth; add 1 tablespoon milk
- entreated-- by- a --double
- mixing until well blended and
scalloped band_of Venioniace
-shapiln
-Ta minas,pressin
k
• e that swept
around.the
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
ridges--to- simulate the pumgown
Th
The
e
into a chapel
chapel.
. write
pkin-and-attach a Whole clovebride and
was-designed b
. TIISorth 12th Street
at the top.
Mr: and Mrs. Randall IL Vrandon
fashioned by her mother.
_
-SWe - : wore .a.. Julie style _ a
•
Reception
BOX 307,Murrky;KY 42071':-headdress- of silk illusidn of bouquet of all white garecretnialY
edged with lacentatching lyer. denies, steptiantire, -4P
dress. She carried a cascade asDargus fern. Her only recent/On was held in. the
jewelry was a diamond fellowship hall of the church.
The table was covered with
01;1 Np
.;••;x...ta;41.;2;.16;to%toe;2;46.s;2;ev.2;•.;2;46;12;$
pendant, a wedding gift from
olt;o16;.2.
..41144.46;t01..r.2;4.1,441.osiCA,116.
0
111112......6.•11*.
P.•.4.:7:41,...4•...tIMIILVNIV:s0.•.110:71.71.741,M,..•......,*.41,10,:sc.o..07.4Prell• P. ...0•.•..0...“.•.1074: 10, the groom.
an imported lace cloth and
Miss Bonnie Smith, sister of centered with an arrangement
the bride,--served as maid of., of magic silk in a _silver wino
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss cooler. Silver. branched
Tammy Outland and Miss candelabra With white tapers
Lori Brandon, sister of the- were-on-tither-aide--of thegroom. They were identically centerpiece.
was'attired in -formal gowns---de-three-tiered
t coral berry quianna knit.'t• deeckrsded with rose buds and
tiq, carried a coloniaLnosegay of topped with a heart and a
cie _magicsilk Iwo wore matching cluster. of wedding bells.
• sersing the guests were Miss
4 flowers
•
4,-• Howard -Brandon attended- -golf..14Yett, Miss' Banda
ilk his son ai best man. Serving Salter, Mrs. Lemon Lovett,
6-0 P.M. WHISKEY RIDGEBOYS - In Persaktitotims for
They
Mrs Larry Suit
%It as fume/manes-and - u.shers1.6:
. were Roger Brandon and Billy were assisted by Mrs. Mason
kids all ages, coke & hot dog 15c
Thomas.
;ma Earl Brandon.
After the reception the
Miss Renee Tobey presided
;
IN
-.-#2..f.."..sat.theguestregister ana Gene couple left for-a -wadding trip
Live Clowns, Coke & Hot Dog 15', Grand Prize
;3)1 Paul King presented to the Great Smokey Mountain
Drawing
Tali programs of the wedding National Park. Mr. and Mrs.
Brandon are now at home at
_ k ceremony to the guests. •
F_,Z -les. Smith Chose for- her 1100 Glendale Road, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner'
daughter's Wedding a formal
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
; gown of aqua knit. Mrs.
Brandon,the groom's parents,
- Brandon, mother _.of the
•
groom, was attired in a kelly were - hosts at a rehearsal
egreen chiffon Torma1 gown. —dinner at -their----rliMe711r2. Mrs. Ben Armstrong, wedding party, family
maternal grandrnotker Of the members and out-of-town
C
groom, selected a blue formal guests enjoyed the buffet
--A
I
•I'ovirt-antl_ carried_ a cym-- dinner.
-; -bidittm-orerfid-coreage,--rdm---..
•
Farie Redden, maternal changed gifts and presented
•tit, grandmother of the bride, was gifts to their attendants at that
OFF
thue:
unauTe To atterid7--OFF
OFF

_Fish & Fryes

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE, COURSE

tke

PAUL WINSLOW S
GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION

t

4

FRIDAY:

SATURDAY:

n

SALE THIS WEEK ONLY

ft

FRENCH

opper Cookware

1020%

-

Gourmet Enameled Casttron
Mires
Cookware
15%
10%

•s

'

Pinning Ceremony
•It•
-

Held Tri Alpha

Navy
Twenty jimior and senior Shara Toon, parliamentarian.
•)c,7,
Creme
At the conclusion, lemonade
tie girls of Murray.Hip'School
were recently initiated at a punch and white and red party
75% easy-care polyester,
candeliight panning ceremony cakes were served from a tea
rayon.
18W-decorated with .green
into
the Murray High
Available 6-16.
r;
i1•1
MCA-sponsored linen cloth, highlighted by
4tw,
- yellow tapers in crystal
service club.
a l
:
candelabta_. which matched,
• is
STYLE_ 7322
31,1e. were Karat
Mifzitathey, Renee Cochran, the punch bowl. The president
••11Millie Elkins,.'Rita IFyitts. served the guests, aksisted by
•:
Jenny Francis, Debbie her sponsiir, Mary Ann
Collect yourself in luxurious layers. By texture,
tit Geurin, Keane Gregory; Russell.
W Amanda Thai'Pam Johnson,- -----The-MurraY-High--Tri€Aillba
the tiaIMPhy in
Ity:oltitnarmejitriell
Gene Lovett, Dana Mansfield, IS open to all junior and senior
41.•
composed by Nardis. Draw the blouson jacket
Ls.
Francie
Outland, 1.isa girls who 'maintain a
over cowl neck sweater and flared skirt to
. Outland, Laura Watkins, Pat scholastic average of 83 or
oy tbi-intailucte•
Ex3
WhifloW-, Sèriii iiidn .
tlk and
Heather Itodman. becoming involved -in -schabl
:
711i
4: juniors; Jill Austin and Krista and community lei-vice and Di
maintaining and extending
4 Russell, seniors.
!x
The club' president, Delores Christian Standards.
Ronchil; Welcomed the,new
members. Karen Jackson,
chaplain, gave the devotional
,
. Other officers assisting in the
• pinning were Donna Bailey.
:$1
: Secretary; Dana ShipleY.
•,
MATFILLU
PHONL 247▪2552
KE PARIS ROAD
1€ vice-president; Laura Shin- The electric stove was in
Deiaint
. vented by Williani S. Hadaway
.
4tr. ners
„ ••,-.....w.a.,;.•;t0 6;.%/Naelbite.;5111.A.1;6164"60•A•V.V110.2;,••••••••• •;&;1 04;t114;f0jEt
; ....w•iti.11W%.2;
' treasurer;
•..")._•_••77•117.40.11N1,...407.41M1.5":
:
:.
•!::".s r:To
Honchul, service chairman; in 1896.

in

elentinti lortian
boPPe

SpeciaI
Copper
Tea Kettle
Reg. $28.25

Register
For
Door Prizes

Now $1425

SpecialPurchase Two
Sauce Pans
Receive 6"
Skillet FREE!

10-30% Off On All Vacuum Cleaners
.-Hoover v-Eureka fr--Royal v.-Regina -Premier v.-Kirby
Rainbow B- Sunbeam

Filter Queen Home Sanitation System
s Reg 5550 -

NOVI $215

Litton Microwave Ovens
$50-$100 OFF
Sign Up For Microwave
Cooking School

M-Thurs. 10-6
Special Friday 10-9
Sat. 9:30-5

Olympic Plaza
N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

751-1636

Sight, Hearing And Health Fair Oct. 20th and 21st

"
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.ART
41$ e

EDITORIAL

Better idea
•

••••:,

•.

11EARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HFIAHTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St , West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
, envelope. The most useful replies will
he printed in this column.
"About three months

•

ago, my claim for Social Security
-disability benefits was denied. I was
toldlht 1, had six months to_ file _a
fir' pest for consideration ofmy chichi,
but now I am told thatthilaw had been
changed. Is this•true?-lxse,how doesit
County
Calloway
•
Whether
' With Halloween approachihg,
affect me?-N.T.
parents' thoughts should turn to area residents adopt the Meet
A.-It's true-that under the new.law a
'a Treats:idea or net, there are
the safety of their children.
request for consideration of a denied
the
other. tips
claim for Social Security disability
The National Confectioners several
cerwhich
suggests
benefits
or
a
request
for
Association has come up with association
BE61)4
reconsideration of the date of onset of
an idea_ worth considering. The tainly should be aecepted by all
disability must be filed within 60 days.
are:
.
association, which represents of ils. They
However, if your letter included a
.
costumes
are
-Make
sure
candy makers, suggests that
\,
statement you had six mouthsto apply
.
for reconsideration of your claim, that
addlts help take the trick out of - light, non-flammable and short -:'
dr'
111114
tripping.
Use
........
prevent
.4...
enough
to
wah
.
s
.
.„„,
,
,ssat
-=-„.„.
4
0
.`'
s
statement remains unchanged.
•,,,,:,,, ,,.... „.,,.„.
-the Oct. 31 celebration. The
--t,....
,,, .""......... ., ,,s.,..
'HEARTEINE:
had In: go: on
glow in
. ,.............,
reflective
tape
10
they
k
\\,
.
'
;\,,,.,
,..,,,,,-..•
association suggests replacing
.,•M'
s
.• .*,,,,,,
"--------"— ,,ss•
disability in March of 1972, and I am
of
headlights.
beam
the
Deploy
News
Service
Tr_ict or Zu.AL_with_ Meet_
:-.
stilidisabled.tinatkaleartronditinu.I .
-Use lace maRe-urlh
-Treat.
, aPplirtd for disabilitybenefits when I
The purpose, they say, is to of masks which can obscure
, got sick, but I didn't receive any until.
•
•
-_ _
difficulty
•
- September-of 1972.-In thetime hetweso_ _
emphasize -the positive aspects .vi§ion and cause
Leiters
--March and September,_I lived on state
.pf Halloween. Of course, the breathing.
.disability of which I contributed to-Observe
111
pedestrian
—••••••_
=-Assoctation Asti wants to
.
My question is; Am.I entitled te back
the
safety.jules,as
by
given
preserve the annualselebration
pay, or a lump"sum from March to
.
because it moves a lot of candy - National Safety Counell.
September? Some other people I have talked to who had to go on Social
off of store shelves. But, don't run, when crossing
Dear Editor:
only candidate who is completely
welfare of this city.
Security disability have received lump
regaidless of the reason behind streets...and look both ways.
The letter from Mr. Mike Finley in
independent of pressure from
Surely -these two reasons are valid
sumsfot their back pay.-D.C.
-Turn porch and exterior
it, the idea seems like a good
the Pct. 12, 1977 edition of The Murray - and hopefully can be understood by Mr.
employment and employer, conflict of
A. For a disabled- worker or a
lights
on
to
"Meet
'n
signify
Ledger & Times deserves an answer Finley. I could not run as a Democrat
one.
interest, promises or conunittments to
disabled widow or widower under the
and your cooperation in publishing my under Kentucky law and chose to be an
In brief, the candy makers Treaters" are welcome.
anyone.
law,. disability benefits begin after a
reply is appreciated.
you're
a
motorist
on
All
-If
After carelly reviewing my
waiting period of five full calendar
want parents to meet and visit
Mr. Finley and the public is entitled that city gBout
answers, Mr. Finley, I hope you reach
haevnet nesvIll
verIrun
ireed
be
months after the month in which the
with their neighbors while_ Hallow's Eve, drive especially
to understand my reasons for filing as operated on.a basisbf"parties because it
the same conclusion-the other's have
disability is determined to have begun.
accompanying their children on eareful.
an indeperident (and please understaod is apparent to me thiit parties _do not • already expressed to.me,to estefor the
Therefore, the first disability benefit
perhaps
thetest'
:=But,
I respect the Independent party) enter inte_city government decisions by . candidate who will do the best jobAs•
treat rounds, and perhaps W3Snci
check will be paid for the sixth lull
although the -mostIsasit reason should the city council or mayor. And quite
up with a neighborhoZa-party. safety tipof all is to know where
city government is not a party issue nor
month of disability.
be obvious, even to Mr. Finley.
- frankly, I hope the day never comes
is the office of mayor.
This kind of approach to your children are at,all
Social Security will pay refroactive One simple reason was that I felt when I foreake the welfare of my local
especially on Halloween. And,
Most Kindly
benefits up to.„12 months preceding the
__-Halloweeptivoilici.foster
,Mayor Seett--weuld be ee-eleetett_andEllChrtatilarl
any'".daddidate ,-tufft month-- Yon
omplished 1331
-Of friendliness, the .asSociation .that's ls
-there- was- no - besiS. for me to - even or otheneise
PS:: In''looking at your home
who is riot in the best providing all of the eligibilIty
being with'them.
consider running in the May primary.
_ ditterests,
address, I ,believe that is in the. requirements Jite- met during that
ef the people and the city. AS
But the important factor was that I for me,my country-community first.
Glendale Road area.
period.
'supported Mayor Scott in most of his
Now, Mr. Finley; about intestinal
For people who are interested in
'M C.Chiles
programs (I did not support him in
fortitude. My interest in Murray must
learning moreabout the Social Security
some) because I felt his entire efforts be obvious because I filed as an
riKhteti outlines prod ui •il ty,i the I ofitmittee Oti
program, Heartline has developed
eth
were in behalf of Murray and the independent after forty-five years as a
ries And used ta_permtssion
"Headline's
Guide to Social Security."
• .
people. I had enough interest in this • Democrat. to take such a step,••.•
This book is written in easy-toDear Editor:
community to carefully study his consitious of the reality of runtun' g
•
understand, question-and-answer form 4
W
.g,the Senior Citizens of.Harclin and
Programs and to -know his once desire-- ii-gainscille Dethocratic candidates,
and covers retirement benefits,
South Wfarshall, Wo-uld like to thank all
was to iinprove Murray in every way
could you not consider this as intestinal
widow's benefits, cltildren's benefits,
seissible. All of us__new- know that- fortitude,-Mr.Finley? imir.lesgesAMurrayand.QalloWne_ disability benefits -and --many--- more - - County who brought an ad in 'our
somewhere along the tine, his desire to
was willing to take that risk because
interesting facts concerning the various
program -booklet for our lale South
improve this community did riot reach
is
a
council
member
my
observations
aspects of Social Security.
himself by raising a question as to the enough people but it
'Luke 10;25-37
Jubilee
scheduled
for
August/19 and 20,
simply is not in my for four years has clearly proven to me
To order your copy, send $2 to
meaning of a- werd. "Who
is my
,The
_ Laser's Questionsbut had to be postponed until October
_
hien-iny back an a man+ - -that the -election , of the Democratc
"Hearthntos-Guide to Social Security," '
-neighborr7134
. t,Christ
10:25:21‘
not tell him. belled was teying so
21.
hard'for the 7.
candidate would not be 'in the 'best
Box 4994, Des Moines;Iowa 50306.
'• .Instead,, He told him a beautiful and
A certain man who was versed in the .
The,event will Se held at the South
or
the
community.
'
inerests
of.MuiTiY
HEARTLINE: My wife will be 62
immortal story.
law of Moses and an exponent of it
Marshall „Junior High School In yeare_old next„veer and she would
•••
•-•My quard/c-eticet6 for-officeGLEPaior
- • - - - TheSavior'sReply
-Presumed -to lest-Chris' t Ibith a catch
may not be the hest in the city and I - oetober l. e nibilee was postponed
to start drawing her Social-Security
. 10:30-35
question, "What shall I do to inherit
•
due to the fire that destroyed our
have
never
stated
they
are.
But
they
benefits. She has worked at many
The scene was laid on the road from
-eternal life?" His 'query-revealed his
building on August 5.
are solid enough to be a more effective,
different places and does not have any
Jerusalem to Jericho. It was dangerous
. ignorance in supposing and assuming
Thelma Nanney,Director _
productive and working mayor than my
idea ho'e ,. many quarters she has
.v -that eternal life could be-secured by - to travel this road because it was
Vernon"ViiiiWri;--princ.ipaI -Of•Mui
•
:
ra}:-* opponent. And yes, Mr. Finley,I am the
South Marshall Senior Citizens
earned. Is there any way she can find
infested with robbers. A man was going
something . that he coutd do; it
University School, was named vicethis
information? T.F.
along
this
road
when
-robbers
sprang
intimating
demonstrated his pride by
president of the First District
A. Your wife needs Social Security
out from behind the rocks and seized
that he could do whatever was
Education Association at the meeting"'
FROM THE
form OAR-7004, "Request Statement of
w Down
him. These highwaymen beathim until
necessary, and it contained a fatal
held here with M. 0. Wrather and
Earnings." Heartline feels that people
Joe
Crump
he was almost dead, stripped the
admission, the confession that he did
Marvin Dodson asspeakers: - •- working under a Social Securityclothes from his body, robbed him and-not possess eterria Rife.
A goal of $29.1000 has been set for the , t
•
covered job should fill One of these
left him wounded and suffering, .
, Man is so proud and conceited thatlie.
Murray-Calloway County I.Inniciftind
forms out every -year to insure that
A priest was going from Jerusalem to. Driveier thi,e year .
thinks,that he must work
_
_ _for every_thin_g_
_ _
•
rt-L-a,d has hem,givemhe-proper
sYri
--CP-fla fyrfoi gets, including entrance into heaven.
-The special movie, -The Restless
credit.
These
forms
are
available at
humanity had dried up in the heart of
- Multitudes ace trying to work their way
Ones," is being shown each night this
•
your local Social Security office, or by this professional religious leader. Upon. week at the Murray State
-bito heaven whenthe Scriptures plainly
University
-HUD
Waste
writing
to
'Heartline.
Please
enclose a
seeing the wounded man, he was, auditorium.
teach that it is an impossibility.
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope
careful not to go near him. With an
lEpliesians 2:8-9).
Janice• Nesbitt and• William Moffett
Myestating indictment rink practices_ with your request--to Hear-nine---'
'-attftude -of -ptrfect indifferenceloward- were installed
-"What'TS
worthy -matron and
which brought +about" this fiasco, OAR," 114 E. Dayton St.: West
call
the
to
attention
of
the
the
unfortunate
and
Members
of
helpless
fellow,
"he
answered
by
-the law." The lawyer
worthy patron respectively of Murray
pointing
Out its structural deficiences, Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
a
House
a
matter which has cost the
passed by on the other side" of the road.
giving the summary of the law. The
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the the
inevitable deterioration and vandalAmerican
taxpayer
Fle. .like multitudes _today, Was an
dollarg
tnfilions
of
.
„christ said."Thou has answered right:
Eastern Star.at the meeting held at the
ridden desolation so utter and complete
In waste and-or- fraudulent loss. It
expert at __passing on personal
_ this do, and thou shalt live." But,it wasMasonic Hall.
that
its tenants for the most part had
concerns the demolition of a HUDobligations to others.
necessary that he do it and not just talk
•
Sixty-seven persons were present at
long since fled the premised -prior to
housing
project, the Rockdale
A Levite arrived at the place where
about it. It was necessary to keep the
the Morris reunion held October 8 at the insured
demolition.
Apartments,in Atlanta, Ga...
Today is Friday, oct. 14, the 287th day •
the wounded man was lying on the
while law, "for whosoever shall keep
Murray Woman's Club House.
.Just as serious are the allegations
asked
the
"I
Secretary
of
of 1977. There are 78 days left in the
roadside.
With
an
Housing
attitude of sheer
the whole law, and yet stumble in one
that, had the statute of limitations not year.
_
and Urban Development Carla Hills, to
curiosity, he gazed at the wounded man
point, he is become guilty of all." Thus,
expired,there would-have been grounds . Today's highlight in history:
thorough
make
a
and
investigation
of
how
then
passed
on
down
the
road.
He
he was brought to see that he could not
'
for prosecution. There are also
On this date in 1066, Normans tinder
was a type of those who want to see and
Murray-and Calloway uuunty's oil this could have-happened. After several
get eternal life by worki.
allegations of kick backsand collusion. Williirn- the Conqueror'defeated the
of
months
delay,
the
Secretary
know
but
do
finally
not
want
to
help.
justify
sought
to
Lawyer-like, he
dealers and service stations are
"My main concern about this disaster Englishat the Battle of Hastings.
Both the priest and the Levite
observing Oil Progress Week this week. ordered the fnspector General of HUD
includes an impression that nobody in
make
a
thorough
"passed by on the other side" because
to
investigation
on this date:
of
the
Deaths
reported
include
Mrs. Carl M.
Isn
'
t
HUD seemed to be terribly upset about
it was the easiest and the least
In 1644, the founder of Pennsylvania,
.
Hendrick, age 75, Mrs. Ellen Miller, matter. That Investigation took over 6
the situation.. The correspondence and
months to complete. After it was
William Penn., was born in London.
expensive thing for them to do. People
age 87,and Mrs. Myrtle Crawford.
_
contracts
seemed to show that htis
who do not have a willingness to help
In 1890, the 34th president, of, the,
Mrs.' Ogilide -Anderson, president of completed, the report was seht to the
It has been said that hanging is the
- wasteful boondoggle was atepted as
.
attorney
in
Atlanta
for
U.S.
review...
.
United
States, Dwight EisenhowerEho,was ..
the
lessfortunate
always
have
an
the
local
'unit
of
the
American
Legion
worst use a ,person can be nut TO:normal, routine way of life and HUD born in Denison,Texas.
"In
the
Rockdale
apartments
case
excuse
for
not doing so.
Auxiliary, will attend the First District
There is, however, something .even
personnel seemed prepared to move on
Then, a Samaritan approached the
the tiZpayers invested $4.3 million in
In 1933, Germany announced it would
meeting at Fulton on October 20.
more dreadful-waiting on Congress
to the next fiasco. I was cenraged by withdraw from the League of Nations.
,
not
fit
for
buildings
.
human
habitation.
wounded
man
on
the roadside. As soon
Brent Cooper and Bob Bazzell of the
to do something reasonable.
. . this situation, and I thought they should
as the Samaritan saw the poor
In 1944, in World War II, British and
Taylor Meters, Inc., have received At the time the order was given to .
.
by too...
Greek troops liberated Athens from
unfortunate man, "he had compassion
service recognition awards from the demolish-just 6 years after its
"
y
other
o
my
Pe
on him." He treated his wounds by
German occupation forces.
Chrysler Corporation of Detroit, Mich. construction, I want to emphasize-it
colleagues who are aware of such
"pouring in oil and wine." He lifted the
In 194,7_,U.S. Air Force Capt. Charles
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is was estimated that it would take 81.4'
ABOUT THIS PAGE
.-problems in their own _districts will Yeager ieste`ci-r4roeitet-pow ered
man into his awn saddle, and he walked -Loving -You"- starring Elvis Presley " million-to rehabilitate the units in order
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net
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until
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for
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i
ebreill
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After
are
page
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Scott
and
Wendell
opinionated articles
Corey.
the able Chairman_ of the two became the first person to fly faster
• .
code standards.
remaining with him as long as he was
presented for the purpose of
committees sO that a completer review than sound.
U.S.
"The
attorney's
needed
he
made
provision
for
letter
is
a
his
future
free
the
for
forum
providing a
of HUD related problems can be
care and promised to pay for it upon his
In 1964, the American civil rights
exchange of differing opinions.
undertaken.71
of
reservoir
lands
The
sale
_in.return.
Dr. Martin Luther King, was
leader,
•
Ledger
&
Murray
The
at
We
Kentucky is . planned soon by the
When real love finds a need, it seeks
awarded the Nobel Peace Peize.
Times strongly believe that to limit
Miirray Ledcier & Times
Crump's Grass
Tennesaee Valley Author-ay _with 5,701
to supply it. It ministers to the needy,
Ten years ago: U.S. planes pounded a
opinionated articles to only thoSe
Roots Comment
in
Calloway
located
County,
said
acres
feeds
theshungry,
clothes
the
naked,
Walter
I..
Apperson
•
-shipyard and other targets in-the'area
paimmer
which parrallel, the editorial
_
HUD's'record of waste is a disgrace. of the - North Vietnamese port of
_ ,, R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor — .
T.C. Mc-Carley of the TVA office in
gives drink to the thirsty, visits the
philosophy of this newspaper would
_ The Murray Ledger & Times is published
HUD needs a house cleaning from top to
Murray.
sick,
entertains
the
lonely,
and
afternoon
Sunda,
July
4,
Christexcept
Haiphong.
readers.
every
be a disservice to our
bottom. The President'should declare,
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Deaths reported include Hubert .P
comforts"the sorrowing. Love forgets
Five'years ago: The government of
Therefore, we encourage readers
Murray Newspapers„ Littr., 103 51: 4th St.,
"You can depend on it."
Jackson,Sr,-age 507 - -self and sacrifices for others. Loving
Postage Paid at
President Salvador Allende in Chile put
M w-ray,ltr426717seea'hofclass
who do not agree with in. editorial
Murray,Ky.42071.
About three hundred persons
service is not a burden. Where there is
four provinces under a (state of
stand or.the ideas presented by an
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attended
the
skating
party
held
by
the
brotherly
love,
service
becomes
a
112.50 per nsionth, payable in advance.
or.
carriers,
emergency as continuing strikes
column
a
writer
in
individual
By mail in Calloway C,ourity and to Benton, liarMurray High School Parent-Teacher
source of joy.
.
crippled the country.
othio• article, to respond with their
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.,
and
Sedalia
and
din, Mayfield.
Association on October 10.
The Lord's Command
$17.50 per
• One year ago: President Gerald Ford
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feelings on the particular issues
year. By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
Births reported include a boy to Mr
10:36-37
said he had made a mistake in saying
being discussed with a letter to. the
year.
and Mrs. Prentice Overbey on October
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that the'Soviet Union did nottlominate
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11.
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Eastern Europe.
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Association.
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CORNER HIM BOYS—(*din quarterback Alvin Smalls doesn't fed much room to run here as the Racers have Smalls cornered. Racers
in thepichne include Sam Franldin(97)11111Shannon(93 and partially hidden), Bud Foster(43), David Reagan(52)and Bruce Marlin(70).

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
So. 12th

For All Your
Winterizing Needs
- See Your Self Service —

Murray State Racers
VS.
Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders
1:30 PM.
}twice Jones Field
Murfreesboro,Tn.

„

Hardware

Go Racers

. Murray Supply
---- —71-Ate-Hardware

ATI

Jeep

•

Freed Cotham Co.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
- Cooperative Corp.

Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal —Since 1937—

Murray-Mayfield

802 Chestnut

7534832

Price Buster

7534448

The,Nefions No. ,1 Creditor
in Agriculture
.304.No.4th Murray,Xi.

Murray Eledric
System
-401 Olive

753=5321

All The

Way Tigers

FT
Complete Decorating
Service
lath. Chestnut

Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.

THE
ac
NEW

HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sondwiches 5 Plotters
5 Points • Murray, Ky.

6 a.m. tit 11 pm.Sna.-Thors.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.
North 12th St.

STOKES TRACTOR

M

Of Murray

Industrial Road
753-1319

Frr

'MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT fit Cars, Tracts Tractors
&
— RADIATORS REPAIR/a —
COMPLETE MACNINE =MI
•
-1

111

AUTO PARTS'
I

16e:."

753-4414

401 MAPLE

.

I "4SA7°ON
MURRAY, KY.

Where Dining is
a Pleasure

• Banquet Facilities
Up to 150
Hwy 641 S.

753-5956

Call the

Prescription Specialists
753-8302

MURRAY

Imp Stec* sl forelgraer Parts VW
.• DATION • TOYOTA

NAPA

753-6025

Akekurlax‘

IMPLEMENT CO.

PRIVATE
DfNINGROOM
PHONE 502-753-7992

,Metnber F.D.I.C. -

Hours:

Telephone 753-1474

AND

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Opeir14 hours a day, Every Day!

osi

Cain AMC Jeep

1

Jackson Purchase
PCA

•

Phone 7534717

-

-1100 A. M.
SUNDAYS-,

78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-7, C1-5, Pacer& Pacer Wagon,
AMX,Gremlin, Concord &Matador

Galloway County
Soil Improvement
Association

•NTERIORS

The

SERVED 'IVO P
UNTIL 12 NOON

AMC

806 Coldwater Rood

Paschall
Truck Lines

BIG
JOHN
Lowest Shelf
Prices Around

We Support Our
Football Tams-

AM&

corAPAI,

Free Deliveryi
:
)
-

Clinic Pharmacy .
5th and Walnut

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.

West Kentucky_
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,
Carlisle and Henry County...km. —

753-4351 - 247-4350
Glen Sears, Mgr.
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Laker Frosh 18-12
Winners At South

Rebel 10. couldn't and the quarterback
second quarter," Laker coach the ball down to the
for kept and was finally hauled
'carried
Barrow
Ricky
Stan Outland said.
down .on the eight.
down
first
the
on
yards
five
"We just stuck with it and
Then the Lakers got the ball
play;
down
second
the
On
call.
1:44Yed . real 'lough defensive
up.- from 10. aids:nut Alklieur
the-handoff
missed
Bryan
ball' and nobody was able to
followed chances to score.
score in the half," he added. the middle but wisely
On the first play, Ricky
hole for
the
through
runner
the
South Marshall ran the
carried off tackle for a
Barrow
at
game
'
.
04
opening second half kickoff the TD and tied the
missed a gain of five. The second down 011
Lakers
The
12-12.
back to the Laker 4-45-yard line
the game play went to fullback Tim
and on a quick series of plays; chance to win
conversion McAlister who bulled through
the,
as
outright
finally scored on a two-yard
night, • • • the middle for a gain of two
failed.
With the victory, the taker. Plunge to go up 6-0. The
for yards..
toss
coin
the
won
"We
Then on a third and goal
freshmen stand at 3-4 on the conversion failed.
since
,
- . _ ir• But the Lakers came right the first overtime and
season and can even things up
from three yards out, Bryan
playing
been
4.'"- • ; •
had
defense
our
next week with a win at back. Brad Bryan, filling in at well, I thought it would be best went on a keeper around right eips.• .Llf
Reidland. The Laker'jayvees quarterback for the injured to play defense," Outland end and scored.
FROSH CHEERLEADERS — The freshman cheerleaders.al Murray High this year are from left to right,Tracy Porter,
wUn,,241-01.lowee tgeidiand this Tim llolapple, picked up said.
"He went right around the
-bOotleg•
ChtiSty'
a
on
Smith, Wanda-Williams,Tammy Hutson,Dinah Hook,Claudia Killington, Molly Valentine and Michelle Harris.
yards
abut.15
past Monday.
The Lakers did just that, corner and got some fine
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
For the first half, the game Play and carried the ball down they played _ defense. They blocking from Barrow and
was a defensive struggle. Only to the 30-yard line to set up the played it,so well that when it McAlister,-" (Wand said of
one time in the half was there first Calloway six-pointer..
canie fourth down, the Rebels Bryan's TD.
Thernoria second down..01/4.
-a scoring-threat-audit* was
tiP tor the15-yaft- Stnee-therbakers scored the
Werebbcitid
.,ryan connected Wittl..balti:
j3
by the • Lakers.
down call, the TD, there was no need to try
&fourth
On
line.
Calloway worked the ball ail Sanders for a 25-yard scoring Rebels tried a pass but for the conversion.
the way down to the Rebel one- play, leaving the game tied at
"Defensively, I felt Richard
yard line in the first quarter 6-6 after the Lakers failed on
Young had a heck of a game at
but an off-sides penalty and a the .conversion.
his tackle position," Outland
Eaviy- in-the- fourlli -period,
Cate Ot
said. •
Thopeiia!t9tbok
247
the Lakers got caught nap- Johnson
49
the drive..
"He stayed in their back65
ockeos
"We controlled the ball for ping.
let
field all night. Tim McAlister
39
Peruse
86
They had a pass play that Jones
23
all of the first quarter and they
also did a fine job at
38
10
Franklin
had it for just about all of the covered 60 yards for a touch- Brown
15
linebacker and Mickey But10
down," Outland said.
15
4
McConnell
terworth played well at nose
1
"Our defensive back stood Dostal
4
1
guard, taking over for Marty
Lee
to
went
and
there in his tracks
.23
6
Hunch
McCuiston who was injured,"
613
207
sleep on that play...he didn't Totals
' Si.
-Outland said.
end
their
let
he
and
even move
571
"Offensively, Bryan' did
A-105-5
Dickens
get in behind him and there Ruzich
117
10-16-0
tremendous jolikin filling in for
688
The Calloway County Was no stopping the play after Total
65-421-5
Holsapple. Larry Sanders had
Athletic Boosters Club will that.•'
couple of fine receptions and
211
a
Thomas
hold a special meeting on
The ,:onversion failed and Bruin
141
we had good play in,the back127
Sunday, October 16, at 2:30 the Rebels had a 12-6 lead.
Robbins
field from Barrow and
84
p.m, at the Calloway CountyWith about a minute left in Braaten
45
Johnson
McAlister. A guess Barrow
Hie,School cafeteria. .0'. AP' the contest, Bryan tried-to hit Franklin
-n
• 4
Bgran.naust have carried
and
42...freshenfil and Itunox.. 4081160r0 with_ -a pass. .-_-4.*---1-_-..;1-•--7p.tir.nrsgi.
-1
•••••
SO .per cent of the
I''the
Varsity football players will-bi-, terference was called on the "Jones.
I
added.
Outland
time,"
3
2
Brown
this
for
special guests
play and the Lakers picked up Hadspeth
7.
After the 6:30 p.m. game at
meeting,"'Said Red Overbey, 15 yards from the line' of McConnell
10
1
5 Reidland next week,the Laker
1
Swearingen
Boosters Club president, who scrimmage.
see
65
Totals
fresh will close out their first
urged all parents, teachers,
After the pass interference
PUNT,PASS AND KICK WINNERS — The local winners in the PP&K contest held last week are top row, left to right
Punt Returns
season on October 27 with a
and interested persons to be call, Bryan then found San- Lewis
18
4
with
place followed by age division: Brad Lyons 1-11, Jeff Downey 2-11,David *bitten 3-11, Kyle Evans -l2, Walter Payne
3
2
game at Brazelton.
McFarland
present,.
ders for 20 more yards„ taking Hack]
1-13, Todd Rutherford 2-13 and Stefon Reed, 3-13. Front row, Mark Miller 1-8, Troy Underwood 2-8, Tony Wade 3-8, Terry'
-2
ey 7
, 1
Hudspeth
Jones 1-9, Tim Greer 2-9, Mark West 3-9, Mark Waldrop 1$0, Dennis Thurmond 2-10 and Tim Glavin 3-10. Not pictured were
9
Totals
1
David Denham,first in the 12-year-old group,and Steve McDougal,3-12.
_
eidiefileteria
Wins Match
StiVf Photo by Milie BramielO
137
Hudspeth
60
5
Johnson
Si
Shelton
-. PHOENIX—Second-seeded
41
Penne
- NavratilOva
Marina
34
Dostal
Franklin
Evert 66,
Jeanne
eliminated
0
Shields
6-2 in aseCond.rotind match of
- women's,
$75.000
a
A
%I.,
tennis
14 professional
41
McFarland
iO tournament.
24
Shannon
1976 VW Super Beetle Convertible,•blee-block top, 21,000
•
23
Reagan
r11•
• 21
Wilson‘
IA% wire wheel cover, AM-FM 8 track stereo. A Classic!
In another matches, 14• --3"
.21'
Boone _
11 yearold Tracy Austin defeated
" 19
Franklin
7
19
Martin
1975 Pontiac Grand Prix, silver metallic, burgondy half
17
9 Mary Struthers 6-4, 6-1, sixthWhitfield
top with burgondy interior, mog wheels, air conditioning,
17
Hackley
seeded Billie Jean King ousted
5
16
%Newell
power steering and broke:, local trade-in. txcellent,pn- _
s -.Laura DuPont 6-3,.,,64, No,3
- -214-Foster
4 seed Rosie Casals eat Helen
13
Craig
dition!
5
10
Boyd
Gourlay Cawley of Australia
Interceptions
1975 Chevrolet Malibu Classic Station Wagon, 9
11 7-6, 6-3, Kerry Reid, seeded
Shannon
Reagan
passenger, light blue, air condition, power steering and
fifth, ousted Australian
177
Foster
17 Cynthia Doerner 6-3, 6-1 and
brakes. One owner new car trade-in,
1
Craig
— No. 7Teeded Wendy Turnbull'
tremble Raceveres
Franklin
t `of Australia turned back
1975 Audi 10015, 4 door automatic, brown.ton leatherette
1
Beckley
Virginia Ruzici of Romania binterior, power steering, sun roof, air condition, AM-FM 8
Foster
uccal,
13.16-1
•
ear
new
load
track stereo, 25,000 mites, one. owner,
1.
Boone
1
Hutchison
trade-in. luxury and economy.
Swims
12
Robbins
1973 VW -Thing" Yellow Block Convertible Top, new over
Johnson
6
Jones
sized tires with white mag wheels. "A fun machine!"
6
. Thomas .
Power-driven beater-bar brush
Brum
7
Lagorce
roll loosens embedded dirt and
1971 Chevrolet Pickup Custom 10 - 6 cylinder, standard
Perine
transmission, camper shell, local trade-in. Excellent congrit, while brushes sweep it up.
• Tackle For
dition.
Niers %Wear
•

Stan Outland likes -tong
games,especially ones that go
into overtime.
...'Playing in their .second
overtime game of the seastei.,
the Calloway,- County freshmen football team picked up
its second overtime win 'as
they pulled off an 18-12 win at
South Marth.all Thurscing.

Racer Grid Stats

Laker Gridders To
Be Honored Sunday

. CarrollVW-Audi.
_ Used Cars

Fall Value

•

•

3
4
3
4
1
2
2
1
3

Shannon

Reagan
Wilson
Franklin
Martin
Foster
Park_s
Gardner

Carroll VW-Audi
800 Chestnut, Murray

Juituowno
peft.ra

Boone

-16
-15

-e
-13
-7
-6

-io

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

Core

Try our

1
<,.41.914

$5995
2-Motor Power Team
Save
money...
pipe bencling
to your specs.
TAILPIPES ....DUALS

EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from

Every Friday After Five
All Day Saturday and Sunday

s
IX
S

20%

61

10%'
.

irlionst Off
Ports

On

11.
.
,

*Free
Inspection*

••••,. ,

r

Agm

11"4114
*

Asitisoriseel Meta lousier Center

Bel-Air
Center

BARRM'S
-SERVICE CENTER
k,

•kielleitt40p.m. Weekdays
-

11 a.m.-10-30 p.m. Sat & Sun.

TOOLS WITH
ago BOTH UPRIGHTS

FREE

-12

EXHAUST PIPES
FORMINr;

t314
G

• Edge Kleener cleans that last
tough inch along baseboards.

most exhaust pipes, too I

Barbecue-dipped German-style Sausage and delicious,
tender Steak. Your choice of baked potato or French fries.
Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade toast, plus salad and
beverage.
$319

Upright with 4 way Dial-A-Nap •

639 S. 4th St
Phone 753-9868

Roto-indfc_tiessd.
• Automatic-Carpet adjustment — motorized
beater bar brush —
9-piece tool set — tool —
pa k
• ROTO—MATIC head ad

The bright idea
in a 6 way cleaner

lusts automatically to
any carpet height from
IOW nefLiit_ high shags,
has a- wide- cleaning

Exculsive 6-way Dial-A-Nap
gives
presice settings—
lowest nap to deepest shag
Top-tilling disposable dust
bag avoids clogging, needs
fewer changes.
Headlight finds
Daylight
flirt in darkest corners
-•

swath.

• Provides powerful suction for on the floor and
above the floor vacuuming needs.
NOW ONLY

Nth,/ ONLY

919

'6995
SEE THEM AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER NQW

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE 153-1586

_ •

'
•

••••••••,--

•
•

••••••••••.e.E-

•

Model
1464 •

-

.
•

•I•
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-Racers Flopelb End kui4orrte03..kic!

Unbeaten Tech Hoping
oppemPon't Explode

cesrs-Ral-det
Clubs, Clash-Satur

is at Middle Tennessee. In
Unbeaten Tennessee Tech non-conference games, Austin
nositself in the spotlight this Peay calls on North Alabama
weekend after being virtually and East Tennessee is at
ignored in the clamor over Western -- Carolina. Eastern
underdog Austin Peay's run to Kentucky and Morehead are
By The Associate- d press

ay

the top of the Ohio Valley idle'
team
bins' second of the season. Freshman Danny Lee Johnson,
I expect a
mat's
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Conference football standings.
on
23
and
leading
Racer
yards
rushes
the
rusher,
had
41
on
and go
going
to
explode,
ignite
MSU Sports Publicity
--Austin Peay, picked tofinish
receptions and ran 9 yards for the last Murray score.
crazy al any time, Andi hope
(
)
1.eVeCstcreila
rgii
r,t het
Murray State's Racers will attempt to break a four-game
tn
The Murray-Middle Tennessee will be the feature of Middle
it's not Saturday" said Tech Tennessee,
losing streak Saturday against a team, Middle
won
L
nfinst
eren
eacd
e
Tennessee's Homecoming and will begin at Horace Jones
Coach
Don Wade in looking
games while building e 4-1
which ended a losing streak of its own last Saturday.
Field in Murfreesboro at 1:30 p.m.
to Western Kentucky,1overall
Middle had also lost fourth a row and was winless until
record.
Tech,- ahead
_•
Murray beat Middle 24-20 at Murray last season but
meanwhile, has ployad__bist _4 rerall and 1-1 in the OVC.
the series 21.231.
trailsn
--beating pre-season conference favorite Eastern Kentucky,
'"We'll
7
run a tittle bit, throw
one conference _ game in '
19-10. The Raiders had previously lost 27-0 to Tennessee
hit.
ntmed
,,, pra
way:11121e
deten
bit
slt
end
........aiittil
e
7
.
thqueie01,4cannrvbeingate-:::rikt:Iord.tne
State, 27-0 to UT-Martin, 24-23 to Morehead, and 38-7 to UTBy JIM FREEMAN
Chattanooga.
We hope we can score a lot.
"We
MTSU Sports Publicity
OVC. Murray, 1-4, has beaten iced:Mast Missouri 13-6 and lost to
w-lit be looltrog for tta We need it. That's been the
Murfreesboro - "We knew that we weren't'as bad as'
Delta State 38-0, Tennessee Tech 21-19, Morehead 17-3, and
st:l." that
entuc
sk
alyseate
ticket
people had been saying."
'sixth win overall, and its ic
UT-Martin 31-20.
Spring
has
been the major
State
Tennessee
That was the comment from most Middle
Wii:.%',....i.ERS QUEEN - Kim Mons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs: - second.in the OVC, when the
Murray and Middle appear rather evenly matched in game
for a Western
problem..
19-10
night's
Saturday
following
.
football
players
and
coaches
Eagles
travelto
Golden
7Ea
g
lorry Marrs of-Murray Route Six, queen of the Wranglers
--e---- statistics. Murray has averaged 260.2 yardalotal offense a
has
s
, Ky., to meet
etliky_livost"Sod;Binding-Green
game and given up 319.2 tcl,wponests. Middle has averaged _ upset of Eastern Kentucky which marked the Raiders first
Riding Club, will present
tba_.awar.s
A at the
l• awards banquet to
win In five games this season.- ---- - - 7-yards
lge!
75.6
ra
"
11
i,
ntiiiiide
n
-Western
ifeitt
,
228.2 and given 327.4. Most of Middle's yardage has come on
Saturday,
otandit: 3Opm.at Center,tbe ne Cooairitertof
pe,L4'Outuingta
,• both
Coincidentally, it was also MTSU's first home gernitifthe
L__41"31._LothKentocity.
.46144;renc
.
the ground while Murray has used a mo4e balanced attack.
Ilti:ehei
Wd
West
e
Exposition
e IOWSj11 the OVC. Defensively,
performance,
.
best
their
and
the
Raiders
put
on
other
--season,
OVC
in
7
pass
receiver
in
the
Racers
have
the
leading
-forefRoW MurraTIVO-He id slipper will precede the banquet----- The
third-ranked
.,..., • .
.
- - .
--,-,,-,--ginze-Settwdey. MurrayState 41111tarli'2-•
-- David Thomas, who has averaged 4.5 catches a game. Quer- ---absPite a steady rain that hampered both sides.
and e bead will Waft* tileillisiiikdetensChas Allowed _ 2,441_
,
, •
season,
.-,,,,,,...-,...___---••.- a.......--,,i,... -, • e. .
terback Mike Dickens is also among tbe.eonference.leaders„. Plagued by fumbles and interceptions all
points a-- -.teems, about : a
Raider defense turned the tables on the Colonels, iriL -_ in both passing and total offense. Dickensbas Completed 55 of
touchdown
a game less than
sought
to
Eastern
tercepting two passes, one at midfield as
105 paAses for 571 yards and 4 touchdowns. He has averaged
Tennessee Tech's leaguerecovered
a
and
closing
moments,
the
'come
from
behind
in
140.8 yards total offense.
leading 32.4 scoring ayerage.
hiffibie after the Colonels had gained a first down at the
Middle has one of the league's-top rushers in Mike Moore,
Middle Tennessee, 14 ,
-period,
the
second
six-yard
line
in
Raider
quarterback
who has averaged sto yeed.s a game. Raider
__-_
PatSlagfried,
Both
plays
were
made
by
junior
safety
Mike Robinson has conipiited 34 of 17 passes for 378 yards
after a shocking 19-10 upset of
_
was named as MTSU's Defensive Player of the Week, along
and 1 touchdown. Punter Randy Saunders has evesgez1.41A 7.
in the-Wd-RIPSdefending champion
Eastern
interception.and
....le •
Mo
Bell.
In
additiCin
to
his
with
linebacker
ards on 34 unts
'
a
has
chance to
Kentucky,
on
assisted
fumble recovery, Siegfried made four tackles and
A huge and talented
The Racers played UT-Martin on even terms last Saturday
On the conversion
ersion attempt, fromMarty Moses.Parrott move into the upper echelon at
-- ---three others.
Mayfield freshman team CharlesParrott went in off left scored on the conversion run
but for the second quarter. The first quarter was a defensive
Bell had seven main tackles, assisted on eight others, and , ripped h-ost Murray FRIO 44-12 tackle and with just 12letonds as he went in standing up over the expense of cellar-dwelling
standoff. Martin got three quick touchdowns in the second,
Murray,0-2 and 1-4.
was in on three sacks of the Eastern quarterback.
- in a mismatch played Thur- gone in the opening period, left tackle.
and Murray outscored the Pacers 2041 in the second half.
Austin Peay Coach Boots
Jeff
was
flanker
the
Week
Offensive
Player
of
The
The scoring in the game
sday night in Holland Mayfield led 8-0.
Dickens had his most prolific game of the season with 178
Donnelly thinks defense will
drove
yards
as
MTSU
two
passes
for
79
Shockley,
who
caught
left
when
with
5:32
ended
strike
Stadium.
Scoring
yards rushing. One of his passes was a 15-yard
•
A series of fumbles set up
be the key to his team's match
99 yardsfor the go-ahead touchdown with 1:47 left to play.
From the opening kickoff, the next Mayfield touchdown, Foster scored his second TD of
to freshman tight end Kris Robbins. The touchdown was RobLeading 13-10, and Eastern on the move, Siegfried then in- there was little _doubt about which mime with aknost flee the game for Murray. Foster with
, ..North Alabama,
ic. powerful
• tereepted an Ernie House pas* on the Colonel *And retikned--'the outcome of the game. , minutes left in the first period. went 39 yards down the left ''''.
North -Alabenia's offensive
it to the 28. From there, MTSU scored an insurance TD in five . Marcus Moss,_perhaps the
Moss recovered a fumble on sideline and the conversion unit is averaging 340 yards
.
playg to account for the final margin.
most talented_ freshman the Tiger 111 _Int the_ lint failed.
arid 33 points a game. •
"I was pleased with all aspect
'
,0E-*di .play against
tills' area in good possession by Murray.- On the .. 1- thought we played a lot
East Tennessee's Roy .:
Eastern," declared Head Coach Ben Hutt, "but I w,as par- •:: number of Years.- took the second play-after the funsble, better in the second half,"Frazier
is. hopeful that Ma:,
two
'
Offensive
-line.
We
titularly' pleilneCwIth our
started
opening kickoffMayfield fumbled-anetlin Martra
and-returned!;)661ii:th .Ttlues Pigg team car4., continue -the&nehmen taeblek-Eddie Rowe and Beery -Smith, ant1-4
$
.7oider recovered for hiiiitay. Skid- ' - - "Ak- - - enprOvement in last weelri
34--It""72•4101- made,some mistakes due to lack ef experience, but fbek sideline •
'‘ot had
Then on the first
play for
kickoff-311-20 roinp inn Appalachia
•
really eameoffthe ball."
' Mtirray, the Tigers, fumbled' back from the opening
Bowling
' Hurt noted that M'TSIT-had only one injury, some pulled
State,EThirs first win a the dtt
and Mayfield recovered on the and against a team like season
in five starts.
- ligaments suffered by Shockley, but he is not expected to be
Standings
hard
to
do.
Mayfield,
that's
12-yard line.
A
big find in that win was
ready for Saturday's Hornecoming clash with Murray State
wei„had
the
only
thing
On a second and goal play About
Magic Tri
' back Charles
reserve
.
at 1:30p.m.
Bowling League
from
the one,-Parrott carried that pleased me was the play Clark, who rushed for_ 194
Team
L
W
added.
Tim
Foster,"
Pigg
of
Dixieland Center ,-....,,.IP. ll'e ill. The conversion failed and
second
in Clark
the
-_..__.ha4*
Yg-r54
23- -7- -- with'4t-49-left in the tilt '-The-Tiger-freshmen din to 2-'
Although
won't stars
7
Paradise Kennels
13
,
close
will
season
and
3
for
the
_iiawaiialvTropos._ ,._ .,_,,,,,,12 - g • Waiter, Mayfield had a 14-..
probably
play
Sabieday,
"he
ll
6. .
r. lead
.
_heddle_r_ Thurman Furrliture-------, ,
mirth&1r season with a .
,
;111rtay
jerr)*sltegatitant "
'
9
"
Near the end of the period,,....b.111-.4ame at Trigg .Connty TfieVetheR'he4198' thelmt,
,
Bank sat,P1
64 Peoples MurravFrazieraaid.
First Downs
Bask-of
9
had another scorkig lied Thursday. - .
:Mayfield
Ske 11%
741 Bea ut/ Box
- 613
YardS Rushing
but _lost a fumEle
Personality Beauty Shop
s
GOLF'
Rushing Plays
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239 1•12M4Y
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• •'75
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Early in the second quarter. Feld° fired a five-under-par 67
121
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(SC)
34_777
-7
9
:
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ghtTeam
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1
8
:
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Total
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Ti) of the half came with_just Dewlap-lees_
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--Mai-Yards-•
-1301
1019 1:34left as Parrott stored on a
Australian veteran Grahatn
--1-'1=11411011PMCNT
High Team Series SC)
229.2 Beauty Box
Game
Per
Av.
_.
260.2
72'74 29-yard run and kept on the Marsh, winner of the World
If you're a tough customer, this month you can
MCGOVE111,10
sinwrct
conversion run for a 28-0, Match Play Championship
_Punting Avg.. 35.5
drive a tough deal on a tough garden tractor
INV)11/11••141
CALL
46'
72922
halftime
lead.
- -- last wet*. was second with a
..itor_ your place,SpecialfactOWrabittQS.ellable LJA
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9
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ens Paradise
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RESULTS
RACER
Game
Ind
(SC)
Wanda
oster France at 71.
Case with its super-traction will do a great job
Brown
213 the third period as
Opponent Elaine Pittinger
Murray
:
I
s
tecrorepdtiononreta 5.2-yard in
n
:
of moving snow around for you.
6 Mildred Hodge
The
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
SEMO
13
Model 444
RIgh Ind Garne(HC)
242 version-failed.
38 Wanda Brown - '- Delta
State
0
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82464.00
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m
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------mt- ran in the conversion to make
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With 6:57 left in the_game
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SAVE BIG BUCKS
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Racer-Raider Cumulative Stats
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SAVE '350.00

Mani Equipment
Co., Inc.
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Issues In
thrisman
Campaign For
Mayor

13*
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\
CSA
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#(%
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\s4

,x‘e

v-Ale

A part-time Mayor's first responsibility and loyalty
would normally be to his principal employer (a major
source of his income) and to his profession. My opponent is a professor at Murray State and this appears
to be a very real cornet of interest.
However,a Mayor whose principal employment was
aa,industry, a plant or a profession, would have a conflict of interest if that employer made dern- s or took
actions not in the best interest of the city. So Conflict of
interests are possible in many areas.
But there is a major difference. An industry or plant
could not take the-same action or liberties that a state
institution apparently can take which this community
recently learned so well. Yes, there could be a strong
conflict of interest with my opponent;especially if his
actions as Mayor were contrary to the wishes of his
employer.
I have no conflictofinterests.
H. Ed thrisman

FALLING PARROTT-Big Charles Parrott of the Cardinals gets temporarily Wrecked
off his perch here as he is pulled to the ground by Robin Roberts (88). Getting ready to stick
Parrott is Robert Santagado while other Tigers in the picture include Eddie Requarth (24),
Tim Foster (22-), Jeff Chadwick (63),Bruce Taylor (70) and Tony Herndon (65).
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FALL IN BEHIND-Eddie Requarth of the Tigers takes the ball and looks for someone to
fall in behind forak block. Other Tigers include Robert Santagado (33), Greg Morton (12) and
Doug Hear* (114). -
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Charles Coody Fires 63 And
Gets Lead In Texa Open Play

Homecoming Golf Tourney Will
Be Two-Player Scramble Play
This year's Murray State University Homecoming golf
tournament will be a two-player scramble affair, tournament
chairman Norman Lane has announced.
Set for Friday, Oct.'28, at the Oaks Country Club west of
Murray, the tournament, along with a tennis tournament,
will open the 1977 Homecoming festivities at the university, It
will be open to all alunini, former students and friends of the
university.
This will be the seventh consecutive year that a golf tournament has been a _part of the Homecoming celebration,
while it will be the second for the tennis competition.
In a two-player scramble,the golfers play as teams,taking
the best ball of the two on each shot and making their next
shot from that point.
Flights will be arranged on the basis of the combined handicaps of team-members. The flights will be: Championship,
handicap aggregates of 1 'through 10; first, 11 through 20;
second, 21 through 30; third 31 through 40; and fourth 41 and
up.
The teams may be composed of two men, two women or a
man and a woman, Lane emphasized, and play will be by
foursomes over 18 holes. Duplicate prizes will be given the
_.winners _in each of the five flights. In case of ties, the witners
will bedecided by matching score cards, starting with hole
; No. 1.

-

Special prizes also will be awarded to the oldest player in
/ilia, the one who traveled the greatest distance to par•
ticipate. and to the team posting the highest score.
The entry fee is $5 per player, and golfers wishing to participate should notify Lane or the Alumni Office at the university before Oct. 26. -Lane's telephone number is 762-4150,
while the Alumni.Office phone is 762-3737. Entry fees may be
— .paidat thefirst tee.
•—••
- omes and starting
Play will start at 930 a.m with fours
times arranged at the first tee by the official starter unless
previously arranged. Preferred starting times will be
arranged upon request on a first-come,first-served basis.
Assisting Lane with the tournament will be Murray State
Golf Coach R.T. (Buddy) Hewitt, M.C. Garrott, Kenneth
Adams; J.D. Rayburn and Pete Ryan. Players also may
make reservations with any one of them.
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Childish Yanifts k
To Crying Once Again
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
•fAS-ANGELES(A-15i--The
New York Yankees, one big,
unhappy family,arrived in the
land of the gossip hound and
continued to tell tales out of
school.
"We have a chance to win
the World Series and there's
one guy out there secondguessing the manager," said
Yankee captain Thurman
Munson. Munson was talking about teammate Reggie
Jackson, who criticized Billy
Martin for using a rusty
Catfish Hunter as his secondgame pitcher.
••I-.. wouldn't (Deb,secondguessing the manager,"
added Munson, who has been
hinting broadly that he wants
to be traded to Cleveland, the
closest major league city to
hismative Canton,Ohio.
Martin, not on the trading
block but close to losing his job
all season long, also felt
JaCrson's loose lip could sink
the Yankee ship.
"Reggie's having enough
trouble in right field to keep
him from second-guessing the
manager," said Martin, who
claslyed With. Isieltsbn -add
Gebfge
owner
Yankee
Steinbrenner throughout the
season. "We're in this World
Series as a team. None of our
players should be talking

- Quarterback Honored

our•

• v..

iv ipsti....r.0

BYE illyE MARCUS — Mayfield's Marcus Moss (21) files down theright sideline on the
opening kickoff for a touchdown return of 72 yards. He had another TD kickoff return for 73
yards in the game. In addition, he ran for one touchdown and caught a pass for a touchdown.
Chasing Moss is Keith Finny (53) of the Tigers.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

BIG

Bel-Air Shopping Canter
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP)
— Gov. Edwin Edwards has
made Grambling quarterback
Doug Williams an honorary
cokinel, but says it probably
will go , unnoticed when
Williams throws three. more.
touchdown passses.
"Just three more and he will
have thrown more touchdown
passes than anyone in college
football history," Edwards
said Thursday.
Williams has thrown 69 so
far. Ed Buzzell threw 72 while
playing for Ottawa, Kan.,
University in the mid-1960s.
"I'm proclaming Saturday
Williams and Alexander Day
since Louisiana boasts two
Heisman Trophy candidates,"
Edwards added.
Charles Alexander, the
nation's leading rusher, is
to spearhead
expected
Louisiana State's offense in a
homecoming game Saturday
against Kentucky. He's a
junior.
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By MILLER B()NNER
Associated Press Writer
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP)
— A rested and relaxed
Chartei Coody took a onestroke lead into today's second
round of the $150,000 Texas
Open Golf Tournament after
leisurely fashioning a near
course-record 63 over the
opening 18 holes.
"I didn't expect to play very
well at all," said the lanky
Coody, a former Masters
champion- "I havenzt played
in a tournament in about three
weeks and I tend to be erratic
after a layoff."
Coody, playing on the same
course where he won the
Texas Amateur Championship
18 years ago,sank two 40-Loot
putts for birdies en route to his
sparking seven-under-par
_
_round Thursday.
"Naturally I putted pretty
well, but other than the two
had the ball
long putt's,
pretty close to the hole all
day," said the Stamford.Tex.,
native
Coody's 63 was one shot shy
of the course-record 62 set
year ago by San Antnnian Jim
Barker, now a rookie on the
pro tour.
George Archer, another
former Masters winner, also
slick,
the
dominated

gottolaviiny_good
against their teammate or-the
control and be able to change
manager.r
Fifty years after' the speedi'.
The Dodgers won WedYankees' Murderer's 'tow
team spoke softly and carried nesday night's second game at
big sticks, the 1977 Yankees, cavernous Yankee Stadium 6"Murmurer's Row," was 1 with an awesome power
speaking loudly and carrying display of four home runs.
Dodger Stadium, a very
small sticks.
Mea,pwhile, over on the friendly home for the National
other side of the field, the League champions, is a cozier
docile Dodgers were proxiding ballpark.
an interesting *contrast, "I know I'm going to have to
performing their version of keep the ball low on these
"Love Story," an ongoing guys," said the unsigned
story of how 25 players and a l'orrez, who has listed Boston
rookie manager can actually and Montreal high on his
"If you get one
win
games
without _shopping
istterre going in.hit
1,
controversy.
.
ht"Dodge
The only thing similar abont oTu
rs are not only
and
Dodgers is
the Yankees
that they each have .one happy to be home, they're
'
victory going into Gamb 3 in -happy to be Dodgers.
the 1977 World Series tonight.
"I've been trying to tell
The Yankees will go yvith everybody how lucky I am,"
right-hander Mike Torrez, a -said ISodger Manager Tom
17-game, winner during the Lasorda. "This club is built on
regular season, while the love, spirit and togetherness.
Dodgers trot out medical
"Winning the second game
e.xhibit..Ao-1; Tommy John, did.a lot for our club. What
whose rebuilt left arm brmeght briitight tears to my eyes was
Los Angeles 20 victories this the statement of a security
year.
man in Yankee Stadium who
"If I've got a good ,sinker,,said he has yet to see a team
everything will be all right," -with the class we had.",
said TorreL who is playing out - -The security Ten wasn't
his option and could be -talking _about the Yankees or
making his final app&ranee their fans, who bombarded the
*--- ---DodgerirAvith an assortment of •
- as a Yankee.
John is also a sinker%'I fruits, bcittles and other
specialist, but he says the.big ohjects,Wednesda y, night. One
- missile,- 'rubber ball, hit
factor in his-game will
•
1. -Dodger light fielder Reggie
curvebat.
"The key will be my ability Smith on the top of the head.
to get my breaking ball over," Smith, in obvious pain after
said John, whose career was Game 2, said Thursday he was
saved by a remarkable tendon a little sore but would be ready
transplant three years ago, to play tonight.

voice inflections," he said.,
Simpson said he has also
been told he could parlay his
fame and image into political
clout.
have
people
"Some
approached me and told me
that people listen to me, and
that for. my career I should
look into politics. File been
reading up on a lot of things,
but there's still a lot of things
worldwide that Fm._ignorant
about.
"I read 'Animal Farm'(by
George Orwell) and it says
communism will make you
crazy with power. Then I read
Mao Tse-tung:s book, and I
respect the man for what he
did. "I'm • not a amrnunist,
though," he added, laughing.

GENERAL
INGLEWOOD, Calif. —
William .Phillips, a full-time
member of the Los Angeles
Rams' scouting staff since
1970, died of cancer at Daniel
Freeman Hospital. He was 58.

Paducah's 12th Annual

-._ANTIQUE
SHOW & SALE

000

November 5th & 6th
Sat 9 AM-8 PM
Sun. 12 NoohifiS PM
Civic Center

Park Ave.8 Belt Line
-$1"
Spon sored by-the Reif:Hand

Idnassion-,---

High School Boosters
Collector Books, over 100 tablas of astiques and
collector items for sale
Bill Schroeder, Show Mgr.

Offer Expires October 31, 1977
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John Deere
210
With 39" Mower

1750
JOhn Deere

Space
Heater
A150 With 50 Ft.
Extension Cord

389
JOHP,1 DEERE)

Nothingrunof John Deere
likeaDeere Battery

Charers

10

0 OFF

John Deere

Tiller
No.624

•
$309

Turning serious, Simpson
said, "From everything I
politics,
about
know
somewhere along the way you
have to compromise yourself.
I don't think I could handle
that."
Simpson's popularity,
demand and sexiness (named
the nation's "Most Watchable
Man" by one women's group)
does-have a drawback.
"It puts a strain on my
family life. There's always
gossip, and it can hurt your
wife. You can't let it affect
your life. My wife and I don't
viant to let a rumor change our
lives," he said.
Simpson
and
wife
Marguerite were believed to
have had marital problems
last year, when Simpson
asked the Buffalo Bills to
trade him to the West Coast to
be near his family. He said
things are line now, and the
couple recently had its third
•
child, a second girl.

howver, posting a four-overpar 74. Gallery-favorite Lee
his
had
Trevino also
problems,finishing with a 72.
Near, perfect playing
conditions prevailed Thursday
as the 156 entrants began the
72-hole, four-day chase for a
$30,000 first prize.

Season Close-Out

Simpson TakrillActitig Career Very Seriously
By DAN SEWELL'
Associated Press Writer
BUFFALO ( AP) — Like
other_famous athletes before
him, O.J. Simpson answered
when .Hollywood beckoned.
But Simpson is not planning to
be just another jock cashing in
on his big name.
Favorable reviews of his
recent television-movie, "A
Killing Affair:" in which he
co-starred with Elizabeth
Montgomery, left
him
ecstatic, he says._
After playing several minor
roles -as a learning
experience" and working with
such actors as Paul Newman,
Richard Burton and Lee
Marvin, Simpson tackled his
first major role in "A Killing
Affair."
"I said don't make me
'Superfly' or 'The Six Million
Dollar Man,' give me a role
where I can play a character
and have some believability.
Then we'll find out if I can act.
"Fortunately, the critics
said! can act," he said.
The man who attained so
many lofty goals in football
has a very simple one in
acting.
"I don't want to be another
frtotball player who became an
actor. I want people to come
up to me after, seeing my
movie and say; 'I couldn't
believe that was you."
Stimpson's sex appeal, deep,
resonant
voice
and
magnetism give him sonie
natural acting talent, but he
admits he has a long way to
_go.
"I'm still learning. I'm
,always learning new things
when I work with different
actors. Richard Burton, for
example. It's amazing what
he can do just with the right

undulating Oak Hills Country
Club course greens, finishing
with a 64.
Stella; Mark Hayes led a
players
six
of
group
deadlocked with 67s on the
par-70, 6,525-yard layout. Hale
Irwin, Tom Kite, Rik
Massengale and Miller Barber
headed a host of golfers
bracketed at 68. Oak Hills
yielded 57 rounds of par or
better during Thursday's
opening round.
Defending Texas Open
champion Butch Baird wasn't
among the par-busters,

John Deere Riders
Model
66
With
30"
Cut

$725

Model
68
With
30"
„ Cut

$825

Murray Supply
.& Garden Center
Lawn
153-33111
209
E. Main Murray
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TVA Will Continue Buying Coal On Negotiated Contracts

erLea
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Only the newspoper can follow
you go When
you're °way from home, the or
'rival of your homeloyin paper ,s
frtend
like a visit

By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- The Tennessee Valley
Authority will probably
continue for at • least five
.months to buy coal through
negotiated contracts rather
than competitive bids.
"This is a poor time to gp out

.vou wherever

•
Lets Stay Well
A_

irne
eles
ince
.niel
58.

for bids," Bill Thompson,
chief of TVA's fuels
procurement branch, said at
Thursday's meeting of the
agency's board of directors.
"We're running right into the
period of an impending strike
by .the United Mine Workers
union."
The three-member TVA

Asigmatism Can Be
Corrected With Glasses

board formally approved ttic
government utility's largest
package of coal contracts
ever. The 72 contracts, all
negotiated, commit- the
nation's largest electric utility
to purchasing 93 million tons
at a total cost of 62.3 billion.
TVA is the nation's largest
single purchaser of coal,
consuming about 40 million
tons a year to fuel its 12 coalplants
power
fired
supplying electricity to a
seven-state region.
"We're at the mercy of the
coal producers and I don't like

By F.J.L Blasingame.
0: Mrs. E. E.'s, teenage especially in a young peris the adverse influma recently had his eyes
examined,. and it was ence of impaired vision on
found that he has an astig- learning habits and .readmatistm- She asks what ing. -Every school child
causes this condition and should have their vision
whether it ).s serious. She checked, particularly the Al',
wonders it her son will poor learners. They should .
recover from this trouble be evaluated for astigmaor if it will persist and tism.
The vast majority of asthat he continue to
wear glasses such as have tigmatic errors of the eyes
can be correded_
been prescribed.
A: Asligmatiszn is not a_ glasses or contact- Vannes.
I
' serious condition.- It usu- Corr.ection 1116wie-the eiei
ally is corrected satisfacto- to bring all parts of visual
rily with eyeglasses or con- fields into focus at the
same time, avoiding the
tact lenses.
Astigmatism results in blurring and straining efpartially blurred vision. forts to Correct it. With
vision
is
-- -Wheal* person-with such a correction,
-visual disorder looks at - - improved, and reading
straight lines'radiating out comfort is enhanced.
usually frop a _central point he . -Astigmatism
-may see some of the lines, _persists in spite of the
'-clearly, while others are correction so that ghiases
blurred. For exarnple,...he or contact lenses have to
may see the hands. of a be worn regularly for
clock pointing from six to years if the astigmatism is
•
Next time you get the urge to
twelve clearly, but 'those moderate _IO severe. in
pity around-1n -Florida - .
•
three
mer • ases gOrriditin
C
, nu
_
.IYPe
En- i.PN
-9410naastinsa4c.
Comeau.the
--and 'Ind's- ha to be Woiii
the state's most complete play- may be "fu
,ground far singles and-Wallin 'Mitt
eyes are -tiled for reading'
alike. Check these features
Ophthalmologists recog- or other similar pursipses
•650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
•
Jame
that the human eye- over a considerable period
fl 300 Rooms Efficiencies.
f t'e
im lige in imil.,5s.- '
ocmx
lti..• r,i:
is usually iitpr
ll el
orr
depi
ba
pe:
_s
Suites & Apartmehtl
• Restaurant & Lounge
The atnount of *stigmaThese imperfections cause
(11 Night Club, Dancing &
varying degress of blurr- tism and areas which blur_ _
Entertainment
ing of images, but most of may change over the t ..
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool.&
them are too slight to be, years, altering the porrec-- •
•
Playground
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
noticeable or to reqoire bon and requiring a per-

.D AliTOIIII'S
tireitit

it,- TVA Chairman Aubrey quantity and quality of coal
Wagner said, "I'd like to get needed to meet federal clean
back to btiying coal -early air standards at its power
competitive basis as soon as plants.
Nine of TVA's 12 coal-fired
we can."
The new agreements call for power plants exceed federal
prices about $4 to $6 per ton limits on sulfur dioxide
above what TVA now pays for pollution. The Environmental
coal. Director Bill Jenkins Protection Agency, the states
said the agreements are still of Alabama and Kentucky and
below the amounts bid by a coalition of environment and
various coal firms lag health groups have filed
federal court suits to require
January.
TVA's staff was given the the TVA plants to meet the
authority to buy coal through standards by 1961.
negotiations after competitive "About 20 per cent or $500
bids failed to turn up .the million of.,Allis price is the
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Beautiful glass covered 3"
framed pictures with various
--seeneT-.----ehooser-1-8" x
12" x 16", or 11" x 14".

LAYAWAY
- --NOW-FOR
CHRISTMAS!

SU Pastoral

-disComfort as the perion-srated Oct-1T
makes unconscious efforts -iiiirlishop designed to
tobring blurry images
REACH MOTEL
I ' focus. When he does so, upgrade pastoral mintselitlii
. _
1 - 1CiT5.%. Atlantic Ave.,
I other objects become fuz- skills will be conducted in
P.O. Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I zy. The victim may frown Murray in five successive
or squint or tilt his head to Monday sessions of two hours
Ph. (904) 255-6461
I
l Please send new color
.
try to improve seeing an each, beginning Oct. 17.
I brochure & rate sheet
I image.
the
by
Co-sponsored
I Name
I
Perhaps the greatest ef- . Calloway County Ministerial
I Street
Ject of an undiagnosed or Association and,the DepartCity
.2 • Tune
.
=C uncorrected _i,!,443/Tiatism, merit of Professional studies
at- Murray State -University,
the workshop sessions will
meet from 9 toll a. m. in the
Church
First - Baptist
Fellowship Hall.
Interested pastort ----in the
area who do not live in •
Calloway County are also
invited to participate.
Dr. Tont Wagner and Dr.Lowell Latto, assistant
professOrs in the Department
of Professional Studies,
Kenneth Hoover
planned and will direct
University Church of Christ
sessions focused on com106 North 15th Street
munication theory, family
Murray, Ky. 42071
counseling and interpersonal
relations skills.
Continuing Education Units
have been approved
(CEUs)
as
choices
two
with
confronted
We are
for Continuing
Center
the
by
(2)
or
relates to life and death: (1) Die young
Murray State for
at
Education
'more
is
choice
second
Grow older. The
the workshop.
pealing, personally! Because all too often all
A registration fee of $20 will
so
basket,"
theThaterialistic
of our "eggs arein
cover - the costs of materials
many think life ends at thirty!
and CEU. certification upon
Americans are NvirigNifter than ever, and
successful completion of the
ale more active at an advanced age. The
workshop. fastest growing age bracket is the senior
MORE CRAYONS
citizen category. Therefore, it is imperative
WASHINGTON(AP)- Color
that younger and older alike learn to grow
the crayon picture bright.
older gracefully.
According to the National Ge-- Age will cause us,to either ripen or rot, We
aysms are
ographic Society,
will either double our talentsi or bury them.
as popular as ever. Twenty
years ago,44 crayons were sold
We can either wear out or rust out.,We
for each child in the United
generally become either better_or bitterwith
States between the ages of 3
age. Time can be to us either a thief or a
and 11. Last year, the $2-billion
- -threshold. The physical limitations of growing
a year industry sold 62 crayons
advantages
the
by
offset
than
older are more
per youngster."
ttely
-ef-eeperienceyoungpeopteetespen
It says crayons are made by
need the reassurance of older models that life
seven American companies in
72 colors, including mahogany,
can become ,mole useful, rather than useless,
salmon, silver and eight fluor-with the inevitable aging process.
shades.
escent
the
require
doesn't
He
us.
understands
-God
impossible. Re knows that as we grow older,
there muse, be a re-direction and readjustment of our activities. let us live, labor,
and love life so that we can face transition to
'the spirit World with the confident assurance
of the aged apostles Paul and fohn.(II Timothy
4:6-8; Revelation 1443).
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premium you are paying to negotiations were complete
get clean air," said Lynn and a contract tentatively
Seeber, TVA's genees.1 _Approved.
TVA's legal
manager. "These contracts -Last
allow, us to pick up about 75 department released a report
per cent of the complying coal blaming oil firms' acquisitions
of coal companies and
we need the next five years."
The largest contract is with reserves for a quadruplihg of
R & F Coal Co. for 44.6 million coal prices and doubling of
tons to be supplied over the electric rates since 1969.
TVA Counsel Herb Sanger
next 17 years from surface
said the agency's files-on the R
mines in Ohio.
R & F was recently & F acquisition have been
purchased by a subsidiary of turned over " to the Justice
Shell Oil Co. TVA officials said Department but that TVA has
they did not know of the made no formal attempt to
planned acquisition until the block the merger.
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the world
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It's the greatest thing in
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Services
11:00 a.m.,7:00p.m.
BAPTIST 011MCII
ff. MOWSEPISCOPAL
- - - -41-Alia-no,•
Morning Worship
-- - - - - - - - -. _ _ _
Worship Hour
1.43a.-iii.
7:00p. m,
Evening Worship
Church School
11:00"a. m.
' ST. /10.ISAPTYST MAGI
141.11
•41' - - _ ---- - - ''
"
. "
'41MA
4
- .3 .--fililla:11: .....: s-wiii,,- ,sew...
-4OnImi VaimEli) 9:1-6.a.m.
Sunday School
9:3011- gm
Morning Worship.
• 10:30a. m.
- SWORN DAY stavattaat •-•--DEXTER NOM OHNE*.
.7;oe paw
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:30 a.m.
Servitte
Wednesday
. _ standa
school_
, _
_ . _iikgpsAmi, -: Wrialt_Servise „. _ . _. -_ftnt.--.6iika-tet .
/1111a.m.
Worship Service
_•
7:00 p.m..
standar Nita

..

-.

--. *. *
..

I I
.

.

-.
•

'

%.

.•

_._

.

liii

.

---"-' • :-;-='----7--7 7
+
-

PALESTINE MHO .
Worship Service 11 a.m_, 1st Sunday, 10 00•
rn 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10.00 a_ m.,
2nd di 40

•
•

MARTINI CRAPEL UNITED
1110
Worship Service
10,Y.) a.m. 1
Sunday School
0000 SNINNERD YINTED
9:30a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 aim.
Sunday School

•
4.
0
1arrr OWIMERLAND
Sunday
um 114N.,_
'OA SAL
Worship Service
NORTH MASAN?AIM s:46 Lea.
- Sunday School.. •11:01Orsit.
Worship Service
OAR GROVE
• .
190 in.
Sunday School
ii a„ m.7p,ab,
Worship Services

I

.

'l
. INV
.

-,-.
-7-,r.
4.%.

.

..

••.==....Z.

-- v.

,

MOUNT PLEILUNT •
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
MIST 171115112711111114
1:30a. m.
Church School
---WorittlySsrvIer
--101A5-Em.

-

•

•
4
------_

-

,

r

-.•:-.
.......-

• •••:_.•

10151111/1111APIL
ADM CRUM
Morning Services

0 I ,
../.

i.

1.4.410.

, .

•

Presbyterian

HI
i',

•

p, M.

.. ___,..._____ .

- % .

-

..

•

Keel Purchase Tire-- .

_

, •

Tow Comalet. Tire Service Center
'Ile Service Them Al-Large or Small"
Max Reel
753-7111
IMS Caldwitor Read

FolloVing Supporting Firms•

.

_ -- - -- .7.-- -

.

--

U WOnS

THI `ON

Salon

"For The Complete look"
753-7598

I!

ac 1/..,,. :
lt..' .

SS v.
Five Paints
..
m
FAMILY 111514(4.,
Opt. 24 Noun a day f.«., 1,4,

.: _.

ck. eoolqm6igh

SUNDAY SPECIAL
fn
urkey &eDfrecshaunrsch

Bibles & Church Sipplies
Reference iinspiretiessel Books
ss. t. Qv..o sm.. We Speciel Order Promptly

753-7992

God Is Love

.
Gerald ilem40eaver
. :- Complete Astatine Truistic*.Service

Kt.ittucksi Trittekseke et
"It's Finger tickle' Good"

--

..-tseepiett Term-Up & bra Service753-1751

ISIS 719
ReiRator A Arta Glass Sendai

.
" - . Try Our Deliciais leaf ia Ilmiliiidwielies
Sycamore at 12th
Cell in Orders 753-7101

n ,. . . Americ•n ....AMC
Jeep

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogve
11/

SOMA 2l1d

11
/
2 Blodt E. of S. 12111
rhos'753-1489

753-405

753-2752 or 753-3571

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Rebvitt Engines-Rediators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
7534424

Honor Thy
Father and Mother

At Its Best"
, .
. Ph. 753-2202

"Bowling

Chestnut
753-121S

So. 12th A Story
753-663S .

..

-

Corvette Lanes

- Member FDIC

500 Main
753-3231

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

- 753-1717

- -

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Distributing Co. Inc.
,

66

NereetAesetter-Greisawleep-Pacer Were
Tea amity Ilsed Cars .
Nese 753-0444
BSA Coldwater Rd.

i
WeNs Electrc
- - - --12th
- - - - - 402N.

Thy-Shalt
- Not-Steal- •

Murray, Ky.

• 'Rudy Lovett

PHILLIPS

_Paschaltituci Line.s

' RI. 4

.

.

COMPLIMENTS

•

•

n3.7/21
1

Boyd's Auto Renoir

--

.
CMAPS111141Ni
lid
=
Ill: 11:M.,
La
7:110-19A.
'
"
'
Vedas
11:10a.to.
Mdlit411aSandar- No Evening Warship
BUNK UNITS)
• 11:110a. in.
1st & 3rd Sunday
9:110a. ta.
2rid & 4th Simday
Slip. m.
Evening
SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.in.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening
STORMS CRAPES NINTH/
4 9:45a. m
Morning Worship
1046.. in.
- Sunday School

-

•. -

Tho' Page Made Possible By The

Dixieland Center

1415 Main St.

..-'

,

• Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

<iv.

Quasar

Whirlpool Sales & Service

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

54
1, _ ,4
&-tra&ii Restaurant
Femmes Fish Dinners
Oa Nay. MI at Aeries
• MOM 474-21,2

7S3-3037

Undst EitIfillisypiny Cents,

•

Freed Cotham Co.,•, nc.

•

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Nesting, Air„Conditioning, Sheet metal
753-4832
Sib &Chestnut ..

Creative Printers, Inc.

$-&-"*

AV
-iii...

-Go To Church Sunday'.

-_

Mon.-Sert.

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1-6 Sec

"For Ail Tow fertilizer Needs"

103 Maple • 753-1933

Shop For The
.
Entire Family

Tubers Body
• Shop, Inc.

• 401 Olive - 753-5312

Open 9-9

Acres of
Free Parking

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, MUrray
753-2285

Bel-Ail Center

Storey's
Food Giant .

Murray Cablevision

-.. /31F11777

Tiny Tot
Day Care

.

Central

_

Shopping

•

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

.

Let us Entertain You

M urray •
Theatres

row 41011114V Tlif ATOP!,

•

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Big John's

Air Contlitioninn-Nesting.Coniniercisil Refrigeration

-Home of Ovally, luaremy
L Selections"
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

SERVICE THROUGHKNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
' Phone 753-8181
1

-Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic A
woad treatment for
mold fungus

100 5o. 13th St.

Jerry D. lents, Doweld A. Naas 111111 Lamy Seater, ovrems

Mausoleum-Cemetery-Lots
Complete Counseling Service

.
753-3914

641 North - 753-2654

...

Worship Regularly

17D

..

-

.

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store

r 7R. 'V

--

Its...

-

Phone 753.1713

.--

Toys St Giftr
for Everyone
Dixieland Center
753-9696

le

Lynhurst Resort

shop

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

c:;,,!_.,
•--t-A...„.

Thornton Body

Ward-Elkins

•

AMOIM1116111111

The Little

V

-

CO. sod Mrs. Meows Scam - ewes..
Phone 434-734S and 4344376
•

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Body Work 8 Poi ohne
Nite 753-2436,2112 C.oldwater Rd. 751i404

111M.1.11111111
.
1011.6

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
Nouse Plants Landscaping
$00 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944
,

Jesus Saves '

_

Murray Memorial Gardens

753-/175

Center

Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
6:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
753-1994
407 N. 12th
milellil

11111,.iffeltIN•fol

Toses

Try Jesus

.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

.

'
Love is Love $ Reward

Ilk 1 • .
'.I.°I...'
,
miii=immii

• '

West Ky. Rural Telephone

SofvimEl Graves, CmilImm1, Marshal, Carlisle Cowities in Ity, mid
Mallory Cs,isam.
.753-4351

or 247-435C . .

'Calloway County Soil
•
Improvement Association

Kenlake Marina

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
- ':'..7'

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS

i . Lake Stets Perk

..•

,-

Ph. 474-2245
;

Serving Fero Pantiles Noce 1931
1,,,horiei pd.

6
7
7

1
1
1
1
1

M
r

Sil

alp

•. .

---

11
11
11
11
1

0:46 a. m.

........,--. -

•

Septic Tanks - Driveway Cuivets - Stock Water.Tanks
-Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Hwy 94 1(3 miles sort et Merin)753-02/7 •

:!..,

... .."..;,,,

10:N

INIMPENDUICE UNTIED
NW PROVIDENCE •
- 7- .- • -1111111anim.
Sunday School
Murrung Worship
11:00 a. m.
1141111.91.
Moriung Worship
Everung Worship
6:30 p. m.
DIM WITS wa
. .:-s.'nv
NNW MITI •
Sisiday School
Morning Worship
Di.
noes.
Worship
Morning
IL Ell
I"
Evening Worship
TNIHlkillL''
Evening Worship
'
LW P.m
-''------•
GREEN PUN
Bible Study
10.11.13t.
COLDWATER UNITED
- Worship Service
.--..- 1tIrtiLin..4.6...1N-=.114wship Service 11 AO adn. lal It 7a4 SimiWed. Worship
day., 10:00 a.m. 3rd k 44h, Sunday School
7,30131111000 a. m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11:00 a. m.3rd
VIEST MURRAY
10.50 a. m.
& 4th Sunday
Morning Worship
6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
TIMM PULL UNITED
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
10:50 a. m.
Mornirig Worship
Sinday School
11:11a. in.
EvTrung rorship Stvitmi a POPLAR
FIRST
,.
10;40 a,41,._ ._-_worabip_____,,,_
- .
Worship Service
1411*4•I
1- AIS
- Wile
6:00 p. m.
Everuni Worship
• .
NEW CONCORD
NM,..,RIMS C110111
.
swiday &hog
10:50 a. m.
Morning Service
imillevisEvening Worship
-11:Stm in.
Warship
/Awning
' 6•AP• m
PLEASANT VALLEY
11:00a.m.
_ ,Aletrning Worship
LIPOIMV11- •
..- - prim Worship- 1100a.in.
4100S. M. - -141orningWeeshipservice
WOO a.m.
Sunday School
SEC.OND STIED
'
10:45e. at
' Morning Worship
6 Att p. m.
0051111I MI2110063
Evehing Worship .
9:30a.m.
Morning warship Services
Fittagstur
_ 11:40s.tn.
10:4119a.m.-- - Sunday-School _ . . _
•
•
'
Sunday School
5th
Mondays
1s1.,
3rd.
&
Evening services:
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
Moeda(Sertrloe4430p.m.
IIAM CSURCII
-. .
- OF MIST
CiNrS UNPORENNO
10:00
- •
Bible Study
lilt..at
WorohipServiee
10
:30
A.M. Worship
6:00
P.M.Worship
.
7:00
.
Mid-Week 011111541A10113111411113 -- - WM a. M.
COLDWATER
Worship Service
•
ist 8,2nd suet*,
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:011a. as.
Evening Worship
1St &aid& Mb &Ode,
11:60P-M•
GRIM CHUM
Of
CHRIST
WorsWp Service WOE a. tn._ lit Sioday &
WO& N1.Sunday School
1100-a.as 3rd SunderSunday School 1140
lerN a.in.
' Morning Worship
Evening*Worship 7:00 p. m.( Sudsy& Well. tuiday
ilL-bealinalir-Wila
•
.11k1.43114.11416
-.
nesdays I
•.
ADA*
10419a.115.
IT0T9MP-24nR00-13
IP' ,1. EL-44:21M-antaltfi-Bible-Study
1100a.m. - 11:00 a. m. 4111 Benda Mods,Scheel 10:00
Morning Worship •"••
a. m. 1st,ird,& Oh Ilmiday: Hata.
0:10svm.
Evening Worship

Blessed are the meek: for they shall
inheruit the tart13..ot.,t)..,. 5,5)

Christian

91 ,

•

11 : 00

masons CRAM
Worship

Church of Christ

Pentecostal

Beads

'

Worship

.
.
...• .....
,•

.7:30p.m.
Eveninekiirs.hip
MEMORIAL IMPOST
• .-10:50a7m:
Morning Worship
ALISO HEIGHTS
Evening Worship
'''
• 6:OD P• M
IL 00a. m.
Morning Worship
7:20p, m.
Worship
Evening
NEW MT. CARMIL MISSIONARY __
CONCORD
UNIDO, NEW
II:00i. m.
_
Morning Worship
i.. _ - •
...10.00.a.m..
7104-Tri,=• --SundayScbool
Hforeniog Worship ...,__.
e
:- 111siiihipServices. __:- ..1-11:00Slitr,IIMrsilt-ir' "
'.
FLINT BAPTIST' CALVARY TEMPLE
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
1000a. m.
6:45 p. m
Evening Worship
11 :00 asm,7:20 p.ai...•
- .- --- - ." - Worship Services
CHERRY CORNER
FIRST ASSEMBLY
.11:01Ds_01,..._ . . _ • _
_ of tom
.. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7100P• In.
- y Schot .
10:00a. m.
Sunda
•
•
' II:00a. M.•
Morning Worthip
RN GROVE
SeCIdlY Evening --• •-•••••---..-,q3e1P141/;-----4,?V p. m,
Mors lute
7:00p. m.
-Evenuig Worship
UNIDO,3111 IRVAN AVE.•'
-SALEM BAPTIST
m.
Sunday
School
W:00•1
11:00a. rn.
Morning Worship
.,
Everung
Worship
7:00
p.
m.
- 7-.15 p.m.
Evening Worship
waitOs cairn
.
MAR CNN
• -112:00a. ITI.
Sunday Schdol
Morning Worship
11 106 • 111- . Worship Service
11:00a. m.
' Evening Worship
'
7:30 p m.
--L*P• En' -Evening Worship
FIRST UNITED
OWENS CHAPEL
_ _..,
10
00
a.m.
&
700 p.m.
Worship
11:00 a rn. - ...Sunday
- --Morning Worship
7-00 p. m
- 530 p m._ Tues. &'Mors
_.
Evening Worship
MOUNT NOUS FREEWILL UMW .
6:30 a. m.
Sunda School
11:00a.in
•
-- - - .1011NbAltlelmifittr----7---' -- - '
• •
2:00p.m.
.
1st Sunday
,
10:30s. m.
-- •
3rd &May
- - ,
--, -- iii----- -!-•OtitS&LEM-11APTIST•
FIRST CHRISTIAN . 00 ,
10:00sr. m. .- _ ,a _
,School
.Sands)
10.45 a.m.,7. p.m.
_1490_44m.._,__.
. fiorst p Services,
ji.:-- - MURRAY CHRISTIAN FILLOVISEUP
5:00p.yn.
Vesper SePrice

Concrete Products

RAIN sunsowss
ammo

•
•
.
.

.

Nazarene.

WNW
.
'

Methodist

•
•

. .

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE.

•
•
•
•

733-M.
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Schedules For The Week Of Oct. 15-Oct. 21

PROGRAM SC1t10)0LE CHANNEL 11
October-17721

By The Associated Press
4

Here are the top ten singles
as compiled by Billboard '
magazine.
TOP 10SINGLES
YOU
LIFE - Debby
Boone

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

WSM-4
1
WSIL-3,
3-SS-Agricattere U.S.A.
"
V-SRPOPTINaNg _
•
7:00- UMW Friends
7:5S khooliteivse bah -"Ik
o:15
34 14111
:
pbe homwilliii."
100- WNW yanks
6:00- Scooby Doo
.
ce. Boon
10:00- Croft's
MSS - Schoolhoese Rock
I I:00- Wombed Sped . !0:00-- Kroft,' Supersbow B:00- Tem,Seatimb
I 1:30- WorW Wes- - 10:SS - Scboollasse Rock $
'
5.-"°
‘
Am°45
ten The Greatest
930-1
:
2:30- NCAA
11:00- Weekend Special
6:00- Begs Orly
11:30- World Series Gann 1°95-likelwist
10:10-Search wa Remo
7:00- Fish
PICAS Football
11:00- leggy Plats
7:30- °webs.Perko's, 6:00- larresite Welk
•
Mimi, - •
11:01-Stersky 1, Retch - 7:00- Fish
WNGE-2

em_lluiLT

F-Lest.

WPSD-6
KFV3-1 2
6:4S- Weedier hsfe.
7:00-- Begs Ihemy
LOO-kgsrlse Swastiner
":111111- C.D.-New
11:00- AM Mapes
6:30- 11111111
S:30- Tbe NOW**
l'el-514°11 t°143
7:N- hes Ninny
Archie.
New
1130academy
9:30-g•ggp
SOS -Mr. Magee
I Warner-Curb)
10:09- latalswiTerzaa "
-I Aw 3116 Grstsgt
i
8,30_ gm skagegggs _
3. NOBODY DOES IT BET10:40-11nolor
11:09-w.a.
,
111
"
sehissi
A4
.
imi_SP.Ci
TER-Carly Simon (Elektra)
10:30-Search a ROICIPS ilTiT
11:30Pa
Abort
3. THAT'S ROCK 'N' ROLL
i I:MI-ISM Pens & Nita
12:00- Wrestling
11:00-Muck,
1:00 -Spelt* 0.kiosk T1:30- Rod Mead Gam
Shaun Cassidy (WarnerI I:30-Fe• Albert
11:00- RIFD
1:30-Fen Oty 5,,
Curb)
12:00-5,erete of His
12:34-Atte The felemillesT Is:38_06B Foothill
2:00-News Carforesece
4:KEEP IT COMIN'LOVE- •
1:00.-- MaaNype
Sill-la,.lee
730- Operation Petticoat 11415-15.4111.114"1"
2:3l-1s Autry
1:00- Polley WWII
,41- K.C. & The Sunshine Band
Net
helm
12:00Getherisi
1:30-A
10:00-*mimed'
1100 -Stersky & Hutch3:00-Perry Meson
MOO-RI=
12:0I-Owe Rd
(TK
21111- Twee Chum!MN-Space: 1499
9:00-Law. Boat
4:00- lls• babes
2:30- Pubis Atlas
1:00WM
5. BOOGIE NIGHTS I 1:WI-Wrestling
10:00- News
S:00-Caul/ Cameos
PIMIIIP
.
0- Mk WIN
3:00-Flies
COO-11maie Lee & Orem "
-77
.12130- Musk NMI Asserical0.I 5 News
(Epic)
Heatwave
3:30-Ilstit_
3:30-SpestaligeschailIM4:30-Perter Weimer
10:30-- Kirshner Rock Show 444-Car 54
ls30- PT& Chris
6:1*-ifier Nam
6. COLD AS ICE S:01- Nem
Peg Gam Cfriastrf 7:eil_siwygmdme
SAO-Nem
.
WO-IhNeemials_---.
- Foreigner(Atlantic)__
..
- .X39-,1111111111
540-0•••••-flagtare
43S lbw- - - ""
•
.
L..9430
1. fi
BRICKHOUSE
7.
"MAIO limw
5:30-Riedi Mask
"
''!"- NN-Gee:ialfsi-a-kell- -'
Jefferson
&0S-The
7:01--ilsh Ihrishort--POrnmodores(Motown) '
MN-lbw
7:010:30-Tea! beesiall
7:30-We've Get deab Other
6:30-IsoftlIwirille
11:00- Mora
FEEL LOVE - Donna
9:00-Carei Berme
1:00-leffereem
11:11-Neal
7:00-Bask 113asos
Summer(Casablanca)
10:01-News
t:
31
Teal
Reedidl
SAS-Movie
1140- Disco 77
10:30- Geasmoke
9. STAR WARS TITLE
COO-Carel bratel
11:1111-G•hisa Am
111:N-News
11:30-Wanted,
Meco
_. _ .
THE ME
10:40-vioms
Alive
Deed or
If*"-Setwarf Might
19:311--00osaoko
Millennium) ,•
1200-I Spy _
I likill Keep
11116-11pdhas
'111E
12:30-Mev4e ,
10. SWAYIN TO1240-110•01lowi
2:00-Sige Off
MUSIC - Johnny Rivers(Big
/ 12411-4/116116
w.
...
Tree)
liillAliss
t
--TV GUIDE FOR:SUNDAY
..___.
- dr.
-5
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
WNGE-2
WSM-4
WSIL-3
.513111-Seentswir Semester
11:00-Chrietepher Closing
6,00.._ kw
yo Nock wooing 7:00-Slue Ridge Quartet 6:50-Form 011ie
6:45- Weather Info.
.
6:31-lbws
-Day of Discovery 7:00-Dennis tho 1111111111:9 cm-CPO 11111011
700-/Mater
6:30-Bible Serif, Chords 7.30
'
7:00- Old Time Gospel
7s30-Jeff's CARP - lawn Robison
7:N-ilemien Ilimemsim
S:00Howse of Worship
'
coo
iirmei-swee9ert
"°""
61261114
AN-Gospel Sham .
5:30- Oral Roberts
S:30-Paducah Devotion
7:30-Amalie Grace
7:3.,
'
/16 66/
_ 6f M.16
-11:30-lama Rebisoo
4:00-Oki new Gir"t:70-DDY011r
1BViTif • ...„ ,_,„,_,_
9:15-limailtee Brothers
11:°6-°491119119i9•
1:00- Litho- beak
Fullii '''''-•''"'" "'""'"3
9:00Disossisas
in
5.30Grope
AM
Ark
10:00Greet
II
•
1:30- Mum Steeges
•
ainepa
's uves
C:41111•1
11 :::_ailkirilm
MO- Two EOM, goys. ;:
5:00-1st lee.Chards
10:30- Animals, Animals 9:30- Would N Troth
1:30-Res Newhard
-Coed Pascoest " 111h3°
10:00- Camaro Three
10:30-Acme
.
1030- Woodmen, Baptist 11:00-Issues t Answers 10:00
:
11001TU Nebel
11:60_ hue fts hen
11:00- Meet the Press
10:30-Face the Natisa
11:30-Do. Young
11:30- Vforid Series
11:30-NFL Football
11:30-Ebony Spain:no
11:00- This is Noe Uhl
11:00- Directions
11:30
NFL
77
2:30-Lawrence Welk
12:00-N5L Datelginader 6:00-60 alkees
11:30- NFL hobo"
12:30- labberans
12:00-;-Fweisall
3:30-Mon.
7:00- Node
6:00-Slaty Alleartiss
Rock 6:00-Dhow - - - 12:55-Schoolhouse
: 3:00-lesothel
530- Wild lagdom
6
1'3°-°I° ow egia
700- bah
0:00-79 Pat kiwis
' 1:00- Double Feature
6:1111-Dommy 3 Mario
11:00-All In The holy
:00-Vidi "
DII
4:30 - Thrillmak or Sports 10:00-7.11191.4 ...
1:01-,7tParli Amen
7 36- 4*thri
_
h00-11: Million Deder Mos
9:00-Rebk
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10101-News
1101M---Blevio
10:00- News
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11:09-Movie '
8:30-Alke
10:30- Nava
10:30-She NO Ile
MIN-UFA
6:00 Nance Draw
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11:011-lbol01111100
4} 14
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TIME
4:23
4:25
4;39
5:00
5:30
61-00
6:30
7:00

MONDAY
Oct. 17
Sign-on
Afternoon
Devotional
A letter
'Way
FOCUS
NW% Sports
•
Weather
Ladiss Day _ _ _

TUESDAY
Oct. 18
Sign-on
AtternOon
Devotional
nut Row
Dimas on
FOCUS
Owes, Sports
Weather
Washington_
Debate.: The
Aneric• • Prob- Saccharin Ban
us.Mai.ists ye- Ilene tits
lenges
Sign-off
' Sign-off

baptism:4y
Oct. 19
Slpe-oek
Afternoon
Devotional
Transition
FOCUS
mews; Sports
Weather
!revision_ .
Focos on
tarry/
Sign-off

THURSDAY
Oct. 40
Sip-on
Afterit000
Devotiooel
Nilgetrime.af
Frog,...
reeve
Mews, SportsWeather
Murray.
Outdoors
Sportscope

FRIDAY
Dec. 21
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Adven ture
Franz 196iternbott1---weather
:.11.1.3_Tursarsap..Sign-off

Sign-off

FOCUS.
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Occ.- 17- -

Art Justartp..4
2. '1017 Econonte r, Cii Mathis
3. Haviited House, Murray Wamen'• Club

Tuesday
Oct,18

1.
2.
3.

MSU Political Scientist
&lusty City schools
Cooking Lessons with Ann lkidberg

Wednesday
Oct. 19
•
Thursday
Oct. 20

1.
2.

Book Beat: Jean Lorrah, MSU English Dept.
History in Perepective

L.
2.

Culture through Foreign Language
Murray High, School Sports

Friday
Oct. 21

1.

Library Corner with Mergareet Trevathan
Calloway County High School Sports
David Roos, First-Christian Church, Hurray
-

3.
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,
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Tim
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'
-""SIIIIAPIIIIIV"Iedillhiqi-12:30-Dors of
v
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1:30,
Mk
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INIIII.
140-The Doctori
'
.2,40- Awotboafolf/
246-"le ib• twaif
oad111....larami--- -- --.:- -..1100=kirothos
-- .
•-/- •
•
-World
Oro
3:00-GasSow
_ 2:30- Match
MOB-TBA
.
340-1/dioy Maus
3:1111-146 Alumotors
3130- Mow Mod
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-----------• -3j3541111111111- 3e31-1111111Wa3o5.sd
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-1*Sill-New.
MS-11feabor
Fad-Nom
MOO-Nay Tilos' Moon
- • ----- ---,,
--.---1--- ---7•-ir,4430-00C lagitThf News 3:20- Water Cardillo - -0140 -401•11--; ----- ----: .=6:011-Nsas
6:110- News

CM-Serer Somessar
Wild Cherry
- 6:30-Irsokfast Skew
RI.
74.-Alain Nays . .
SAO-Captide limpree
the,- Noro's Lary
1411-Prko ISM*
compositions and the audience
"1133r- viattlfo .
responded well-to nearly all of
10155-77*** OmThe Gym of 36 was hopping
,
them.
1140-Tams§ & losIlsoo -this week in Gainesville, Ga.,
11:311-Sserch fee To•sono
Two other outstanding
- with the soul sounds of Wild
1240-fora licturo
membere of the group are
Cherry and the rock sounds of
12:0S- Nom* Now .Greg Brown on lead guitar
Risk, an up and coming group
1230-As tar World Taw
and David -Daniel on rhythym
'--froldiso Uoin
141-,
from Birminghein, Alabama.
guitar. Greg- shows potential
MN-Al Is Nis Fa*
The concert itself was pretty-on the lead guitar as being II
2411-/1104 Osomo'7/
good despite the problems
340-Tallotaos
standout for the group as he
with the setting tijil of, the _____-Iastird
3411--5morly111111111.6 '
Ma-13n the son "Wind
sound systems which caused
41110-Nopw's Norms
- And The Lowest Prices In
Chimes."
Town.
the concert to Brad-fortY
Mai-Arey Griffith
Greg Brown told me that the
Sill-Tel tho ?nib
minutes later and caused a
whole group • does the coraS:30-Nan
-thirty minute intermlasiore:
pssing and arranging of their
6:00-Rows
sa
asn'.iels
Cho
"rKla
i:D
The thirteen hundred people
Elvis'
Osmonds
nlaterial and that they plan to
that were there enjoyed it
do more concerts in the near
"Greatest
Hits"
"Moody Blues"
thouroughly especially when
11V GUIDE/OR MONDAY
future.
Wild Cherry opened with
The torg•st S•I•ction of Tap*. and Albums in this ar•a
This group is one to watch.
11.
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
WTVF-5
balloons and exploding conWSM-4
We may be seeing an album
fetti that caused the audience__
616-C1666 V"
--. _Talli,lop GoaAsil,:lhers
_i_l_ .
MO-UM@ Nara
7:N-Guilieslis
- pretty soon from Risk.
-Sell-lb.Illoppots
7:0111-Littio Nano
to jump out of -their seats: 5:00-Mushe
0:00-Belly NIAN
-Next: an 'interview with
740-Taal Opel BONN
10:110-NOWS
!
!
1 0-Ir
. ;
v
Bob Patessi, lead singer of
753-5865
030- Moo*- - --Central-Shopping Center
10,34_ Tido,atm
Wild Cherry ithrTa revealing of
AM., , , __,
0:00-Betty Il&te Show
Wild Cherry said that "when
MOO-Rafferty
Ne
m
1000
_
Ihyture
plans.
.
:
NUS8:30their
Tamight
Sow
Csuotry
Musk
Asp
Show
Tewarrew
12:00we perform in concert we like
T2:1111-Tomorrow Show
10:00-News
10:30-1NIVF Reports
to have a good time and have a
10:30-Mile
11:00- Young Deal Booms
12:30- News
12:00- News
these special efferts." .'
12:30- Movie
Wild Cherry is the- type of ,,ar
group that managed to keep
'control of their audience and
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
:keep them excited even
through their slow songs such
WPSD-6
WSM-4
WTVF-S
KFVS-12
as "Hold On." The drummer
4:30-Cress Wits
6:oo -News
6:30-$1n,000 clesstiee
7,os_ Thu otopemoo,
-Richard Prier
was fantastic and Parissi on
5:00- Mori*
430-16mm,The Tem
7:011-11biserd
Pryor
1:C41- NI'll*S*11
lead vocals with a soul
Ns:parish'
10:00- News
7:00-The
$:30-One Duy At A Tins, 140- Novi*
sounding voice was more than
10:30- Tossight Show
•
3:00-111•AVN
10:00.News
9:00-Lee Groot
,2,00_,
0:30-Oh.Day et a Timm
superb in every respect.
10:30- Tonight Num
' rrws 56
" moo-News
9:i0-Ls. Grunt
12:00- Tem:sorrow Show
Tony Parissi, brother and
10;30-Irani&
111:00-11ows
11:00-Warted:
manager of 'Wild Cherry's
10:30-Thmie
Dad or Alive
lead guitarist told me. that ,
- 12:30-News
12:00-News
they had to bring an extra
,There is no substitute for experience in the field
12:30- Monti
,
generator for the concert and 41
of law enforcement. When you cast your vote
thatthey were using only one
17;
for TED ALEXANDER you are voting to continue
,
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
fourth of the group's power
4
the Office of Sheriff with a full staff of-comcapacity.. If they had to use *
petent, trained people...because Ted Alexander
KFVS-12
WTVF.
:
5 WSM-4
full power capacity, I believe
yr
NPSD-6
6:30-Cross Wits
will re-employ the entire staff, assuring a conGym of 36 would be looking for
5:310-News
Ilmarik
kiosk
7:00- Ginty Adams
6:307:00- Good tan "
COO-News
tinued
decrease in crime in this county. Don't
0:00- Orogen Trod
a
new
building.
.
1 -411nIT"sus
7:30- Setting Lem. ' 77
6:30-lbs Prior Is Odin
11:1111.-Orodom Trull_
9:00- Big Hawaii
vote for unknowns...vote for a staff of trained ofOf course, Wild Cherry
COO- Movie
7:00-Seed Pass
9:00-115 Newel,
10:00- Mews
ficers that you know.
10:00-News
played their standard hit,
7:39,Bustal Law
12:30-Tosight Show
10:01-lbws
10:30- IronsWer
"Play That Funky Music" and
SAS- Movies
12:00- Tomorrow Sbow 10:30Teldikt
SIM
11:30-%Mid:
"Baby Don't You Know." *
1040-News
12:00-TOWSOWINI 11111,
_____or
A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
=
-'-------Will-fhoolo
Overall, it was a memorable „ar
pg-flows
..
12:311-16an
performance in Gainesville.
1.,"
.1lools
2:3112
RISK
THURSDAY
TV GUIDE FOR'
Behind every successful .0( It is a well known fact that the presence of an officer is a definite deterrent to crime.
, Ted Alexander will ask the Fiscal Court to inefease the staff WM '
group that comes on stage .10
th rer-To five i;

Special

-

-- - ;-'

WNGE-2

WSIL-3

MA-Illaty MUNI -, En-Cady' P•111
4:15-News
7:011-Sai Peas Boos
_ .113S-News
- Lap-0,_ -_'
/416--U11 Pedro BMWS
. 1.245-Newroifth
II:00- WI Football
11115-Mede
10:45-News
life-PR Chi
11:15-Al Onafrio
43-flowasosok '
.2
:
11:45- American Angler
12:00-lbws

Tapes ti Albums-

Til Service Center

You Can Help Calloway County-

•

YINGE-2

WSIL-3 ,

6:30-Truth or Commerce s,30_(
.6066 Poe
7-00-Nippy Clays
News
7:XI-Laverne a Shirley
6:30_14,6,6
COO- llorm's Csompaty
7,00 _ guppy Days
MX- Family
hly
i
7:30-Laverne &Sre
1:30-Soup
COO-Threes Conspany
10:00-Newewitek ,
1:30-FeenNy
1040-Adam 12
• 1:30-Soap
11:00-AK Maris
10:00-News
12:45-pn Oub
10:30-Movie
2:45-Newsweek
.- 12:00-News
o

- WS1L-3

WNGE-2
530-Cedes Pete
6:30- Nam Tbet Tsai
6:15-News
7:00-Elikt ts Wag& ' 6,..30_,News
800-Omile's birds-7:00_ woe is iamb
9.00- beeittli.
000-Chides Angelis
10:10- Newarach
9:00- Beretta
10:30- Aiwa 12
10:00-Flew,
11:011-$1941474 11104 10:30 -Starsky IL Winch
1:45--PTL-Cluis
12:00- News
:43-Ni.'astrk
e
--

WNGE-2

1

6:30-hem
7:00-Utter
7:311-What's Ilappomiso
041-11erowy Mae
San-Carter's Couirtry
9:00- WI Vest
10:00-Itewsweteb
10:30-Ads,12
11:00- Police Story
1:30-Pli OM
3:30- Newswech

WSIL-3

• VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE!
VOTE FOR TED ALEXANDER

-For Sheriff of Calloway County!*

"ic

WSM-4

740-441Fs
1:00-Mew Free Alan*
6; 901-Resell gm droo
-News
4:
,
ol-Soto,
10:00 L- bre
"
7:30-Whets Neenstring 10:30- Tonight She,
12:00- Teimertow Slieret
cos _ loom War
1:30-Carter Crantry
9:00-Red Vest....
.
10:00-News
10:30-Peke Story
12:00- News
TV GUIDE

WNGE-2
6:30-fl.alessetts
7:00-Denny a Marie
' MN-1Novio
10:40- Rewired
10:10-Ad..-12
11:00-Burette
12:00-See tide
Oub
3:101- Newsweek

14,-PT1.

5:30 -Cactus Pile

WSIL-3
5- 30-Cartes Pete
6.15- News
6:30-News
7:00- Donny a Mora
,
11:00- Morie
10:00 - News
10:30- Boretto
11:37- Movie
I 2:00- News

WSM-4
7:00-Sanford AMIN
7:30-Oda a Mum
8:131-lodrford Wks
9:110-Bober
,-.,
10:00 - News
10:30- Tonight Skew
12:00- Miamian Spocia

Wl'VF-5

6:30-Cress Felts
7:60- The Walton
5:00-Newel Flve-0
1:011-11wrway loan
10:00-News
:::::::::::*
Wed or AM*
1240- News
12:30-Thsvie

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

5130- Nem
6:00-News
6:311- Medd if Aniirson
7:40- Welton
11:00-14awall Five-0
9:00-Illerseby Jones
10:00- News
10:la- Nevi*
12:30-News

640-Marty beam
100 Chip.
from mews
515W..
MN-Rosati 0, Rawl
15:00-N...
10:30- Tealpht Thew
12:40- Tomorrow Shea

1

FOR FRIDAY

WTVF-5
6:30-Cross Ms
7:00- Weeder wow=
I:00- togai's Rum
9:00-Switch
10:00- News
10:30- Gemseroho
11:30- Wanted:
Deed or Aim
itt00-News
1201- Movie

WPSD-6

I

4

4

.
..
6:30- Truth of CiletilliMIRK•1
7:00-Sanford Anne
7:30-Chke a New
COO- Rockford Ries
9:00-Orem
15:10-News
11140- Tonight Show
12:00-MarightSpeed

there is usually a warm up
deputies; will establish an auxiliary force with all sections represented: in a county 74
band-to get the audience in a
I( wide system of crime reporting, and will actively Xerve as an enforcement officer at*
festive and receptive mood for (all hours. Ted Alexander will continue complete cooperation with city and state it
the main group. This was the
pace to promote a COUNTY-WIDE PRESENCE of law enforcement. Ted wants -jit
case with- Wild Cherry's back 'K CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT at all levels,..and will work to achieve that-end. He will con- 71,t
-up band, -*Risk (formerly
tinue training of all deputies, in order that you may get your money's-worth in evert
August) from Birmingham,
situation. Good training is a proper subetitute for force, although lorce will be used ".5(
Alabama.
if necessary.
Risk had problems' with the
Ted Alexander believes that a public office is just that...and office to serve the Igr
iL__
first song, "Sachet Lady" due
(
1 people. He-will do thit, with the help of other 4encies, in the manner that yoU
to the sound system but after
.4( deserve.
that,the group came on strong
giving the audience a taste of
a rock sound with a funk twist.
Lead singer, Tim Dodgen
was superb as lead vocalist for
the group expecially on "Wind
Chimes" and "My Friend The

KFVS- 1 2
530- News
A:OD- News
1:30-1111ertde Gwen it ist
7:00-Weeder Woman
COO-Lope's ha
9:110-Switch
1041-laws
Mai- Movie
12:30-News

Wiziard."
Incidentally, all

DON'T WASTE YEARS OF TRAINING
VOTE FOR
TED ALEXANDER AND STAFF
For Sheriff

of

the*

gt6Seeigigs Titirtormte, at
the concert were their original

airroasatarasswarar

4c
4(

-
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Blood River Baptists To
Meet, Murray And Salem

Kentucky News Briefs
The -jury Suggested the
FRANKFORT,Ky. tAP-)
The Franklin County Grand Purchase of cars for use by the
says county_ 1w
-sheriff and deputies. or
Jury

Fire Chief Joe Jennings has
said. tile more sirens would
.
help.
The tests were conducted
after - scattecomplaints that the system :
failed to make enough noise.
to
•The sirens are. intended
•
or
divider
nattral
a
warn of
,
.•
enemy attack.

The 108th annual session of Tuesday at the Salem Church,
. the Blood River Baptist Lynn Grove. Other features
Association will be held will be business and reports,
Monday and Tuesday, October election of officers for 1977-78,
.1 17 and 18, at the First -Baptist and a report on Child Care by
Church, Murray, and the the Rev. Tom Moore.
An address by Dr. Franklin
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Owen, executive secretary- .
Grove.
Answer to
CATLE_TLI'SBURG, Ky.
The Rev. Rodney Travis will treasurer of the Kentucky
( AP) - Bóy Circuit Judge
Vt.!?
deliver the annual sermon at _Baptist Convention, will be
6:45 heard at the 6:45-p.m. session
wi11ta04 Fanning has Ordered
the opening
DRINK
Registered
Ornament
MAKEUP TEAM AT WORK-Behind the scenes activity at the Community Theatre's
Ashland City Commission
the
p.m. Monday at the First on Tuesday at the Salem
D
nurse
pinnacle
production of "The Fantasti(.hs" involves many individuals. Here, Carol Julian, left, and
to quit "dilly-dallying" and fill
S AID
Gravestones
Church, Murray. The Rev. Church. Special Music will be
th
7'3 River'-iStane•
-1-4Negafive
two vacancies -en -the three-- ---Dee-Fleek,right, apply the finishing makeup touches to Bill Crittenden who plays the part of .CC fresher,-moderator,41,111
of the First
T:
4
Biblical
prefix
SNAIL
of
the Old Actor. Performances arc scheduled tonight and Saturday at 8 p. m. and Sunday at 3
Board
member
Benton.
Church,
by
music
Missionary
special
with
preside
weed
Snare
•4I 1st
m.at the Old'
F reigns Depot.
•
Raiselhe -.-•
Equallzatiolt-Small island
Photolly Jennie B. Gordon
the Raptio Student Union The..director ottiasions, the
'
Knock
P -C1
.
Fanning also ordered city TIVE
NARRA
Rev. Earl Warforli,. will also
choir.
Manuscript
Babylonian'
rrO-N S'I li
-4 labbr )
, officials to file a plan for
..--.
hero
Other speakers at the give his report.
_u,
rrws
A
Guido's low
Fruit drink
upgrading the tax assessor s
The Blood River association
Monday evening session will
Indolent
note
Stage
Portico
office.
41 Raises
whisper
8 Hawaiian
Choose
be the Rev. Dr. W.R. is composed of messengers
Loved ones , George Hill is the lone
wreath
Singing
- 2/3 Hypothetical
Baptist from the fifty churches in
on
Davenport
Small valley
"Loheng.rin
voice
'force
member of the equalization
and. Marshall
Barracuda
Turn inside
heroine
Christian Education, and the Calloway
Taut
525tirp's clock - BOOM_ allIcet_h_e. 1:e*iggattuee
lei Rarefy
out 0
-.- It- Holdscongregation:
gill-Whittaker for the Counties.-'
Dr.
Rev.
"Sr
-Wirat
4
5
37 Unemical—
high seaarerrrairiarlast month of Oneida HAW
Baptist is free, under the Lordship of
Creek
Compass
Jonathan
Sows
compound
Prima donna
•'
e
point
Wan
and Stanley Griffiths.
Danish
Measure of
form
Christ, to determine
Assembly.
58-Teutonic. .
- island
Bodies of
- weight (pl
in
will
Owett
partiefpation
Of
and
Gerald
exteat
Rev.
The
deity..
.
_
,
voter_
.
Repasts
.36
Wrongful
appeals
hearingthat
the
board
Fanning erdeted
Negative
Diruth
21.B d's home
• _act__
deliver the doctrinal,aellPteL..JSASQ.0441111,11.79.10e.ts...2.7.,.....the
aliClthafit _ _
13r4orxPart._ZZ.Her1.0fIller .-_-_.,16 DebrafiOn
filed by tag
Rew---Warford
The-Fathers caught
Wilson
-the -430 a.m- •
of motor .
BY CHARLES H.sumps
•
:s :,:i:: o 7
co der residential
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Stamps extremely well. The Fathers'
Printer's
apI NM'
•!•A
and
enthusiastic
An
measure
ii and corium rcial property"
has a long association with "Never Say No" and "Plant A
*A.:* 12
. il
Was
preciative audience enjoyed a
:SU
assessments
educational and professional Radish" numbers
were
z _ mistaken
II
Fanning's- order followed a goodopening night production theatres in Chicago and New delightful.
i:K:1111
Nerve
14
,-•Z
4
A..17 111
e The Fantastic.ks" at The
,
rvetworls.
lawsuitfiled by Harold Kelley, of'
York.
22 m 23.
The Boy, Dan-Stallings, and
Sum up
il
a local accou tent,spit,*the Old Murray Freight Depot
Musical
He is a graduate of- Nor- The Girl had some especially
IM;Hillii
▪
pitches
city, the i mmission and last night. It was, of course, thwestern University and has good mood-setting scenes
s•!4!..mii
IIM'4!•:•:
7,50 Inlet
32
Mayor David D. Welch the first of fotw_performantes spent a number of years in early in the play. Henry
- 51 Spafe
11Nlll
property by The Murray-Calloway commercial TV production
g
Pith hel mut WI
concernin
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(NBC - New York and musical director) had to carry
Moon
40 11
this
play. Spirit,
goddess
Chicago), Edacational TV much of the play from his
37- 1111111111WP•r•
---- 69 Negligent.
LEX1NGT , Ky-(AP)- 'imagination, talent, and production - Chicago, opening "Try To Rementher"
45
MI
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I
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1
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1•11 Dr. Milton 1 tz, who headed much,much hard work on the Detroit, New -York,
to its reprise. His "It Depends
rshall Plan in -part of all ifival-ved---Was
'Most recently he was On What You Pay" number
4*throughout
the
the 1950s, will evident
Europe dun
51
57 M.vli'S
director of a wide ranging with The Fathers was a
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Upgrading the sewage
system at Kenlake State Park
will cost about $23,000, according to an estimate by the
state.
The, project includes supplying electrical equipment to
upgrade the facility from a
single phase primary to a
three phase primary treatment plant.
Bid date on the project is
Nov. 2.
MI
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-
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Dr. Mullins Will
Speak On Sunday
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., pastor of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, "Lavishness,"
at the eleven a.m. worship
serviceon Sunday,-October 16.
His scripture will be Mark
6:30-43.
"He Is So Precious To Me"
will be the special to be sung'
by the Church Choir, directed
by Mrs. R. L. Cooper with
Mrs. Olivene Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
Mrs, Mavis McCarritth will
direct the Missibn workshop
on "Steeple People and the
World Planning for Missions
Through the Church" at 6:30
p.m. on Sunday.
The study on 'United
Methodist Beliefs" will be at
seven pm. on Wednesday at
the church.

UR
FIRE

SKYWARD — Murray firemen Ronnie Barnett and

Ricky Clark climb into

the sky on Murray fire Department's 85 foot aerial ladder as a part of a
public demoastfation on the'county courtsouareMonday. Both the city fire
department ana.Callow4Y.,County Rescue Squad fire fighting unit par•
ticipated
• .
Plawelovirweilt Atchley
„.

--t•

.tiONIN11-11111118, .
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1 Legal Notice

&fair 14,1,77

Ira.44%.
1 Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

KENTUCKY,

M X 3IE'31E
2. Notice

2 Notice
JESUS says in Matthew
28: 19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to observe all things, whatsoever I have commanded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the
-world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eterpal life.
For assistance call 7530984.

5 lost And Found

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves
and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

LOST HALF grown
Siamese cat, Fox
Meadows Suuth 16th.
heart broken
Two
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallia - children. Reward. Call
753-3096.
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
FouND- YOUNG adult
female dog Terrier
type. White with brown
Yllould you like to ride
ears and brown spots
ow Chard, BUS to Sunday School and Ince-.
around eyes. Wearing a
ming bvorship minnow
key chain for a collar.
at
Found
wandering
Wag Baptist Check -- around-IOU -Campus.
Bus Driver for OcShe has a cancerous
tober, Mike Lovins,
sore on her cheek.
753-9277.
Owner please contact
753-3535.

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted
HELP
WANTED
mechanic preferably
someone just out of
trade school to work in
local small engine shop.
Must have own tools.
Salary open Reply td 32
F.

6 Help Wanted

WANTED4.mmir

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
Part time, _night
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT'COURT:
help. Must be 18 or
W. J. Lawrence, Et Al Plaintiff, Versus Andrew Dunolder. Must be ableto
can, Et Al Defendant.
work on weekends.
NOTICE OF SALE
Apply in person only!,
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the September 9
$ 2 0-0 - WEEKLY
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division
POSSIBLE - stuffing
of property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
envelopes. Send a self_for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
addressed
StaMpedc
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
envelope to Fischer
.the 24th day of October 1977, at 1.00 O'clock P.M., or
Enterprises; -Bet
thereabout, upon'a credit of six months, the following
Eureka, South Dakota
described property,to-wit:
57437.
Ninety acres taken off of the North side of the N. W.
Qr. of Sec. 33. T. 3. R. 5. E. and bounded as follows:
Beginning at the Northwest corner ofSec. 33. T. 3. R. 5.
E.; thence South 5 deg East 97 poles to a black oak;
6 Help Wanted
thence East bearing North 2 deg. 98 poles to a black
--gam lir Branch: that& down said branch to a frick;
WANTED BABYSITTER
at
thence North 5 deg. W. 56 poles to a hickory; thence
in thy home Must have
west bearing 2 deg South 172 poles to the beg,ining, EXown transportation and
CEPT 40 acres sold off of West end to J. R. Bizzell. also light housework.
.4- EXCEPT: A tract.of land heretofore conveyed to Billy.
Call .763-8244 after 5:30.
d!P
Ray PoWell, et ux„ containing four (4) acres by deed
DEADUIES
_-_.
er.•
dated Maya',
•.
.
i. LOCAL 'STORE wants
All display ads,
ALSO EXCEPT: A tract of land conveyed to Buel
employee for warehouse
classified
displays
Duncan, et tut, containing 3 acres and 42 poles, said
and regular dis,Ylay,
and counter work.
\
deed being dated ,IUly 26, 1943.
must be submitted
Knowledge of electrical
..0.1-..`‘..- --,
_
3 Bedroom brick less than 1 year old.'1/
ALSO EXCEPT: Ten (10) acre; conveyed to Earl
1
2 baths,
by 12 noon, the day
supply helpful Salary
lots of closets, Carpeted throughout. Garage atBurkeen by deed dated December 27, 1941.
before publication.
Reo
I
Pe
•
,- Advertesol
or, .
tached..Nicis shade trees. For more information
-• ALS#EXCEPt: 18.85 mires conveyed to Buel DunAll
reader 7---.--rinenryNtru
--- -c•-• '` ..- .. to virei.jr:
handwriting to 32F. "
callus today.
can,et ux by deed&ed July 2,1948.
classifieds must be
first insertion of ads far
For the purchase price, the purchaser Must execute
submitted by 12 noon
corr•ction
This
PART TIME evening
bond,, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
the day
before
nowspoper will b... 2_ clean-up, man. apply in
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
publication- _fv_sPoPsre!•., IrY___vois_ _ .person Icy. Candy Co.,
one incorrect insert:On
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to .,..
- Almo, Ky.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
comply promptly
with
these
terms.
W ATKINS
.
REPORTED IMMEDIATEFrank L. Ryan
Products.
Contact
".1Y SO. PLEASE CHECK
Master Commissioner
Grocery
YOUR AD CAREFUU
liolmiffrJones, 217 South
Calloway-CU-C.:WA-Court
13th, phone 753-3128.
.--"
Nc
‘
.4114**-V641"'"i--------Civuri.s-etot

Iv.

EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER
minimum 3 years. Full
time. Call 753-0984.

FORTUNE 500

WANTED AT ONCE, 2
insurance sales persons.
$200 per week each.
broker,
Insurance
$10,000 year. Call 4428161, Jobs Unlimited
Employment Agency.

COMPANY
hes so isnaseersets epeolog foe
eweHive salts represaiswive fo. Asatvcky, Ti.
nesse' terrrtory. huileat
starting salary, Incentive
ANN end tetniirleitifflef.
dimpony car'iiindslied. Send
Alum* ter-Mr ilea MS.
EininsyRie, Ind. 47/14

WASH AND LUB ;nen.
Apply in person. Purdom Olds Pontiac
Cadillac, 1406 W. Main.
HOUSEKEEPER needed
2 days a week.- Lolled
references required.
Call 753-6156.

To BUY--See US! Toltill--ListwithUSI-

Check
Your

utensils_

New 3 bedroom brick home in Fairview acres 11
/
2
baths, large lot, attached garage. Purchaser has
option of choosing carpet.Low 404s.

PTLY IN CA.SE OF AN,

-Weitrain Food Ser-;
7.-_'-vices,Greenville, Ky.,. suppliers to IGA Food
JONN C. NEUBAUER
Liners has an imRIVIERA
BEAUTY
COMMON COUNCIL
--Naloorifr-howmoderbew----0- aliedlide-oPen1HKN.".8. 1977 , ir;.7:Anailagenient, Joyce ._._ quallflfd , Super
['Edo/candidate
Market manager to be
exec.
or
grocery-rounsetdr.
.‘"- pointrnent'OAF 7
you are an individual
COLOR PORTRAITS
with three Ia.. Live:
bring-us yours for extra
years
successful
NOTICE
copies. Made from any
supermarket managesize into - any- die.
Gerald and Sandra M.
ment,experience and
Walletslow as24tents,8
Henry a-Ina PoPlar are capable of selling
s 10 02,40. Fast service.
Street, Murray, have
a volentary group
recently _purchased
Artcraft, 118 South 12m,
program
to
in-700035. Free 1:larking ---arenlis--dependent grocers this
€1°Ther,
located at401-106Ore
lot, use our rear' enis your opportunity.
Street, from Kenneth
trance.
Excellent
/114-Judy Outland. of
fringe
benefits, ecin 2106- College -Farm
:Road,Murray. The ef- K. pany car.If You are In-"
If You_
terested In an in-N fe_41
. ve.:_diktf. 'thcs
terview. contreet-Elnit-bearer was August 4,
merit Roberts at 753,fire.._ . . 7514411
--69116TToesder,Oct:-IlkPdice . . .. . . 753-1611
•
-

At MSU Special Education Building
free Testing
Transportation Available

- WANTED •

Mark
.

re---lake
the
Klge
the
iday

MechanicsRepairawl PipeFit
-ter-Welder Applicants- mustilaev --iMinimum of 3 years industrial ex4serience4, Excellent fringe
benefits-bospitallzation, retirement, paid holidays (10) and
-vacation.- Rare or- write-Cr E.Steiert,Personnel Manager.

The General Tire
and Robber Co.

8:30
s no

1 General Street, Mayfield, Ky.-42066
Phone(502) 247-6730,Ext.rsz - •
AN lEKNIAL OFFORTIINITTurtma'IF

'ELECT

Ambulance,. . . . 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency „, 753-5131_4..
Humane Society
753-3535
C
Care
753-6622
Poison Control
153-7588
Senior Cdizens
153-0929
Needline
753-NEED
JAW Jo Red.,. 351,11n

dal Cousins
WANTED DEALERS
se install sprayed foam inselation in old and
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can use it, and can save them
up to 50% of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
Job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in
selling this foam insulation that manufacture. Con
be applied all year round. Write:

Imperial Coatings
& Chemicals
4041 Ridge Ave.
Phila., Pa. 1 91 29
Mr. Warren.(215)844-0106

Your
Message
Makes A
Bigger
Splash...
HERE!
Newspaper advertising is
like having a party line
to our entire circulation!
Place your message today'

Miherray
Ledger & Times
•

-JO--

PHONE1534916

Times-

,._,,,,

-00tOR
.
•

' Cadiz Spiing-ProTkis
Division Hoover Ball
And Bearing Co.
Needs 2 recent college graduates. Prefer degree
in Manufacturing Technology, Industrial
.Technology, or
Business - Ad-ministration.Applicant must be willing to work--and be trained in all phases of Manufacturing..
Intelligent hard working individuals can make
-their own way with our company and will make a
good salary with very good fringe benefits. Applications should be made at Cadiz Spring
located-2-milss-East-of_Ca1li7, Icy
- -Highway 68.
An equal Opportunity Employer

-Nice cottage hi Lakeuray Shores, aluminum ,
weltlii-SulaWd for year round living. Ex- retiremeni- hone-economical. 2--Leta
_Ittx24 garage plus small metal storage bldg.
Cdnimuity Water System - flat-rate 52-50 per _
month. Near lake. Concrete 'drive tall_
for more
_

lifOrmilion.
•-

Luxury living - 3 bedroom - 2 baths - carpet
throughout. All appliances included. Enclosed
patio-paved drive spacious well landscaped corner lot near Oaks Country Club and golf course.
Shown by appointment only.

.„s
„•, . . .. . ..,„ .

'OW •
I

Mg

Buy thisS bedrooni brick home in tovm - 2 baths
rireidaet In Oiling room DOuBle .o0Oekete"dri:Us,
feneed backyard, corner lot, nice shrubbery.
Priced in 30's.

11Vi,
3

it 11,

;10-1111111101ei ele-

"WI

DEALERSHIP
OPPORTUNITY

BELTONE- ---HEARING
Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, M9nday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 5274463.

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASK. _
Newly dec,)rated
532 sq. ft. •
office spa ce.
for rent.
Utilities furnished
plenty of
parking space. 1
Pberoo 753-3341 of
7S3-334F--

-3- Bedroom-brick- b010411-14ranitilad--Estatig14decorated.../.
1 4c4141t-VP6MAIN-NICK
petingsmid 31ra.
• •
_
..... .. . . _

flew-Qaulity constructed home, central air and
heat, wall to wall carpet, located on Old Salem
Road. 3 Bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, redwood sundeck.
Has -Concrete drive. Ready to move into. Let us
show you this home today.

MANAGEMENT.TRAINEE:

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

J & M Feezor's Hunting
Club now accepting
reservations for Goose
and Duck Hunting
November 12 through
January 20. Price is $15.
per day per man. Send:
name, address,
telephone number,
dates, alternate dates,
number in party and
half of reservation.
Check, cash or money
order. Reservations
confirmed by return
mail. Must
claim
reservation by 8 a.m. or
lose deposit. Doors open
at 6 -a.m. daily. Phone
224-2926. Send to .1 & M
Feezor Hunting Club,
Route 1, LaCenter, Ky.
42056.

Round Home on Ky. Lake,Gentle slope to
vaters edge, two wood burning fireplaces, electric heat, storm doors and windows, well insulatid, all 'weather road, garage and boar
- storilge/iiiiilanIscpPed sundeck. Much more,
must be seen to be appreciated, call for ap-

Priced reduced - v4 mile off Rt. 280 near
Lakeway Shores. 12x60, furnishings included,
like new,50x111porch. Se_parate storage building,
good well, concrete block storm shelter.. Large
lot.

ELDORADO STONE
(Stone of Excellence)

For kreasonible-mvestment you can own and
operate Your own business-. Store and restaurant
now doing a good lbusiness. Apartment above
store now rented. Potential expansion excellent.
Located on large over one acre lot. May be purchased as business or buildings and grounds may
brpurchased separately.

Number one stone of America, offers you the opportunity to capture the local stone market in
your area. Contact:
TIMBER-LODGE STONE I FIREPLACES
706 N. Market Street
Paris, Tennessee 38242
901-642-1328

Are you looking for a home in country and 2
acres? This 3 bedroom. 2 bath brick-home is
located just 2 miles from town. Good well,
workshop building and fruit trees. Priced to sell.
Price Reduced - Owner says sell! 2 BR frame
'home,4 milts from town on S121. Priced in teens.

BUILDING LOTS

QUALIT
Y
REALTY
Quality Realty
Co.

We have building lots fronting on 121"S., Wiswell
Estates, Panorama Shores, Kennianna Area,
Fairview Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Meadow
Green Acres,GroveHeights-rrving CobbRd.

20.9 Acres near Oaks Country Club. Has been
platted-and- recorded for Subdivision. Priced to
sell.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY' 44 Town house Type apartment complex. 3 years
old, 100% occupancy - good return on investment.

3 or 4-Bedroom brick home, 2 mild from town
13
/
4 acres. Nice trees, swimming pool, fireplace,
in living room, fireplace in large recreation
room,city water. For more information. Call us.

Homes, all types of property, form, 'ifs, commercial and residential.

Darrell Cope, Broker
317 N. Poplar Benton, Ky.

0.- •

Phone 527-1468
Col. Co. No. 753-9625
Paducah No. 443-2312

Fulton Young Realty'
s
RC Box 21S

. 753-7333
Apy Times.

Forest Shoulders
751-V71

Chester Thomas
753-8274

1:4ig
Fulton E. Young

7S3-4946
A
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6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sale

WANTED: Management SALE
KITCHEN faucets
and training personnel.
chrome 8" center.
Major corporation
$11.99. Washerless type,
expanding in Western
$17.88. Single levtf type.
Kentucky. Call fig
• 422.95. Wallin Hardware
appointment only, 753Paris.
3763.

FIREWOoli call 7D6522.

X IP X 1031:
0
20. Sports Equipment
15 FT. EBBTIDE ski
boat. 1976 model with
1970 model motor with
trailer. $1800. Interested
parties only, after 5 p.m.
call

26 TV Radio
ONE
E OSSESSED
Zenith 19" color T.V. $19
per -month WAC. For
information call 7530595.

32 Apartments For Rent
UNFURNISHED
apartment
with
5
spacious rooms, carpeting, and gas heat.
Low utility bills. $150 per
-month. $100 deposit
---TequIred: Phone 753-5447
after 5 p.m. weekdays or
anytime on weekends.

41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Sat
,
YARD
SALE.
Ap94 p.m. 1403 Cardinal
pliances, clothes, toys,
Drive. Clothing,
small furniture, odds
household and baby
and ends. Saturday 8
items, tables and
a.m. 2221 Edinborough. miscellaneous.
41 Public Sales

43 Real Estate
70 ACRE FARM with
frontage on 2 roads, 60
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with
new barbed wire fencing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 753Estate
Real
1222.
Headquarters in
-Callovray County.

Reproductions
Round oak tables,
We will girt you
RUMMAGE SALE, SATURDAY RUMMAGE
ladder back chairs,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
11
00
or 'up to 1150 for
American Legion Hall.
finished
or
,
unSALE LAWN MOWER
SALE inside Bargain
organs, used pianos.
finished, 36" round •
Saturday 8:30, to 1:30.
you
old
1.V.
22" cut 31-x h.p.-13 add S
Barn, 13th and Main,
Wonted lady to
Co.,
Piano
I,onardo
oak coffee table. .Doll
Clothes, shoes, toys,
engine. $88.88. Wallin ,
9:304 p.m. New inexChoose Magnavox color
Of
ire,
frum
Post
across
work in stereo end
beds, made tit- oak,
fabric, books, household
pensive merchandise.
Hardware, Paris.
•
APARTFURNISHED
1.V. and we will give you
Paris, TN.
record store. Part
cherry and cedar,
.
items, tapes, records,
for
rent.
Come
to
MENT
this for your old T.V.
CARPORT SALE, Friday
ideal Christmas gifodds and ends. Very
time and can work
-SALE ALUMINUM
BY OWNER -good land,
300 Woodlawn.
USED UPRIGHT piano,
_payments
Low
and Saturday.
ts._ Fine Bisque piano
monthly
reasonable.
.
ladder
5
$12.8&
6'$14.88.
weekends.
Write
94' 997--..7-20-- acres or more.
repair.
$75.
some
needs
Vine. Lots of new items.
dolls, sewing rocker,
with old 1,V.. os down
Beautiful home site.
_16• $18.88,
WANT PERSON to share_
',Call 489-2241,
P.O. Box 324.
coiner cupboard.•
$32.88. Wallin _ Hard'Near Ken Lake. Call 474nice 2 bedroom apart- BIG POUR •partY yard
payment. Come in and see
ANTIQUES: Large
ware, Paris.
2230.
ment. Call after 5, 75924 Miscellaneous
sale-zMens, womens,
why we sell the mosi
variety box type
9. Situations Wanted
1721.
girls clothes.
and
boys
TV's
each
year
wood cook stove, oak
SALE CHAIN saw chains
SALE BATH TUBS, 1'
Pardon IL Unman
items.
Miscellaneous
28 x 40SHOP for sale. Can
VETERAN SEMI retired
3a" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
whites, $59.95. ' secretary desk, hall
steels
ONE
EFFICIENCY
be used as a clean-up_or
Saturday 8 to 3:30. HighInsurance
needs work of any kind.
&
Red
Estate
wordrobe,
trees,
oak
bar,$8.95. 16" bar,49.95.
Colors, $69.99. Wallin
APARTMENT,
mechanic. Located in
Three
South.
prefer
121
way
under
-No--- selling
Souihside
Court
Square
bed and dressers,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" tier
Hardware, Paris. girls. Partial Utilities
Hazel on. Calloway
from New Con-miles
Music-Magnavox
492-8110.
Call
Mammy,
-situation.
Amite*
•
•
pie
safe,
washstand,
•
.112.95. We also have
paid. Call 753-9741.i
Street. Come by and see.
cord across from New
organ, roll type desk.
• 753-4451
bargain in sprockets and
Chestnut St.,
10 Business Opportunity " OREGON CHAIN at
eurroy.,14.•N
Mt. Carmel Church.
Some
of
_finest
For
Rent
notises
raost
chain
to fit
discount prices. saw
glaSetare.. Nice.LOANS AVAILABLE,
tproekets and fllek also
saws. _Wallin Hardware, 27. Mobile Home Sales
®KOPPpUD
A UNIQUE combination
TWO BEDROOM fur- TWO PARTY YARD
variety
of
•
antiques
business,farm, personal
Paris.
chain saw motor oil, and
of
and
residential
HAMM
l-S.-a-46- -VINDALIE 2--- 'Dished-house with utility
SALEM 8-a.m. tat p.m.
7
cri
aml-ean9Cfitattlmr-8178r-TrOlirabusiness --jiroperties.
room
Open
and
-2r
daily
Monday
I
7
garage.
with
In
bedroom
cent interesL 5,000 to
"Your Key To Happy
your business is truly
Saturday only. 509 Beal
SALE FAUCETS,chrome
Ideal home offering
through Saturday., 8expand° room. Like . Murray. Available last
House Hunting"
Street. Baby items,
lavatory 4" center,
500,0.30. Call 582-8854795----appniiiiid7-Tidwe1l
Early
American
charm
5
of October. Call 755-2557.
new. See at Riviera Cts.
between 3 and 11 p.m
plants, games, winter
Main 753-1 222
111
$8.95_ Washerless type,
Lawn and Garden
with wood beamedor call 753-3280' before 5,
Huberts Antiques
clothes,
washing
$13.99t Wallin HardEquipment, 303 'Main
ceilings,
large
stone
NICE thiAiLL house with'
.436-5524 after 6.
machine, furniture,
ware, Paris.
St., Hazel, Ky. 492-8147.
fireplace,
Four rinks South of Murray
beautiful = GARAGE SALE, 1412
carport. For 2 or 3
WE BUY used trailers.
1974 MOBiCE HOME, 3
paper backs. Albums,
_Dudley, Friday and
paneling
on 641
and
woodwork
people.
SALE BATH TUB faucets
Refrigerator,
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5, TAPPAN MICROWAVE
bedroom, 2 baths,
water bed and lots of
Siturday. October 14
throughout.
Adjacent
stove
and
water
old
style,
$8.95. Modern
fur- 443-8515.
•
central heat and. air,
household items.
oven with oven- timer.
and 15. One girls 3 speed
buildings
suitable
for
nished. $130 month. Call
8" center, .$12.99.
OAK FIREWOOD for
underpinning, nice front
$15per month WAC. For
bicycle, one large boys
small
business
such
as
WANT TO BUY -white
489-2595.
type
$27.95.
Washerles%
sale. 13.50 per rick.
porch. Furnished or
information call 753lamps, camping
bicycle,
antique
shop,
RUMMAGE
refrigerator, no older
SALE,
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
Delivered. Call 437-4731
unfurnished. Call 7530595.
equipment, extra nice
professional offices, or
BEDROOM,
TWO
:_than 3 years old. Call
Saturday,
October
-15.
or 4374346.
A-3418 after 5. childrens and adult
CUSTOM MATTRESS
a.m.-3
retail outlet. Located at
couples only. 135.00
489-2373.p.m.
1005
16. Home Furnishings
GENERAL ELECTRIC
TWO
corner of North 5th add --clothing, Halloween
mobile
BEDROOM
made any size for anmor th. Shown by apWestgate Drive,
18 cubic ft. frost free
mask and costumes.
home. Real
Chestnut Streets. Shown
nice.
tique beds or campers.
WANT TO BUY used air
Pinto:nut, ,753-3159 or
Gatesboreugh. Toys,
FLORAL CRUSHED
freezer.
refrigerator
open at 7 a.m.
Will
.by
Located
appointment
only,
on
Buy
Route
6,
so
Dill'
direct and save on
753-5094.
-.conditioners. Call
clothes, nick necks,
velvet couch, $50. .Call'
......Friday..
_ _
you+ •
-phone-us
today
at
:
in-a I tr es-se-s-1 _Highway-280,-5.-miles
----from
guiter,-antell- ---.Faleetrie.-75.14104.or
.n..
organ,---36 For Rtnt Or lease
shipment. $21 per month
_1551.
MD REALTY,
from Murray. Ca 753high chair...dishes, wood Healthopedic or foam.
-For.infernal/ion'
daY• 7-53•
LET THE sunshine in
753-1222.
We- would love
for
ATARI
-1E
AlSo ate_ theie_ elegant .4174.
_
______ _ HORSE
_......._ pasture_„
----with
this-3 bodroom,--2-- 1449/1- - 1
--Wft
Wit-SALE nice living
W
-3tou
this
24,06-13Til air" call- 75.
"choice
mem- of furniture,
. icon
also
land
rent,
,--- bath home. A one family
room suite in•good
conditioner.' Good
'THREE LOTS with 1974 , available. ,Call• Mike
Bamboo,
Wicker
and
ProPertYSA LE CLUB aluminum,8
PORCH SALE,309 N. 7th
home or arranged for an
.
Nudition. Couch is a
trailer, house type roof,
Brea; WISES WEST
.0-epair. Call 753-8216,
Brannack 753-8850
Saturday,.11:5._Childrens
niece sets._ ch_oice,_
_ •
AT
latatr--wellr*ele&-•'
afterl. •,.
•
-- -hatWeittrIttatHr.-_ _....._!•••?&'•_•‘° winter
a-::-.
Wm C.
$39.99. Wallin'
•
coats furniture,
" basement
tricity. $400. Located in
ITURE s 1136
Hardware, Paris.
games.
Neubauer
livestock
37
Supplies
with utility room...!
ANT TO BUY'lots 75 ft
VANT
P.a1111.0111, crappie_ /1Q11.aw .Unit 3,
ON WHITE G.E. Dish
Maintenance free'
-•
""
- to 100 ft. frontage. About
Thomas Ford
WESTERN RAWLS tut_
Realtor;
Phone 1443-7323. _
HOUSETHREE FAMILY-garage
Washer, -$15 per month
siding. To see
aluminum
same depth. In city or
plants, large and small.
bridle. OK Cali 7534321 sale.' About 3 miles
29. Mobile Home Rentals
List Your Property With Us
,
WAC. For information SI.E 6" STOVE nine. 99
this home call Loretta •.• county. Must have
call 753_8215 after 5 p.m.
7S341111
ents. Chain saw files,
SOS Main St.
38.Pets Supplies
South on 121, across
MOBILE HOMES and
call 753-0595.
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
• sewerand water. Reply
•all-sizes 79 cents each.
Rd.
Salem
Old
from
mobile
home
spaces
for
COMPLETE
-sire of Tat and Prlei-To WOOD .STOVE, goof
DISPERDaisey BB's, 1500 pack
Thursday, 4-?', Friday
.rent, at Riviera Courts.
••:.`' Box 32C, Murray.
SAL of show rabbits. My
- condftiOn. Call 436-2123. ONE TAPPAN white
99 cents. Jlearbulb 250'
and Saturday 8-? Rain
"
Call 753-3280.
trash compactor.$14 per
•
entire
stack
of
watt, $1.19,
orshine. Lots of new and
te buy -55--6-4,
eorh----sirlp -month WAC. For inCalifornian
and
Sandy
30.Business Rentals
;!i.•Parr! _
-1-arilke
used clothing, new
formation t7d1/UMW- ._/
t
‘
- 17tre hated
_ ,„
drums with removable
20'
X. 3V- -BUILDING,
"fox Terrier pqaiy•
F
weill
am
beistld'.cheap. Many 'quilts, bedspread,"'one'
SALE WHITE COMtftMt fitting lid,-45**
.7514669.
BE-it:J.11Eu'. MODES, $34.95 -each. ' concrete flaw, excellent state fair and national set numbered Ken each. Call 753405.1, Ky. - BIG
condition. 2Y2 miles 94
show winners. Also will
Holland prints, Aladdin
Engiiih
solid '4alrint
S. Articles For sale
Colors $12.54. Wallin
IteiltnrfatiAnbley,
-Cindy Co., Aline, Ky.
lamp, anti-q-utt and
side board with good
Tenn.
Hardware,
East.
Paris,
$50Call
75341218
'
•twiell-some
cages,
feeders
LE ELECTRIC heater, •
.
• .1
items. miscellaneous
wNuilEAK At 1' ATE
ifilreor. Call 753-2020.
•
31, Want To Rent
and equipment, for
4500 watt fa farclalie__ CIIHDRENS:MAIMS;
- - 4-V4HiABL
-NOW.
raising
meatend
sh6*
-baYa--araZ
om a tiC. $16.99",
grr-S-Wie - _COMPLETE BEDROOM
Urethane
--foam. All - WANT TCI RENT house
rabbits ": at bargain GIGANTIC YARD SALE;
-4V-allin IThrdware Patia. • -Gt. automate washer.t suit,solidtiood. Electric
ETHICS IN ADVERTSING
for family of3in or near
sizes,
all
densities. Cut
prices. Last chance to
Saturday, Octotser_15. 81683.
Call 259,
c ---,guitar
- -4and
- to your specs. West rci
hilaT5Y--4101-753403ti purchaie qialfty rabbits
5. 1100 Circk-ama. Tois,
-STOVE B4MRDS-,
When you conduct a real the salesman's connection
Electric welder, 50 amp
_
Cabinet Co.,..1203 Story
uNFuRmsHED small
37r
fo23,
4H projects.
mens,
753furniture,
SALE 4000 WATT 4 stack. and
estate transaction with a with the Realtor is obvious
24•-•:-a
miscellaneous
Avend:753-6767.
womens and childrens
PaulBai1ey
Call
Bailey,
Realtor (a member of the in the advertisement.
'Matthews
electric,
heat
items. C.all 753-8127.
AP...32house or-apartment for 2
mart";icy._
gas
National Association of A Realtor does not submit
:4as.b, Wallin Harare.. " $34.99. Wallin Hard26 TV-Radio
- - clothes,baby items,
years: Middle aged
dryer. tall 753-1310. In
Reahorsj you can be assured or advertise property
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ware, Paris.
rts•
female
with
BEST FAMILY and
ONE REPOSSESSED
that you will be in good han- without authority and in any
rase of rain be held
housebroken 8 year old
Hunting dog available,
ELECTROLUX SALES
Zenith console stereo
do. The Realtor subscribes to offering, the price quoted
inside.
th 8 tad( AM-FM
dog. Call Paducah, 443Excellent blood lines.
with..
and service. Call Tony
a strict code of ethics in all will not be other than that
AKC registered YARD SALE,Friday and
Montgomery, 753-6760
stereo. Radio and turnareas of real estate func- agreed upon with the owner
8589Labrador retriever.
clay or niglit.
table, $15., psr _Month _ 32. Apartments For
tions. There's no way we as the offering price.
Saturday. Calloway St.
Rent
$125, Females,
could touch on all of them
WAC. For informatios--.19 Farm Equipment
sizes, 5
Hazel.-Junior
In
7534685,
a THREE ROOM apart.
$100. Call 7594206 after
in this space - but I would
and 7, 9 and 10, shoes,
ment. Call 753-4716.
like to mention just a few in
5.
93 INTERNATIO AL
_Ilayssiatbea.„same__WAY__
'F1' 311
The area of acheresaig. combine, corn. header,
ends.
and
clothes,"odds
AKC OLD ENGLISH
Consulting with twofer
TWO
In his advertising, a Realtor
color T.V.'s. Has good
BEDROOM
and bean header. Also 3
Al MSU Special Education Building
10-4 p.m.
•
Sheep
dog
puppies.
will present a true picture about their real estate needs
Call
19"
Townhouse.
black
All
and
carpet,
white
point hitch backhoe. Call
-free Witt *and will neither advertise is our specialty. Drop by Pur492-8441 after 4 p. m.
Zenith T'y.'s for sale.
range, refrigerator,
•
492-8877.
YARD SALE, Saturday
without disclosing his name, dom & Thurman on the
Call
753-5814.
disposal,
Transportation
•
Available
dishwasher,
6
court square or call Pat
and Sunday,8 till 1. Op
permit his salesrnen_la_mobie
-Watherdryer:--hoOkUp
oor
.
- --A-K-C
-G-E-R411-6-16
1FuRb _sIDEMourrrED
y -1S3-1451
and
7th
corner
of
the
individual
names
use
or
.000000000-000000e corn Picker.
- Cenral heat and air.
sHEPHERD poPPles,
3958. We're here to helpi
Good TWO E'tECTROSTAT
Furniture,
Chestnut.
telephone numbers, unless
solid white. Call 554Private deck. Call 753speakers. Excellent
condition. Call 489-2417.
glassware and lots of
2153. Paducah.
•
bondition. Life time
other Items.
FOR SALE 350 John
guarantee. Must hear to
AKC
CAIRN
Terriers.
Deere Dozer 6 way
FURNISHED
appreciate. Walnut -NICE
Call 753-0264 or 489-2310,
apartment. Inquire 100
veneer. $70. Call 753hydraulic blade. Low
after 6:30.
South _13th StreeL
figura, excellent con_
dition. Call 901-642-2498
by Ky. Lake. 264 lots located in
REGISTERED lifter 5 p.m.
Calloway County. Has County Road
AMERICAN -Eskimo
October 22, 1 p.m. rain or shine, 5 miles east of
Spitz. Call 554-2153,
and public access to lake. All lots are
Save! Save!
MILKING MACHINE
Paducah.
Murray and 10 miles from lake on Hwy. 94E, 43.2 prime acres
20 Mile
wooded, Reads-are in; subdivided sub-complete set-up. With 2
Tree Delivery
stainless steel buckets.
division is plotted and recorded; foroffered in 5 tracts, none with less than 500' Hwy. 94 frontage.
AKC REGISTERED
Three year pony, saddle
merly retirement acres. ApCall
pups.
Doberman
Choice building sites and productive land on all.
broke. Call 4..W2555.
proximately 45 acres. This property
Peered, reedy to use. Or buy • U-IbIld lad NH. C.1111101* rsd
753-1948 or 753-2593.
reedy to osserobW tut op to 24,60 stoederd, but MR precut soy as
$
SALE BALER twine, 9000
for only $49,000.
40 Produce
needed. Skop the rest thee come to Custom Whored buy Me host
feet
premium
quality.
Call
for less.
BUM MIA St RU11E/MSS 753-0994
CENTENNIAL sweet
guaranteed, $10.99 per
potatoes' A-1, $5..00
bale. Wallin Hardware,
bushel. No. 2 $2.00
• Paris. '
bushel. Turnips, $3.50
20 Sports Equipment
bushel, greens $2.00
REMINGTON 12 gauge
bushel. You pick. Bring
magnum.
1100 3"
containers. Start-Friday
Ventilated rib - $195.
14th, Call L. T. Pete
Remington 20 gauge
Valentine Route 2,
light weight, ventilaged
Puryear, 9014424439.
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
SWEET
POTATOES,
$5.00 bushel. „ Call 4892455.
cropland

J&B

I

FURN
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•

Sight, Hearing and •
:
Health Fair
•
October-10t1 ami Mt
•

•

SUBDIVISION
FOR SALE

Land Auction

King Insurance Service
753-8355

if

=WWI

v7

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Diamond In The Rough

Certified By IPA
dyad Corti, Nome tepee,

412 S. 10th Street - Neat 2 bedrciom frame home;
modern kitchen, bath, carpeted throughout. On
good lot, quiet street. Unbelievable price • of
$9,750.

Kelly's Terniite
LAYest Control

---ft-111 BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
105 11. 12t9 Street

753-8080

THE PROFESSIONAL OFF/CE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
!term Ibrepabire
:1
_:.,. 75341277
•

-

A

Ittria
7SM4141,

i11010.10,111rad Spewed eve.
Teem fie wet dee mit"Atte eta leo
I. fimitletd.
100 South 13th St.
Pbotfid 753-3914

Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

THIS COULD BE IT

A good location for home plusbusiness. This has
2 bedroom modern home, carpeted, with
baseboard heat, range and refrigerator. Has 20 x
40 ft. shop building attached which would be used
for various types of business. On 150 x 2)ft. lot__
Price is right. $21,500.
2 nice lake cottages - One-is $12,506 and otrigt-IM;
.$181,000. Both-worth the money.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street
Phone,751-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Louise Baker, 7534409
Guy Spann, 753-2587
Prentice Dunn, 753.3725
Jack Person, 7534941
T.C. Coals 753-5122
111

4r. Public Sales

THREE PARTY Yard
Sale at Coldwater next
to Ken and June
Supermarket. Come and
get all you want. Men
and woment_hoys andgirlr doilies, shoes,
jewelry, Avon bottle,
,ctiats, dry flower,
purses, toys, books,
make up, flower pots
and a lot of things to set
around In your house.
From 9-6 October 15.
GARAGE SALE,at 4 way
in Hardin. Friday and
-c..a„rein y,
;

with small wooded area.
Tract 1 - 3.7 acres Tract 2 - 14.7 acres - approximately 4 acres cropland,
remainder wooded - truly select buildintsites.
Tract 3 - 9.5 acres - gently rolling fertile cropland.
Tracts 4 8 S - 4.8 and 10.5 acres, respectively - gently
calling, all tillable.
right to co-Milne tracts T, 2, 3 for minimum
Selterse
.
bid of $250 over sum of separate bids. The same right applies
to tracts 4 & 5.
Terms: Immediate possession, 25% cash day of sale, balance upon delivery af deed.

P.L. Lassiter 753-2802 Co-Administrators:
H.R. Clark 753-6567

VIMMIN
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L. C. Huie
Farm,ideally located on
Johnny Roberson Road.
Only 3 minutes from
town. Beautiful wooded
building site, good
fertile land, tobacco
base, good tobacco barn.
Call Eddie Huie, 7535532.

NEAR THE UNIVERSITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to theimiversity on
quiet residential street.
Fdur bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard,
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 753222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.

49. Used Cars & Iiucs

FULL Of
THE MOON
SALE
Brick
duplex, 2
bedroom each side.
Live in one, collect
rent
for
other.
Reduced price bp
owiaer. $26,500. Call
759-1010.

51 Services Offered

1977 Chevrolet 4x4

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-,
1873 after 5 or,weekends:

Shortwheel
base.
Silver. Roll bars, big
tires and wheels.
Sharp. Can be seen
on used truck lot at
Parker ford.

eb
IPPP
Mb
.

WILL 1)0 housecleaning.
Call 474-2264. •

;1
1970 DODGE Challenger,
$1000, Call 753-0464.

45. Farms For Sale
MINI FARM 5.8 acres, 9
room ranch type home.
Price $27,000. Pennigor
Realty, 449-8161.

4Nr
tiso
f
It
Vr

50. Campers
ONE- _OYER_ the cab
camper. Good condition.
One Garrett Master
Hunter
metal
like
new.
Coltdetector,
436-2437

is

GLYITERING BY Sears.
Sears continuous gutters
imalled. pet _war
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

51. Services Offered
DRIVEWAY
AND
PARKING area white
rocked and graded. Rip
Raft delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p.m.
HIVING TROUBLE
getting those small
.1/lambing jots done?
-Then call 753-6614.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps s.up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435;4343.

W
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rook or stockpile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
54 Free Column
FREE - wood shavings.;
great for barns.
Avery Lumber Co.:
PurYear, Tenn. 901-247;
3761.
THE BIONIC -PUBIC
Afery-affectionate young
calico cat needs a home.
'Spayed female. Has had
shots Call 753-9646.

48 ACRE FARM. Ap"
11-'INSULATION BLOWN in
Waldrop Realty
proximately 35 acres
.e.
•
•
•
a.
'by Seali save obiliese
•
after 4 p.m.
tendable, tobacco, corn
ray
'
4 -In Business FREE - Three month old
_
.A _DUX EARN!. yer,_.
high he* and cooling
and
bean land:Off Highiee.
•
female kitten.
Since
1-9.56
eaa<ra
WwEgTERNKva TRAvEL
bills. Call Doug Taylor
roam freely over this 40 way 121, 2 miles N. of
blue color with un
7S3-5646
_ TRALERs _ complete
at 753-2310 for free
acre farm...26 acres
Coldwater on 1836. Call
eyes. V
gray
--t:tendable, woods,2 sm
s:les and service
estimate
"
489-2131.
and shy. Has , , bad
--ponds,log tobacco barn,
II CALLED
GlikCIOUS LIVING-.
distemper shot and has.
46 Home, For Salo
FOR BACKHOE and
•
artment4 KVtair
and •
This home has 3
been wormed. Call 15.36iillaosing
heells.
'PAINTING, INTERIOR,
frame home. Own you
5V-8507.
be-lrooms, 214 baths, BY OWNER - 3 large
p.m.
after
8
or
432-4533
ext.erior.
Also
dry
wall
3994
'
own paradise.. low
/
2 bath,
bedrooms, 11
354-8161 or 354-8138.
. finishing. 10 years exigaYreceei stlidPviamtlY
CAMPER
'arYs...
WHIT
ES
Call
Spann
Helen
fenced
lot,
garage,large
at 753479 or. Loretto
room witli ftreplace.
FREE - Two male k*
49 Used Cars g Trucks
perience. Call 436-2563,
SALES authorized
backyard, drapes, all- 49 Used Cars & Trucks
over 2600 sq. ft, 3 mi.
-WELL DO bibysitting In
tens. Three months old.
Ralph
Worley.
.
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
412
carpet, central air and'FOR RENT - New 1972 'DODGE Pols a
south of city. Large tree11
mY inane while You
dealerand
f°r
"
One is yellow and the
Stareraft
fold
trailers
travel
----r--•
md
heal,many other extras.
shaded yard. Owner
it
work,-shop or have an
economy
other
is yellow and
car,
con,
full-size
Four
doer.
ii.na,
Good
147k
DESIRABLE 3% ACRE
14
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s
arriving.
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phone 753eed
Wilson Ins. & Real
6421. - passenger van.'Murray
a beautiful solid black
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home,
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-door.
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Servicemaster
PROPERTY - 407 So.
_ ... 4 mike Foot of mom.)
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_ _paint, tires,
raami_ si, liatag_400su.
after 6:30 436-2439. aa_
pipes,
information
call
E..en
-"Stettin or dry foam
10th, 2 bedroom frame.
8761.......
fie-iiirred with red indition sales and serSTINSON REALTY,
Fully insulated with
on Ilighway 94 East.
es.
Rents for $125.00 month.
tenor, 350 4 speed, a tilt BUYING A CAR is not
ra- - . method- Seryicemaster
Cat 753.0605.
vice. Modern sheet
753-3744.,
electric
heat
•pump,
.m.
- -, has-been cleaning. the
FREE - Beautiful male
- Price $11,700.00 Don't let
telescopic wheel, AMlike- buying a loaf of
department.
metal
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for
'over
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Phone 753-, -, has garage,
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TREES TRIMMED and
in the.. professional
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dr package. Take the
rut call mum/.
9290.
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Witte 7334263 anYtime:
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cleaning
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. Corvette
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of-new
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.new 3 bedroom brick.•
tia
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rJua'
's
1971 CHEVELLE, powsw
Priced in mid tvfenties.
.prompt ef'
air.
FacTRItIAN
steering
and
PRICE- REDUCED- located on Hwy. 121 at
-call 3544744.
•e e
Kidgef c,43n_ _
---Ta
tit:reit service. NO job ••'
tory stripped. Ralie,r
16,000.00 an tkia quality 4
Calloway-Graves
see
Ernest
wheels. Call 753-3473.
too small.
County line. Loaded
vertible, excellent
bedroom, 2 bath brick
NICE BRICK three
Ate White,
753-0605.
•
with
extras
but
priced
to
jeep,4-wheei - -condition. Call 753-8200
home on tree shaded lot.
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, 1954;
192.
Chain
sell at $39,000. In ALMO
Itteated only 5. miles
central heat, air, double
drive.
•
rerrom cAnPry care: .
Excellent con- 4°-LJKE NEW 1974 orange
nortuweat_uu_ Murray,
COMMUNITY - '77 acre ,_
kiws
HSU
AlSpecial
Education Building
&du& call 7s3,2.571.
efinafrrt, lanie lot. North
Steam clean One rootwat
-iiitA
i
taisiiii:fruck
Testing.
free
•'this -home has central • faitn
'
45-actes M beans
' of Puryear. caltin-2478 cents per so:ft. and we
iles.
heat and air, central. Good stock barn, 2 . 5279_
Transportation
Available
•
will clean the hallway AL___L___
1977
THUNDERBIRD, • CaraPar* 143'?°° In'
_
vacuum gycifprn, Ilk'
bedroom' brick veneer
10'
it
'A
timit-4V10.
free,
jade
green.
Loaded.ralr
Call
751471
"r,
'
home, newly carpeted
By OWNER bnck home
- tercom, large family
_ ..
or after 5:38
Toonl wow only be 110414fitibill.•••••....4.110.
and
ex_-rettat- 753-5273,
_.„- - painted.
,.. .. An
Ior _ room with fireplace arkd
ma um
-and.m 382_2204 ask far_ - 19118 DATSUN PICKUP,
19.-00. CA1453-1335.
-- good-running-eoralttiote -Plitiw-- --V"IVIlt- 'IAIY:
- dilith' more:
--Cn_. rw
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...
wr--trailer
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Debbie
, topputup REALTy, For more muormauou,
1970 Ford Torino,4 door, TREE TRIMMING and
House
has - low'
753_4222__04,__visit_enr_,AMII- or cane,by 1119-N, _bed:maths; 'iv , -raw% iret minus s, Nur- -good - -faisilly-car.-Janiti__
___ removal-18 Yrs
ea
ex-AlurrayrKy
12th Boyd-Majors Real -. large den, idtrien404_,_..4ae
-rerr,_mag- wheel‘,.: owner Call 75811
conveniently lor-ated
43594.
.
36: -_ esrleacti.
office at,711 Main Street - Estate, 753-8080.
dining_combinatioiN 1% • - AM-FM radio with A, ,
___
. .
CUSTOM
We are working full time
baths, utility, double
track. Burgandy. $2500.
196S DODGE Dart SlantI -WET BASEMENT? We
to -provide,- -41te -bestUPHOLSTERY. Free
garage, tlraPeor-oloYei- . -Call-753-7785.
- - -autumn/Me item,- 1960-4,----rnake wet- basements- FoR un
eStiMate-CaltIV8753.
,
- = --possible -Real-Estate-,- refrtgeretor. -Large---Chevy - --orcrup, g- cly. ' "dry, work- -corripleteTY
- service to you.
'
guaranteed. Call or
outside storage building. 1972 PONTIAC station
straight shift $275.00.
write Morgan ConDUNCAN AND GARDOwner will finance part.
1968
'Chevy
V8
753And
wagon.
6800.
Call
/
2 !biles
SPANN REALTY -, .5 Acres,
. - 11
priced,- 04.„- $39,000,. .9206.
-_ _ --___. - - . ...*aura m atie; reirgh . struction Co,L; Roi4..2, ,........ NER Caminito!!Service.,
from tom. Deep
PiEWre s ours
We go to extra lengths to
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
Complete building or
GroVe.
Located
in
Lynn
$100.00. Call 354-6217.
well, catfish stocked
This
tri-level
wood
and brick home situated on large lanserve you. Your interest
42001. Phone day- or
remodeling. Block
Will sell with or without
pond, driveway, sep1976 CHEVROLET;1 tbn
dscaped lot. living room with dining area, built in kitchen,
and desire are our
laying
night
412,7026.
and
concrete
trailer.
Call
435
,
4526.
'
truck. priced to sew
1971 MONTE CARLO 350 '
tic tank;utility pole.
' large family room. 4 bedrooms,
baths, tastefully
primary concern.When
_
finishing. Call 474-2318
Automatic. Burnt ELECTRIC
$10,000.00.
decorated_Owner wants offer_For more information call
474-2230.
Call
WIRING
ROOM
SMALL FOUR
buying or selling see the
or
759-1615.
Orange with black vinyl ._:::.i.home antbidustrial, air ..
.
, .. ,
IrdlPayne ad 753,9794 or Loretta lobs Realtors 75111_492.
house,-4½ miles out 121
_Profe_ssionals. Guy753-0153
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-.MAMELEMANR,
---4613-;
7Faut
"
Y
wheels,
:
1
cOnTlition
in
,
youNGELoces
South.
Ideal
for
Tpeople.
901-.Spann -Realty,
- AM-FM 8 track tape - - AM-FM- tape deck and
Phone 753-7948
refrigeration, heating.
Sycainore, 753-7724.
ROOFING.'Commercial
yer, tilt and cruise ' tilt Wheel, 54,000 actual
Call ,474-8241 ..
. . _alici raairiontial lleneesil
48. Automotive Service
SAVO-Firebird $650-.-----nutes. 115017.11r Ciff 354-753-1492
carpentry, 10 years
6217.
1975 175 Yamaha MX,
LICENSED ELECSALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
experience. Call 759-1524
1200 Sycamore ,
$475. Call 759-1504-after5 _
TRICIAN and gas infilter, $1.88 _to_ fit most
after 5 p.m.
1976 CHEVELLE Malibu
p.m.
will
do
American or import
stallation
Landau
_ Classic
.
.
_
. .coupe
Pe
plumbing, heating -and-, ELEcTRICAL 3V-HUNG -cars. Wallin Hardware,-.-. ,
AtterRours
.
r-wieliogany-white
-Whs.
;
--- ------719611 CHEVROLET 4 doo
-1sewer cleaning. call 7p3: . meteor industrial,. call
• 14600:
Bill Payne-753-9794
Iirettglobs-753-6079
Impala, steering and
Call 753.44n after 5 P•m•
7203
-Quirles-Cooksey after-6
Brenda lones-'53-8668
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
Helen Spann-753-8579
Hwy.641 North
air,
• nice car Good tires
p.m. 436-5896.
4 ply polyester white
'
• 1973 CHEVROLET. FOR YOUR septic tank
$550. Call
Alma, Ky.
. 7534159
• after 5
wall premium grade. 12.'
pickup Cheyene
and backhoe work
Only 5 miles from Murray
32 tread" depth, 7 rib
P'm' •
10. I..ong wheel base, - needs. Also septic tk
Poiver steer
We now have ow fall selection of mums in a '• guaranteed - against - 1972 _and ' cleaning. Call John
V.W. Squareback,
• defective
material,
brakes,- air and tilt
'4'nice assortment otcolors., ''Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
automatic, radial tires.
workmanship and road
wheel. Red with black
We also haveHalloween Ptanpicins and Indian
436-2586 or 436-5346.
*950. 1972 Pontiac
hazard. A76x13" $16.06
Corn for decoration. interior. Radial tires.
Catalina.
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13" Excellent -Transmission 'needs
FENCE SALES at Sears
Pottery of all types, also check these and our
condition, $1195. Call
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
•
selection of plants for gift ideas.
now. Call Doug Taylor
work. Call 354-6206 after
E78x14" + $2.30 FET; •
481)-2595.
.No_sv is the time for fall planting. We have a
at 753-2310 lor_lfree_
4-P-s-111_-_-_-_
F78x14" $21-.15 + $2.44
rice-selection-of plants and trees,so come on out,
'estimates for- your
and check our pricesfor fall planting.
FET; G78x14 or 15"
needs.
We also offer free estimates and a complete
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
landscaping service.
H78x15" $24.73 + $2
,
Have rpu always wilitted a
.
FET;
-1,78x15" $26.76 +.
-*PRESCRIPTIONS
Open:
real LOG Ilimme, huh or a.
AND
'
SALE
$3_11___FET.
Wallin
FOR-RENT
I *HOSPITAL SUPPlIES
ROUND ale, huh' How abotd
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Hardware, Paris.
°LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Making your present house
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
.your dream home'
PRODUCTS
OSTOMY
•HOLUSTER
sale.
753-9946
PIPES
for
PRODUCT OESCRIPTION
SIDE
Usk Us*: K-13 isa sproy-on cellulose insulation f
Call "after 4:30 p.m. 753exposed interior applications. It provides effectiv
3662.
Roy Harmon
thermal resistance, controls condensation and corro•
753-4124
sion and absorbs sound. K-1 3's high absorption factor
SALE'
MONTH car
is on important benefit in controlling noise levels t
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, Demonstrator, Full
battery. $24.99. Willard
mart OSHA rrquirentertts tri udtht,y, to industnalElrand. Wallin -Hardnew car warranty.
plications, K-13 is frequently used in schools:11,0r?
INSULATION
SAVES
1977 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham Demonstrator,
ware, Paris.
arenas, airports, auditoriums, indoor pools, churches
$12. Attics and walls
sound studios, convention centers and night' clubs. I
full new car warranty.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
is available in most colors and hos a carpet-like rev
blown. Free estimates.
1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, Demonstrator, full
tare. K-13 is fire resistant, has o durable surface and
Call
753-3316.
CHEVROLET
1950
new car warranty.
bonds to wood, concrete, gtoss, sleet, Ormond
PICKUP, truck with
1976 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full poster, stereo
metals and all other common construction materials
TREES TRIMMED and
new rebuilt motor. Call
31,000 actual miles, new car trade-in. One
cut. Call 753-4707.
753-7948:,
owner.
1976 Pontiac Grand Prix- power sand air, one
NEW LISTING
GENERAL. 14-0ME
1971 TORINO GT. Power
USES: RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL - FARM BUILDINGS-7z:
owner,low mileage. ,
beautiful
_41‘adarisre, framing,
charmer
on
Three bedroom brick
steering, air, 2 door
1974
DECORATIVE:
LIAM A FINISHED LOOK - COLORS AVAILABLE I
Chevro-Illfigiiie
Carlo,
and
power
Or,
one,
ing and
aluminunt.
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
hardtop. Dail- Ortfen.
31,006'acttml
owner,.
miles.
nestrarlYntle-in,
NON-COMBUSTIBLE:
PROVIDES 1 -HR. FIRE WALL- LOWERS INSURANCE
l-354-t'
Call'
his
gutters.
"Home
quirk-Mr
a
t
transferred an4--Call 527-1/173 after 4:00.
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4-door sedan, power and
orI-362,4895:
ecomithk'gialleating, fireplace in living rocsaaa _lk
RATES UL APPROVED
am, new car trade-in, one owner.
fenced backyard and much more. Priced to sell
1968 DODGE, air, AMSOUND CONTROL: REDUCES PLUMBING NOISE - EXCELLENT FOR
1969 Buick Electra, 1295.00.
GENERAL DACKHOE
fast. 20's
FM, power windows,
work, gravel hauling
• BASEMENT CEILINGS
power brakes, cruise
and top soil. Call Joe
THERMAL
INSULATION:
REDUCES COSTLY FUEL BILLS- INCREASES
Call
759-1298.
control.
•
Beard, 436-2306. or
in

THE PLUM1V,90CT-0,
it,-eacht,'14A
HESAIi7-14EVIM<E-444065E
- Le68
CALL WHEN (ifin 90.

Carrier

-tiny-T-7'

md

•

Health fair'
Odober 20th and 21st
-

Murray
-Horne-

.

-

-p

Store

FOUR-SEASONS
-NURSERY

-.

e Have It.

K-13 SPRAY ON INSULATION
UNLIMITED SUPPLY!
*STICKS ON ANYTHING: WOOL METAL CONCRETE

WALLIS DRUG

® KOPPERUD
REALTYM

71 1 Main

753-1222

George Gallagher 7534129 Geri Antlersoa 753-7932
NerryPartorson 492-8302 INN keapereil /43-1222
Bill Hafburri 713-4474
'

a Maga

1971 VW BEETLE. Semi
automatit, air, call 7533296.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AMFM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
firand new,tires. Call""
'753-4331.'

0 PURDOM
0

COMFORT

a

.r.o.c • WINK

And 14
to
And
Chainsaw Repair

h•ci Gosomen Are OVir
Mart(ontelve

Nigkww, 94 test

06 wait lama - 7334213'

Phone
759-1221
•

41.s.

CALL-8984403 CALL

PADUCIII INSULATION COWAN

_

a..-'
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Compensation Committee Recommends
Governor's Salary Be Upped IT) $50,000'

Red Cross Chapter Sets 1978
Fund Drive Goal Of $10,724

FRANKFORtena,(AP)
Public - Officials:Fhe
Compensation Commission is
considering raising Vs
governors salary to-40,00Ira
year and increasing the pay of

other elected state officials.
these people make a life's superintendent of public
instruction to $30,000 annually
Commission Chiirrnan Max career out of public service.
Calloway County Red Cross Harry Sparks, Henry Holton military calls for assistance
the present $29,294. The
from
Kentucky
of
the
Smith,
"I
state
feel
--a
Frankfort
chapter has collected some and 'Stuart Poston.
attorney,
continue and that veterans
figure includes cost of
latter
said Thursday he favored should pay --the governor -a
-19.300 with over $1,300 still - Red Cross -Board of and veteranl-widows benefit
increases over the
living
minimum
of
a
year,"
$50,000
raising
the
salaries
of
all
outstanding in the 1977 fund Directors also named three claims are "one of our most
$27,900.
statutory
elected
Smith
said. •
officials "because
drive.
. .
members, whose terms had important ..and perhaps- least
governor presently
The
Commission
Etiii
mem
bers
'Cros
-Clidardro-n-e4 Celina. Named known services." Mrs.
Wilton
and
- Miuric - mikes $35,000 a:year, but that
.is,- In 11-1TIERing this tri'sricC'esiVre teriiewere Dr. Blankenship stated, '"I am
Galloway, however, said the will increase to $39,500 after
week, set the 1978 goal of Rex Alexander, Lester Nanny now working with five new
commission needed to further Jan. 1.
$10,724.
adjudification rlaims which
and Robert O. Miller.
. Galloway said he could
board
members
. in other action; Mrs: Jean necessitates prOvitftng forms,
z_
support such a pay raise for
2:81**
recornt
m
h'
e
to
ll
i
geme
datiorre
the
1978
4
"were told iii-the meeting that Blankenship, - executive helping
with . doctor's
t localchapterVas coThecik secretary-, sielcothed- Max- -statements, Medical
_ elected officials, "but my
Ciener.$11A-WIPOLY,
Wham
-middleWilson warned against -Mini Concern is the
- $9,305 in-the 1977 drive, -Ctith_. Hurt, *a new- board member, sometimes going to their is the newpaitor of the Cherry
Murray Police conducted 26 possession of alcohol,three for
"shootings from the hip with level people in state
$1,385 still to be collected from and said that Hurt was a Red homes to fill outclaims."
Corner Baptist Church, investigations and made 32 drinking in a public
place,and these salaries," and Galloway government. We have sOme
outstanding pledges. Of the Cross board chairman -during
Mrs. Blankenship also at- located just off Highway 121 criminal arrests during 18 for public Intoxication.
said "we've had, very little good people there, and we
total, National Red Cross World War II, and indicated -tended an Executive Direc- South, New Concord Road. A September, according to justCity police closed 16 in-- time to talk about this."
have to pay them enough to
received $4,384. ,
.
Hurt was not a "new" board tor's Workshop in September native of the Western;Ken- geipased ewe&
vestigatiolts with arrests
The corlimission was keep them from leaving state
Holmes -Ellis, chairman of member-.
at -Mayfield. Graves Coimty Welty area, he afteoded Trigg 7
'
:-•
during the month. Ineluded in
•
government."
at Cadiz, city _ police also made 100 • those were a burglary arrest, established by the 1976
_The - Mrs. Blankenship. said 838 has. probably • the most out- Couaty. High
the local __chapter,
"When state gbvernment IS
salaries
Legislature
to
study
meeting this week, named a persons participated in the standing chapter in western graduated from Camp- traffic arrests and
two assaults,three thefts, nine
committee that will select the "Lesire te_Swim" program for Kentucky with an annual bellsville Colley, Kentucky, vesinyited 13 accidents that indecent exposures and one of state • officials and • handling as much money as it
employes. The commission's - is today, we need the.most
T978drive cliairmiin. a total of 10,000 actual hours cif budget exceeding„ $25,900 and Southeatiterk.Haptist left injuries in the. report narcotics case.
qualified people we can get,"
report
is due Tuesday.
Committee niembers are Dr. instruction Provided_ by
Theological
from the United Fund there.
Seminary, Wake month, according to the police
According to the report,city
_
said.
Galloway
.
_
.E.ore
:
st,
.
.
struitnrs, life --guardr.. •-anct
a -department.
liollee arrested --29 ori Mixing •Tu
-P"ek
t°nrilee
toa,greed
l
lIt
esda
drair
a
t
question
of raising
The
ess
d
rtahr was
pastor for twelve years- in
ng
Jory
rnoct
ac
meaB,etsw
criminal
Of the 32
arrests while Intoxicated charges, 22 oreibutoary report which will.
salaries for lower-level state
. • •
..
the program's
churches• in Kentue.ky, Ten- Made during the- month, city for
speeding. IS on expired or indicate more time is needed employes was left in
Kenny Beshear, assistant.
aessee, and North Carolina, police arrested one for. no operators license.
for final recommendations.
abeyance.
First Aid program
and comes here from Albany burglary, two for theft over
Police investigated 50 acSmith said he favored
continues to grow, Meltwhere he was pastor of the $100, three for theft over $.160, cidents with no4njuries and 13
First Church there. The three for indecent exposure, with injuries. Some 19 persons bringing the salitribs Of
Randy -114cCallon will be the Blankenship said, enneciallY‘
Association Retarded
church and the pastor invite two for assault, Iota for were injured in accidents elected state official! latlaw
speaker at the-eleeen a. mi -the e-at'-pulm-onary
the governor in line with
..
a
the public to Attend the ser- prmession of marijuana for during the
. .
worship services on Sunday, resuscitation (CPR) cla.ssis
month, according
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- vices at the church.
_sale, one for disorderly con- to the report. City police salaries for the state's 87 Citizens Plans Meet
October 16, at the Kirksey tagght by Mrs. Mary Jane
circuit judges, who now make
Howard.
quarter's
This
-Kentucky's
unemployment •
'one for
United Methodist Church.
The Calloway County
$35,000 a year.
This will be in observance 4 certificates'were issued to 27 rate in September dropped to
cr
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f
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or
mduictschaniefd,
f
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t
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•
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.
•
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l
Smith
raising
in First Aid and 39 in.CPR4.1 per cent from August's 4.6
Laymen's Day.,_
Citiiens .wlll meet Monday,
-7.,-parkelieutenallt govera
Tr;
p.m. in
McCallen, SOW-ef-Mr. and
A coirse-in---b°4111e'resuRed Per fent:the--bePartraent for To- '
ãt7:30
state auditor, secretary of
cercanoeing
basic
11
in
Human
Resources
said
Mrs. Rob McCallon,is a senior
*
atate, state
treasufer. Room 240 of the Special
at Calloway County *Itigh tificates issued. Over to Thursday.
Murray
agriculture
commissioner,
EsdUcniriun
•
School where he is secr.etary- BOSPital-31.01,unteers.: „art _ Robert iderTInzi:sIrt. "hip(
•. Statethiteyiesity. •
atiOrney
_
i_gerieral
and
(Continued
this
yea;. labpr market analyst for the
From Page 1)
• treasurer of his class, scheduled to work
A staff member with
Betty Wager, special
"This has to be corrected in our state,
. member of the varsity Red Cross volunteers locally state, said the munber of Kentucky Retail Federation is
.-- , - ,. .,
;- ,
,
education teacher, will
en
_ hitesethalleam Beta auk will maintain theft_ie_t, =ILI, X-, _ K tac_Isi a na
working expected ta_meet.with Loral and wlv_t_eyer it_takes_10 calmed iL__I_
2,__k•-zegiietsfeavea30...lit
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' _ _t_ __. present the_ program -4" web- _
. Ray, desk,'and Convalescent increased in -September by - -merchants Tuesday, Oct. 18, want tido it Carter said. ;i•
•
'
will be an intfoductiOn lei the
ward duties as in 2r_evious 21,900, ttorkers while thg . f_to inform retailers of several
Carter also indicated a race in Ott. '
Education or - the HanCO-Until
-a
-4.
a
-•
years. The volunteers have- jobless rolls decreased by recently enecteitier
wouldn't be as difficalt as.one would
•• 94-142.
b.
-•-• -r-7
7. aisilirh—gt-AM Ilieeittlyrinte
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aws and have teed if 4137S wueti
„
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duties. Two volunteers will
MacDonald
running With,the:pisieriUt-.
_regulations both on the state
DireA-Ted
- Link-- Attorney -Weill- 111111111111111111111111111111111
visit each new admittance to downwaryi trend may be- and national level.
incumbency behind him.
--carroll isn't
Overbey
to
drawn.for consideration a
offer
him
attributed -to-increaeed hiting
the hospital to
Subjects to be discussed in eligible for re-election. new city personnel ordinance;
and by the state's major the session, which begins at 2
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